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Abstract

Laparoscopic Ultrasound (LUS) imaging is a standard tool used for image-guidance

during laparoscopic liver resection, as it provides real-time information on the in-

ternal structure of the liver. However, LUS probes are difficult to handle and their

resulting images hard to interpret. Additionally, some anatomical targets such as

tumours are not always visible, making the LUS guidance less effective. To solve

this problem, registration between the LUS images and a pre-operative Computed

Tomography (CT) scan using information from blood vessels has been previously

proposed. By merging these two modalities, the relative position between the LUS

images and the anatomy of CT is obtained and both can be used to guide the sur-

geon. The problem of LUS to CT registration is specially challenging, as besides

being a multi-modal registration, the field of view of LUS is significantly smaller

than that of CT. Therefore, this problem becomes poorly constrained and typically

an accurate initialisation is needed. Also, the liver is highly deformed during la-

paroscopy, complicating the problem further. So far, the methods presented in the

literature are not clinically feasible as they depend on manually set correspondences

between both images. In this thesis, a solution for this registration problem that

may be more transferable to the clinic is proposed. Firstly, traditional registration

approaches comprised of manual initialisation and optimisation of a cost function are

studied. Secondly, it is demonstrated that a globally optimal registration without a

manual initialisation is possible. Finally, a new globally optimal solution that does

not require commonly used tracking technologies is proposed and validated. The

resulting approach provides clinical value as it does not require manual interaction

in the operating room or tracking devices. Furthermore, the proposed method could

potentially be applied to other image-guidance problems that require registration

between ultrasound and a pre-operative scan.





Impact

The methods reported in this thesis have the potential of increasing the

safety of laparoscopic liver resection by facilitating the interpretation of

laparoscopic ultrasound (LUS) imaging intra-operatively. From a practi-

cal point of view, LUS and computed tomography (CT) fusion methods

are difficult to translate to the clinic as both tracking devices and manual

interaction with the data is usually needed. Technically, registering LUS

to CT of the liver is complicated by a significant difference in field of view

between the two modalities. The methods proposed in the course of this

document address these issues sequentially, and a final solution based

on Content-based Image Retrieval is presented. This solution introduces

a new paradigm in the registration concept - instead of optimising an

initial alignment between modalities, a database of pre-operative sim-

ulations is used to determine directly which is the most likely pose at

which the LUS was acquired. By not relying on an initial alignment

that is usually obtained manually and tracking information from exter-

nal devices, this solution can impact the guidance of laparoscopic liver

resection. Clinically, effective and reliable guidance can lead to an in-

crease in the amount of patients considered for laparoscopic surgery.

Academically, the concepts explored in this thesis can be transferred to

other registration problems where the field of view of the two images is

significantly different. Additionally, the registration accuracies measured

throughout this thesis have added value since there is a very limited

number of studies concerning clinically acquired laparoscopic ultrasound

data. Technologically, the provided methods can be applied to other

ultrasound imaging applications, such as endoscopic ultrasound.
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Given the possible impact of the proposed methods, a patent concerning

the complete CBIR registration framework has been filed prior to the

time of submission of this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Clinical Motivation

The liver is a glandular organ of the human body that is located in the abdominal

cavity inferior to the diaphragm. It comprises two principal lobes, a large right lobe

and a smaller left lobe, divided by the falciform ligament (see Figure 1.1). The liver

is responsible for a wide range of vital functions which include metabolic regulation,

blood cell recycling and bile secretion [1].

Liver cancer is a disease with increasing incidence and high mortality rate that

currently poses a major global health problem. In its primary form, Hepatocellular

Carcinoma (HCC) is currently the fifth most common cancer worldwide, accounting

for 4.7% of all new cancer cases and for 8.2% of cancer related deaths [2]. In its

metastatic form, it usually arises as a consequence of Colorectal Cancer (CRC) -

it is estimated that CRC patients have a 50% risk of developing hepatic colorectal

metastases [3]. Statistically, CRC is the second highest incidence cancer in the world,

accounting for 10.2% of new cases [2]. Given all these estimations, it is expected that

every year, around 1,750,000 patients will contract primary or secondary liver can-

cer. Therefore, effective treatment of this disease is a major concern for healthcare

systems across the globe.

Current treatments with curative intent for these cancers are liver resection,

Radiofrequency Ablation (RFA) and liver transplantation [4]. Liver resection is a

procedure in which a segment of the liver containing the malignant tumour is surgi-

cally removed. The main concern with this approach is assuring that the remaining

liver volume is large enough and has a sufficient blood supply for normal liver func-
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Figure 1.1: Left shows the anatomy and location of the liver. Image downloaded from
https://www.hxbenefit.com/. Right shows Couinaud classification of liver
segments used for liver resection.

tion. For this reason, the anatomical segments that are removed follow the Couinaud

classification [5, 6] (see Figure 1.1) in which each hepatic segment is independently

supplied by the hepatic blood vessels. In RFA, a needle is inserted in the liver in

order to deliver heat to the lesion and destroy it [7]. Liver transplantation consists

in the complete replacement of the diseased liver for a healthy one.

Specifically, for HCC the two surgical approaches of resection and transplanta-

tion are more effective than RFA and yield similar rates of mortality and morbid-

ity [4]. The transplantation option is usually preferred in this case - since HCC is

normally preceded by cirrhosis [4], the post-operatory hepatic function is compro-

mised and not sufficient to consider resection. Furthermore, this approach ensures

that no hepatic tumour remnants are left in the patient. However, transplantation

is not always possible as there is an increasing demand for compatible donors and

consequently longer waiting times [8], making the resection approach preferable.

Statistically, it is estimated that 30% of HCC patients are considered for curative

treatment [4], and that only 5-15% are eligible for resection [9].

For colorectal metastases, liver resection and RFA are the standard curative

procedures. Although resection is more invasive, it has been reported to yield higher

survival rates coupled with lower recurrence than RFA [10]. However, resection is

only considered in 10-20% of cases, since the malignancy may not be confined to

specific segments of the liver or may already be spread out to other organs [11].

https://www.hxbenefit.com/
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Overall, given the resection eligibility rates of primary and metastatic liver

cancer, it is expected that a large number of patients worldwide could benefit from

liver resection.

1.2 The Advent of Laparoscopy

Traditionally, during liver resection, access to the liver is obtained through laparo-

tomy i.e open surgery. In this approach, an incision is made into the torso of the

patient and the surgeon has direct contact with the liver (see Figure 1.2). However,

the incision poses a great problem to both the patient and the healthcare system.

For the patient, the scar left by the incision is painful post-operatively and can pose

a self-image issue. For the healthcare systems, the patient recovery time is large and

results in increased costs. To overcome this problem, keyhole surgery or laparoscopy

has been introduced in liver resection [12]. In Laparoscopic Liver Resection (LLR),

the surgeon accesses the abdominal cavity using surgical tools that pass through a

set of small incisions or “keyholes” (Figure 1.2). In one of these incisions a laparo-

scope is inserted, which contains a small video camera that allows the surgeon to

see both the abdominal cavity and other tools.

Currently, laparoscopy is generally regarded as superior to laparotomy in terms

of reduced trauma to the patient and healthcare costs [13, 14]. However, from the

patients that are eligible for resection, it is estimated that only 5-30% are consid-

ered for LLR [15], mainly due to a high risk associated with challenges inherent to

laparoscopic surgery:

• Lack of haptic feedback - the surgeon cannot touch the liver directly, and

therefore palpate the target lesion. In cases where the malignancy is not

visible in the liver surface, it is difficult for the surgeon to predict a resection

margin.

• Limited freedom of movement - the tool configuration does not allow the sur-

geons to freely move all segments of the liver. This is critical when tumours

are located in the posterior regions, since the tools face the anterior surface of

the liver.

• Motor and visual coordination expertise - manipulating the tools requires ex-

perience, since the surgeon must synchronise his hand movements with the
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Figure 1.2: Surgical approaches to liver resection. Left shows the laparoscopic ap-
proach, where small incisions let laparoscopic tools be inserted in the pa-
tient. Right shows the open surgery approach, where a large incision is
performed and the liver accessed directly. Image downloaded from http:

//www.laserstonesurgery.org.

tools in the laparoscopic video. In addition, the surgeon has limited depth

perception and the visualisation screen is side-by-side with the patient.

Several studies in the early 2000s [16–20] have reported that due to these challenges,

LLR is mainly recommended for patients with lesions located in the anterior periph-

ery of the right lobe or in the left lobe. Tumours that are not in these locations

are normally considered to be of high risk for resection - either the laparoscopic

tools can not easily reach them, or there are major vessels close by that lead to life

threatening blood loss if they are damaged.

The adoption of LLR is currently increasing due to improvements in healthcare

technology [21], but the majority of patients considered are still the ones with tu-

mours that are easy to access [22]. For this reason, it has been proposed the use of

Image-Guided Surgery (IGS) techniques [23], in which devices are used to provide

additional information about the intra-operative environment and aid surgeon. One

of those sources of information is ultrasound imaging.

http://www.laserstonesurgery.org
http://www.laserstonesurgery.org
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1.3 The Introduction of Ultrasound Imaging

Ultrasound imaging is an imaging modality that uses high frequency sound waves

to characterise tissue in real-time, and without using ionising radiation. By placing

an ultrasound probe in contact with a tissue of interest, an image of the under-

lying anatomy can be observed by measuring reflected sound waves, and contrast

determined by different tissue properties, especially at organ boundaries [24].

Intra-operative Ultrasound (IOUS) has been proposed in the late 80s as a guid-

ance technique for open liver surgery [25, 26], allowing surgeons to observe tumours

that are deeply located in the liver parenchyma and the surrounding blood vessels.

The use of IOUS in laparoscopic setting i.e Laparoscopic Ultrasound (LUS) was

introduced around the same time by Fukuda et al. [27] by coupling an US trans-

ducer to a regular laparoscopic tool [28–30]. In this type of imaging, the surgeon

maneuvers the LUS probe to scan the liver tissue whilst observing the laparoscopic

video feed. To facilitate scanning, the transducer in these probes (bottom of Fig-

ure 1.3) is usually attached to a flexible tip that can be articulated left and right or

up and down. During the following decade, LUS showed promise mainly in laparo-

scopic staging procedures - the majority of laparotomical resections were preceded

by a laparoscopic staging, in which surgeons can assess if the patient is resectable

without a large incision. Since the lack of tactile feedback does not allow for tu-

mour palpation, LUS became a vital tool for this approach, showing a localisation

sensitivity comparable to palpation [28, 31, 32]. Several studies in the early 1990s

have actually pointed out that LUS scanning during staging leads to detection of

tumours that may not be seen in pre-operative scans, providing additional valuable

information on resectability and the resection plan itself [33, 34]. This idea has

been emphasised further by specific studies showing that LUS has higher sensitivity

to tumours than the conventional contrast enhanced Computed Tomography (CT)

scans [35, 36]. Quantitatively, more recent studies have reported LUS to have a

sensitivity of 91% to HCC [37] and 88-100% to liver metastasis [38, 39].

With the increasing adoption of LLR, the use of LUS started being recom-

mended not just in staging but also surgery [17, 20]. Similarly to IOUS, LUS also

captures the liver vessels, providing the surgeon with a geometrical relation between

the target lesion and surrounding vascular structures [40, 41], enabling resection
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Figure 1.3: LUS and video laparoscopic imaging. Left image shows laparoscopic video
image in which the LUS probe is scanning the liver. Right image shows the
corresponding LUS image. Bottom shows the corresponding LUS probe, a
BK5000 1 (I12C4f).

margins to be optimised. For IOUS, it has been reported that the intra-operative

resection margin assessment avoids the need for major resections i.e complete hepatic

segment removal (Figure 1.1) [42].

Given that LUS is in many clinical aspects similar to IOUS [43], it is expected

that LUS should increase the overall safety of LLR and optimise the resection mar-

gins as well. However, the adoption of LUS is not universal as high expertise is

required to both handle LUS probes and interpret the resulting images. Firstly,

since these probes are laparoscopic tools, it is difficult for the surgeon to make the

LUS transducer touch the liver completely without any sense of tactile feedback.

Secondly, it is very challenging to mentally map the 2D LUS image into the la-

paroscopic video feed as these two displays are shown in separate screens without

an explicit geometric relation (Figure 1.3) [44]. Finally, LUS images can have poor

signal-to-noise ratio, and due to their specular nature, several artefacts such as shad-

owing and speckle complicate their interpretation [44, 45]. Results from a survey of

2010 emphasise this problem - from a group of 177 surgeons across 40 countries, only

43% have reported the frequent use of the modality. Interestingly, the majority of

respondents in this study believe in the increased use of LUS and in its potential [46].

The difficulties in LUS imaging have prompted some authors to develop surgical

protocols or techniques to image the liver easily during staging [47, 48] and resec-
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tion [49, 50]. However, such techniques are standards that still depend on expertise

and ultimately do not solve the aforementioned issues. For this reason, there is a

need for IGS navigation technologies development - techniques in which the posi-

tions of the LUS probe, LUS images and the patient are integrated and intuitively

visualised in the intra-operative environment [45]. Such methods will allow for sur-

geons to manipulate LUS without needing a high level of experience, perform safer

resections and potentially increase the number of eligible patients for laparoscopic

surgery [51].

1.4 LUS and CT Fusion as Guidance Method

The first IGS technology attempt in LUS guidance was the introduction of tracking

devices in the LUS probe by Harms et al. [52]. These devices are used to measure the

position and orientation of objects in the Operating Room (OR) [53]. By tracking

the LUS probe, it is possible to understand each 2D LUS images in the context

of a 3D space. Such a feature has been shown to facilitate the interpretation of

LUS image orientation in space [54] and help surgeons with less experience perform

surgical tasks such as needle placement for RFA [55].

Another appealing aspect of tracking is the possibility of compounding 2D LUS

images into a 3D volume [56] - it is known that a 3D visualisation of the patient intra-

operative anatomy is a significant benefit over 2D slices [57]. However, the quality of

LUS images is not optimal and their field of view is small, their positioning in 3D may

not provide enough information for safe resection. This is particularly important in

the case of liver imaging, where the captured vasculature is very complex and difficult

to interpret. Furthermore, even though diagnosis of tumours through LUS has been

reported to be superior to conventional scans [35], many liver lesions are iso-echoic

i.e do not show a clear pattern in LUS images and are difficult to visualise [58].

To overcome these challenges, the fusion of intra-operative ultrasound imaging with

a pre-operative scan such as CT or Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging has been

proposed [59]. In this approach, the high-resolution of the pre-operative scan adds

extra information to the intra-operative setting, guiding the surgeon to know which

structures are being imaged by ultrasound.

The fusion of two imaging modalities is achieved by registration - a process

through which two images of the same anatomy are aligned in the same space [60].
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Figure 1.4: LUS to CT Registration. Pre-operatively, a CT scan is processed so that
the main vascular branches are displayed. Intra-operatively, a LUS image
is registered to the 3D model, leading to a space with LUS and CT fusion.
Results can be observed by the surgeon closely both in 2D and 3D.

Clinically, this technology has already shown promise in percutaneous liver interven-

tions [61], but not in laparoscopic surgery. For the laparoscopic setting, few methods

have been proposed and validated, having Bao et al. [62] been the first to report

results. The workflow of LUS to CT fusion is represented in Figure 1.4. Firstly, in
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the pre-operative setting, the vasculature and tumours of the patient are extracted

usually from a triphasic CT scan, a variant of constrast CT. This scan uses contrast

in three different phases to highlight the three main vascular trees of the liver: the

hepatic veins (green), the portal vein (blue) and the hepatic artery (red). Addition-

ally, the tumours are extracted from the portal vein phase [63]. Intra-operatively,

LUS images are acquired and registered to the CT, allowing the surgeon to see both

modalities in a common space. For precise navigation, the surgeon can both analyse

the 3D positioning of the LUS images in the CT and the 2D intersection between

them. This image overlay then allows for a correct interpretation on which vessels

are being imaged in the LUS image, and how close they are to the tumour.

To-date, there have not been reported any solutions for this problem that can

be deployed in clinic intuitively without interrupting the surgical workflow. The

focus of this thesis is to study in depth the nature of the LUS to CT registration

and problem, and ultimately deliver a novel solution that can be translated to the

clinic.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This document follows the chapter structure described below:

• In chapter 2, the problem is formalised and state-of-the-art methods described

for ultrasound to CT registration and LUS guidance.

• In chapter 3, LUS and CT registration is attempted using the most frequently

used frameworks in the literature, which require a manual initialisation to

obtain a solution.

• In chapter 4, registration is performed using a global optimisation scheme in

which a manual initialisation is not required.

• In chapter 5, the registration is performed using a novel framework that does

not require either a manual initialisation or information from tracking devices.

• In chapter 6, a first refinement to the solution of chapter 5 is proposed, and

possible directions for future work are provided.

• Finally, in chapter 7, limitations of the proposed methods are addressed and

conclusions presented.





Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, the LUS to CT registration problem and a thorough review

on the relevant literature are presented. In section 2.1, the problem is mathemati-

cally formalised and all the computational components necessary for a solution are

described. In section 2.2 current registration methods and their applicability to

the laparoscopic problem are discussed. In section 2.3 current surgical workflow

solutions are presented in order to contextualise how a solution can be clinically

feasible. In the final section 2.5, a solution is proposed taking into account the

presented state-of-the-art.

2.1 The Registration Problem

As mentioned in the end of chapter 1, registration is the process through which two

images of the same scene are geometrically aligned [60]. Mathematically, this can be

expressed as calculating the transformation that relates a set of 3D points sampled

in two different spaces. In the present problem, the liver is the common scene from

which 3D points are sampled using both LUS and the pre-operative CT. Given a

2D liver pixel present in the LUS images (xLUS) and corresponding 3D liver voxel

sampled from the CT (xCT ), registration is obtained by finding the transformation

CTTLUS that best satisfies the equation 2.1:

xCT = CTTLUSxLUS (2.1)

Currently, this problem is usually solved within the context of navigated LUS in
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Figure 2.1: Navigated LUS registration setup. W stands for world space, M stands for
marker which is tracked by the tracking system that defines the world space
frame of reference W . Dashed arrows indicate images acquired from the LUS
probe and laparoscope; solid arrows indicate transformations between different
spaces. The green full arrow defines the unknown transformation to be esti-
mated between LUS and CT; the red full arrow the unknown transformation
of CT to world space; the two full black arrows are known.

which a tracking device is used. Tracking enables the setting of a common coordinate

of reference in the OR that is defined as the world space (W ). This is illustrated

in Figure 2.1. Physically, W is defined by a tracking system which is normally

composed of a physical tracking device and a set of markers (M). Markers are

placed on surgical tools that are tracked in a space relative to the origin of the

tracking system defined by the tracking device. In this case, the LUS probe has

a marker attached and its spatial relation to world is defined by WTM . To co-

register LUS and CT, firstly the pixels xLUS are transformed to the world space by

using a calibration from image space to marker MTLUS and marker tracking matrix

WTM . Then, a registration algorithm is used to align the resulting points with xCT ,

estimating the orientation and position of CT in the world place, defined as CTTW .

Using these transformations, registration between LUS and CT is obtained as:

CTTLUS = CTTW
WTM

MTLUS . (2.2)
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In Figure 2.1, this problem is regarded as calculating the transformation CTTW from

world to CT space (red arrow). This is obtained using the transformation from LUS

image pixels to the marker coordinate system, and the transformation of the tracking

marker, given by the tracking system. These two transformations are depicted with

black arrows and are normally considered to be known variables during registration:

MTLUS is obtained pre-operatively through the process of ultrasound calibration (for

a thorough review on methods, refer to Mercier et al. [64]) and maps 2D LUS points

to 3D space; WTM is the tracking transformation that is a direct result from the

tracking device. The green arrow is extracted from the result, and an image fusion

between ultrasound and CT such as the one exemplified in the previous chapter

(Figure 1.4) is obtained. In laparoscopic surgery, WTM is commonly defined by an

Electromagnetic (EM) tracking system. In this technology, the world reference W

is defined by an EM field generator, and the markers M are EM sensors that do not

require direct line of sight to be detected [53]. This is advantageous compared to

other technologies such as optical tracking [65] since the tracked tools (LUS probe)

are occluded by the abdominal wall during laparoscopy.

Regardless of the navigation system used, the resulting registration problem is

that of aligning the information in LUS images with the one from CT. Therefore, the

medical imaging registration literature relevant to IGS applications is now described.

2.2 Registration of Ultrasound to CT/MR

The use of ultrasound to CT/MR registration in the context of liver imaging was

pioneered by Penney et al. (2001) with the purpose of guiding thermal ablation of

liver metastasis with information from a pre-operative MR scan [66]. With the aid

of an optically tracked ultrasound probe, the authors picked a set of points in the

main vascular branches of the liver and aligned them with their counterparts in the

MR volume. By minimising the distance between corresponding vessel points, it was

possible to put the information of ultrasound and MR in the same space, and there-

fore predict the position of target metastasis. Technically, these pair of matching

points that were used are called fiducials, and the direct minimisation of their dis-

tances [67] and consequent alignment was the basis for early registration approaches.

However, with the technological improvements in imaging and IGS, a vast amount

of more complex and refined registration methods have been proposed. Although
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Figure 2.2: Standard framework of registration algorithms. Each number highlights one
algorithmic component. 1) represents the feature selection step where images
I and J are processed; 2) represents the similarity function that evaluates the
alignment between I and J given the current transformation JTI ; 3) represents
the transformation JTI that transforms the moving image I; 4) represents the
optimisation scheme through which the optimal JT ?I is estimated. Green arrow
path refers to optimisation schemes in which a closed form solution is obtained.
Red arrow path refers to iterative optimisation schemes that use JT 0

I as an
initialisation.

these approaches concern several different interventional environments ranging from

liver interventions to craniotomies, all share the same framework principles.

2.2.1 Essentials of Registration Algorithms

Mathematically, a registration algorithm aims to align one image I called the moving

image to a reference image J called the fixed image. This is usually achieved with

four essential components that are illustrated in Figure 2.2: 1) the information that

is extracted from images I and J ; 2) a similarity function S(J, I) that quantifies how

well aligned the images are given their extracted information and transformation JTI ;

3) a parameterisation that models the transformation JTI ; 4) an optimisation scheme

that combines the similarity measure S(J, I) with parameters of JTI in order to yield

the optimal alignment JT ?I . The differences in how each of these components are

approached is what distinguishes different registration methods. This classification

system is essentially the same as the ones presented in the literature [60, 68–70].
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Considering I as the LUS image and J the CT, the extracted information defines

which points will define the vectors xUS and xCT from equation 2.1. On this regard,

registration methods are typically categorised as feature-based or intensity-based.

Feature-based methods consider the location of specific points based on features

such as surfaces and blood vessels, which are extracted through a segmentation

process [71]. Intensity-based methods work directly on the image intensity values of

each pixel/voxel, and do not rely on a segmentation to extract points of interest.

The similarity S(J, I) is a function that compares the extracted features of I

and J . Specifically, given a transformation JTI , the similarity computes a value over

the information of xLUS and xCT . The main requirement for this function is to

yield a maximum or minimum when the images are correctly aligned. In the case

of feature-based methods, this function is usually based on the Euclidean distance

between matching points in the sets xLUS and xCT , also called the L2 norm. For

intensity-based methods, similarity is normally calculated with a criterion based on

the image intensity values, by assuming either a statistical or functional relation

between them.

The transformation model defines what is the geometrical relation between the

two images I and J . Types of parameterisation can be grouped into rigid, affine

and non-rigid. Rigid transformations consider that there is only rigid body motion

and are typically defined by 6 parameters (also called degrees of freedom) in the 3D

scenario, 3 to describe rotations and 3 to describe translations. This is the simplest

registration case, since the rigid body assumption does not allow distances between

matching points in I and J to change, i.e does not predict deformation. However,

in many medical imaging cases there are significant deformations between the two

spaces, namely in soft tissue organs such as brain and liver. To compensate for this

phenomenon, the next simplest approach is to use an affine model. Affine transfor-

mations account for linear deformations by adding 6 extra parameters to the rigid

model, 3 scalings in the principal directions and 3 shearings between them. Phys-

ically, the scalings represent stretching or compression of points whereas shearing

represents distortions between the main axes. Non-rigid or deformable transforma-

tions aim to model deformations that may not be neither linear or global as assumed

by an affine transformation: instead of modelling the compression or stretch along
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one axis with a single scaling, these models consider local deformations that may

have a higher polynomial degree than linearity. In this case, the number of degrees

of freedom depends on the complexity of the model - increasing complexity results

in more parameters. Specifically, deformation can be described by either a physical

model with a well defined number of parameters or a non-parametric dense model

in which a 3D displacement is modelled for every single point [72].

The optimisation scheme defines the computational strategy through which the

parameters of the transformation model JTI are explored in order to find the ex-

trema of S(J, I) that corresponds to the optimal alignment JT ?I . As illustrated in

Figure 2.2, the scheme usually includes two steps, an initialisation and an iterative

loop. The purpose of the initialisation is to place I and J in the same space with

an initial registration solution JT 0
I that is within the basin of convergence of the

similarity measure. In the iterative loop, the similarity S(J,J TII) is iteratively eval-

uated by changing the parameters of JTI until a convergence criterion is met. What

differs between optimisation schemes is the rationale behind the parameter changes

or steps in each iteration. The most common approach is to use gradient descent

methods [73]: by measuring the gradient of the similarity in parameter space, the

parameters are incremented along the gradient direction in order to reach an ex-

trema. However, similarity functions that compare ultrasound and MR/CT images

are usually noisy and have multiple extrema points. Therefore, the initialisation JT 0
I

must usually be fairly close to the correct extrema i.e solution at the start. Other

schemes that are more robust to this problem include stochastic optimisation [74]

and Branch and Bound (BnB) approaches [75]. The iterative loop is not always used

- if the initialisation JT 0
I is calculated in closed form and the resulting solution ac-

curate enough, an iterative refinement may not be necessary. The trade off between

robustness and initialisation accuracy has a significant effect on the overall usability

of an algorithm in the OR.

According to this description, the initial approach of Penney et al. (2001) [66]

is 1) a feature-based method 2) that minimises the Euclidean distance between a

set of liver vessel points 3) with a set of 6 rigid parameters 4) in a gradient descent

iterative scheme.
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2.2.2 Similarity Functions

The similarity function is crucial to the design of a registration algorithm since it

affects all of its components. For feature-based methods, similarity is always based

on a distance between the point positions of extracted features from I and J , whether

these are surfaces, contours or point clouds.

In the case of intensity-based methods, instead of using the 3D location of fea-

tures, the intensity values of pixels/voxels in I and J are used. Therefore, intensity

similarity functions can not be based on geometry and distances - instead, these must

establish a criterion through which the distribution of intensities of image I and J

can be matched, taking into account the underlying physical process that forms these

images. The difference in image formation separates registration problems into two

categories: mono-modal problems where images I and J are from the same modal-

ity and multi-modal problems where different modalities such as ultrasound and CT

are used. Similarity functions can be grouped according to the relationship that

is assumed between the image intensities. For the mono-modal case, Identity and

Linear relationships are normally used, whereas for the multi-modal case, statistical

and functional mappings achieve better results [76].

2.2.2.1 Identity Mapping

Identity relationship assumes that when images I and J are aligned, the intensity

values of corresponding pixels/voxels are identical. The most common function

used in this case is the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) introduced by Barnea and

Silverman [77], which is expressed in equation 2.3,

SSD(J, I) =
1

N

∑
x∈ΩI,J

|J(x)− I(x)|2 (2.3)

where ΩI,J represents the geometric overlap between images I and J , x a coordinate

within ΩI,J , and N the number of points within the overlap. This measure is similar

to the distance measures used in feature-based registration: instead of minimising

distances between points, it aims to minimise the squared difference between inten-

sity values. By considering the identity relation, this type of measure is only robust

to Gaussian noise [78], and therefore only applicable in mono-modal scenarios where

there are no significant changes in the image contrast.
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2.2.2.2 Linear Mapping

The first mapping that can improve the identity assumption is the linear mapping, in

which it is assumed that intensities I are a linear function of J in case of alignment.

The most common measure that follows this assumption is the Normalised Cross

Correlation (NCC) introduced by Rosenfeld and Kak [79], expressed in equation 2.4,

NCC(J, I) =

∑
x∈ΩI,J

(J(x)− J̄)(I(x)− Ī)√∑
x∈ΩI,J

(J(x)− J̄)2
∑

x∈ΩI,J
(I(x)− Ī)2

(2.4)

in which Ī and J̄ are the mean intensity value of images I and J inside the over-

lap domain ΩI,J respectively. NCC is a variant of cross correlation in which the

covariance between intensities of I and J is divided by the product of independent

variances of the intensities of I and J . Considering the intensities of I and J to be

random variables, the NCC measures how linearly dependent one image is from the

other. Since the differences between imaging modalities can rarely be explained by

a linear mapping, NCC is not suitable for many multi-modal problems [76].

2.2.2.3 Statistical Mapping

The first approach to solve reliably the multi-modality problem was to not assume

any mapping between the intensities, but a statistical dependence between the in-

tensity distribution of both images instead. The most popular functions that fall

into this category are based in the Mutual Information (MI) measure [80], which

has been derived from the information theoretical principle of entropy introduced by

Shannon [81]. Considering images as a probability distribution of intensity values

regardless of their location, entropy measures the level of uncertainty in the image

information content. If the distribution has well defined peaks in specific intensity

values, there is less uncertainty and the entropy value is low. If the distribution

is uniformly spread, there are no intensities that are more likely to occur and the

information content is low, resulting in high entropy measurement.

Before measuring directly entropy of images, Hill et al. [82] proposed the analysis

of joint distributions of intensities of both images I and J . In this new distribution,

instead of measuring the occurrence of intensity values in each image separately, the

occurrence of each pair of intensities between matching pixels/voxels in both images

is measured. In case of alignment, since identical anatomical structures overlap, the
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joint histogram of the distribution will have clusters centered around specific pairs of

values. Intuitively, these clusters correspond to well defined peaks in a distribution,

and the minimisation of the corresponding joint entropy was therefore proposed as

a new similarity measure by Collignon et al. [83] and Studholme et al. [84].

Following the introduction of joint entropy, MI was quickly introduced in other

work of Collignon et al. [85] and the works of Viola and Wells [86, 87]. Conceptually,

MI measures “how much the information in image I can tell about the information

in image J”. In the context of entropy, MI is given by the addition of independent

entropies of I and J minus their joint entropy, as expressed in the equations 2.5,

MI(J, I) = H(J) +H(I)−H(J, I), where

H(A) = −
∑
a

p(a) log p(a), and H(A,B) = −
∑
a,b

p(a, b) log p(a, b)
(2.5)

in which: H(A) is the entropy of an image A; p(a) the probability of an intensity

value a occurring in image A; H(A,B) is the joint entropy of images A and B and

p(a, b) is the probability of values a and b occurring in the same location of images

A and B. When images are aligned, MI should be maximal by both minimising

the joint entropy H(J, I) and maximising the information content of both images

given by their marginal entropies H(I) and H(J). Compared to joint entropy,

MI also balances the amount of information present in both images - in case the

overlap between images is mainly background, joint entropy would be minimal but

the information content very low. For an interpretation of statistical mapping, the

previous equation can be rearranged to obtain the expression 2.6,

MI(J, I) =
∑
j,i

p(j, i) log
p(j, i)

p(j)p(i)
. (2.6)

This equation is analogous the Kullback-Leibler divergence that measures the statis-

tical dependence between two distributions - in this case, MI(J, I) measures how sim-

ilar the joint distribution p(i, j) is to the product of marginal distributions p(i)p(j)

that represents statistical independence between image distributions of I and J .

MI has been shown to be effective in the multi-modal registration problem and

a vast number of variants such as the Normalised Mutual Information (NMI) of
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Studholme et al. [88] and Entropy Correlation Coefficient (ECC) of Maes et al. [89]

have been proposed. However, these measures have also been shown to not be

effective in the specific ultrasound to CT/MR registration problem [90–93]. One

plausible explanation for this fact is that the intensities of ultrasound images are

not indicators of location - the appearance of a specific tissue varies with the position

and orientation of ultrasound probe.

2.2.2.4 Functional Mapping

Functional mapping is a stricter case of the statistical mapping in which it is assumed

that intensity levels of a specific tissue in one image can be explained by a function

of the intensities of the same tissue on the other image. Chronologically, this was

the approach that preceded the MI approaches and was introduced by Woods et

al. [94, 95] as the first solution for multi-modal registration. Woods simply assumed

that a specific tissue displays consistent intensity values across different modalities.

This means that intensity values of such tissue should display similar intensity values

within each image, even though these may differ across images. Therefore, Woods

established the Partitioned Image Uniformity (PIU) criterion for registration that

is expressed in equation 2.7,

PIU(J |I) =
1

N

∑
i

Ni
σi
mi
, where

σi =
1

Ni

∑
w∈Ωi

I,J

J(w)2 −m2
i , and mi =

1

Ni

∑
w∈Ωi

I,J

J(w).
(2.7)

In this measure, several new variables are introduced in order to describe intensity

“partitions”: Ωi
I,J is the overlap region between I and J in which I has intensity

values of i; w are the pixel/voxel locations of these intensity iso-sets of I; Ni is the

amount of points inside the iso-set; σi and mi are the standard deviation and mean

of intensity values of image J within the locations w of corresponding iso-set Ωi
I,J .

The aim of the PIU criterion is to minimise the normalised variance of intensities in

J that correspond to one single value in image I, establishing an implicit functional

relationship between intensities. Unlike previously mentioned functions, PIU and

functional mapping overall is not symmetric - one image is measured as a function

of the other in a conditional context, hence the notation (J |I).

After the popularisation of MI in registration literature, a more refined version
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of PIU, the Correlation Ratio (CR) was introduced by Roche et al. [96]. In this case,

instead of summing over the weighted standard deviations of each iso-set normalised

by the respective mean, Roche proposed summing the variances and normalising the

result with the variance of image J , as in equation 2.8,

1− η(J |I) =
1

Nσ2

∑
i

Niσ
2
i , (2.8)

where σ2 is the variance of intensity values of image J within the overlap region

ΩI,J . Similarly to PIU, when images are aligned this measure is minimised, as the

conditional expectation (again not symmetrical) η(J |I) is maximised. Even though

PIU and CR are based on the same principles, CR has been shown to yield superior

results [96] and has opened way for the application of intensity-based registration in

ultrasound to CT/MR applications.

2.2.3 Intensity-based Registration of Ultrasound to CT/MR

Multi-modal registration of ultrasound to other modalities has not been widely re-

ported in the literature [97], as the majority of studies use MI based measures and

focus on combining diagnosis oriented modalities such as CT, MR or Positron Emis-

sion Tomography (PET) [69].

The poor performance of MI in multi-modal registration with ultrasound may be

explained not only by the intensity appearance variation in these images, but also by

their image formation physical principle. Ultrasound images show contrast mainly

in interfaces between tissues - since ultrasound signals result from the reflection of

acoustic waves, imaging contrast is observed in locations where there is variation

in acoustic impedance. This means that the image appearance in regions between

tissue interfaces not only has no clear intensity pattern such as the ones observed

in other modalities, but are also populated by speckle. Therefore, similarities that

register ultrasound to other modalities must consider mainly spatial information

about tissue interfaces. MI is not suitable in this case since it projects images

in a different feature space and assesses distribution entropy without considering

pixel/voxel locations. Additionally, it has been suggested that this lack of spatial

information also leads to a lower robustness when images have more noise, which

occurs not only in ultrasound but also in PET [76, 96].

For these reasons, two main strategies are used to adapt current similarities to
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the ultrasound registration problem: either the similarities are extended in order to

include spatial context information, or both ultrasound and CT/MR are specifically

pre-processed so that the problem becomes mono-modal.

2.2.3.1 Ultrasound to CT/MR Adapted Similarities

Similarity function adaptations have been reported both to statistical and functional

mappings. In order to expand the applicability of the functional mapping to ultra-

sound registration, Roche et al. proposed a new variant of the CR measure in which

a specific functional mapping f is assumed [98], as expressed in equation 2.9:

η(J |I)2 = 1−
∑

x∈ΩI,J
(J(x)− f(I(x)))2

Nσ2
(2.9)

In this formulation, the variance minimisation aspect is kept as in 2.8, but there

is a known intensity mapping f between I(x) and J(x). To provide a reasonable

intensity mapping between ultrasound and MR, one can assume that ultrasound is

closely related to the gradient of the CT, as it mainly displays contrast and higher

intensities in tissue interfaces. Given this assumption, Roche et al. [90] proposed

the inclusion of MR and gradient of MR in the mapping f , in a new measure called

Bivariate Correlation Ratio (BCR), and applied it to the registration of ultrasound

to MR of the brain. In this approach, the computation of the similarity involved two

steps. First, a least squares fit of the ultrasound image intensities to a polynomial

combination of MR and MR gradient intensities is performed. Then, the resulting

polynomial fit parameters that define f are used to evaluate η(J |I)2.

Wein et al. (2008) posed the similarity problem in a similar fashion to the

BCR, but improved the pre-operative scan gradient introduction in the functional

correlation by including realistically simulated ultrasound instead. In this case, f

was a linear combination of CT intensity and simulated ultrasound intensity, and

the associated new measure was called Linear Correlation of Linear Combination

(LC2) [99]. This measure was initially applied in affine registration of ultrasound to

CT of the liver [92], and was later extended to non-rigid registration of ultrasound

to MR of the brain [100, 101].

On a different path, Rivaz et al. refined the CR measure to be calculated

in local small patches, and combined the result in a new measure called Robust

Patch-based Correlation Ratio (RaPTOR) [102]. This method was applied to non-
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rigid registration of post-resection ultrasound images of the brain to pre-operative

MR [102, 103]. Similarly, Banerjee et al. took also a local approach to the CR

framework, but considered a linear relationship with CT and CT gradient. In this

case, the functional f was not explicitly calculated as in the LC2, but implicitly as

in the NCC measure. This measure was called Multiple Cross Correlation (MCC)

and was used in affine registration of ultrasound to CT images of the liver [93].

Adaptation of statistical mappings to ultrasound registration has been achieved

mainly by either increasing the robustness of the MI measure, or including extra in-

formation in the joint histograms. In this regard, Zhang et al. [104] suggested the

use of MI based on local phase information and achieved non-rigid registration of

spatio-temporal cardiac ultrasound images to MR. Rivaz et al. proposed the inclu-

sion of pixel neighbourhood context with rotational invariance, and developed two

new MI variants, the Self Similarity α-MI (SeSaMI) [97] and the Context Condi-

tioned MI (CoCoMI) [105]. Similarly to RaPTOR, these measures were validated

in non-rigid registration of brain images.

2.2.3.2 Mono-modal Conversion Frameworks

Instead of trying to understand the complex intensity relation between ultrasound

and pre-operative scan pixels/voxels, many approaches attempt to put the two

modalities in a common “description” space and then compare them using mea-

sures that are suitable for mono-modal registration. These mono-modal conversions

can be separated in two categories: methods in which one modality is pre-processed

to mimic the appearance of the other, and methods in which both modalities are

converted to a different common space.

For the first case, many authors suggested the pre-simulation of pseudo-

ultrasound images from the pre-operative scan. Arbel et al. [106] used the ANIMAL

package [107] to obtain pseudo-ultrasound from segmented MR images of the brain

and performed non-rigid registration using NCC. This work was further extended

by Mercier et al. [108] by refining the pseudo-ultrasound simulation and using NMI

measure instead, obtaining better results in the same clinical application. Kuklisova-

Murgasova et al. [109] took a similar pathway but adapted the pseudo-ultrasound

simulation to the characteristics of fetal brain imaging and used also NCC for an

affine registration. A more realistic ultrasound simulation was used by Xu et al. [110]
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in order to rigidly register ultrasound to CT images of the liver using a variant of

MI that included gradient information [111].

Methods that rely on converstion to a common space part from the fundamen-

tal assumption that specific tissues exhibit a specific intensity pattern i.e structure

across different modalities. An initial approach within this group was the conversion

of images to gradient maps of low uncertainty proposed by De Nigris et al. [112].

By using a measure that aligned significant gradients representing main structures

in the images, rigid registration of ultrasound to MR images of brain was demon-

strated. Inspired by the concept of Self-similarity that was previously explored in

the computer vision literature [113], Heinrich et al. developed a new image de-

scriptor based in local finite differences, the Modality Independent Neigbourhood

Descriptor (MIND) [114] which showed success in multi-modal registration of CT

to MR. To account for noise in images and achieve results in ultrasound to MR

registration, the same author introduced the Self-Similarity Context (SSC) which

considered extra neighbourhood information around pixels/voxels that MIND did

not. Once both these descriptors are computed in all pixels/voxels in each image, the

similarity is computed simply as the SSD between the resulting descriptor images.

SSC was demonstrated in non-rigid registration of brain images. An adaptation of

MIND that instead of intensity differences used an orientation description, the Local

Structure Orientation Descriptor (LSOD) was introduced by Yang et al. [115] and

applied to rigid registration of ultrasound to MR images of the liver. In this case,

given the angular nature of the descriptor, the similarity is computed as the inner

product of the descriptor images. Other descriptors include: the Probability Edge

Maps (PEM) of Oktay (2015) et al. [116], which were used in non-rigid registration

of cardiac images with NCC as measure; the Modality Independent Local Binary

Pattern (miLBP) of Jiang et al. [117] which showed an improvement towards SSC

in the same registration problem.

Even though intensity-based methods have shown promising results for ultra-

sound guided interventions, feature-based methods are also very appealing given

their lower computational effort.
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2.2.4 Feature-based Registration of Ultrasound to CT/MR

Feature-based methods have also been widely used in multi-modal registration prob-

lems which include ultrasound to CT/MR [118]. Since the similarity in this case

is mostly based in geometric distance between features, what distinguishes these

approaches is the optimisation strategy through which feature points are matched.

The simplest feature-based approach is the Point-based Registration proposed by

Arun et al. [67] and Horn et al. [119], in which a set of corresponding points called

fiducials are picked from images I and J , and a closed form least squares fitting

applied to minimise their distance and obtain a rigid registration.

However, in the case where larger point-sets are registered, it is difficult to

automatically establish an explicit pairwise matching. To solve this, the Iterative-

Closest Point (ICP) algorithm was introduced by Besl and Mckay [120] and Chen

and Medioni [121]. ICP is an iterative method that finds a rigid registration between

two point clouds (such as xLUS and xCT ), by alternating between a matching and

distance minimisation step. The error to be minimised in this framework is expressed

by equation 2.10,

E(R, t) =
∑
i

||xCT,i −RxmLUS,i + t||2, (2.10)

where R and t are the 3D rotation and 3D translation of the rigid transformation,

respectively, i indexes points from the used point sets, and the exponent m in xmLUS,i

represents the point from xLUS that matches point xmCT,i. In every step of ICP,

the matches between points are estimated through closest point pairing, and then

Point-based registration is performed to minimise the matching distances. This

is repeated until E(R, t) converges. ICP constitutes the basis for many point-set

registration algorithms that have been proposed in the literature [122], and has

been applied to the ultrasound to CT/MR registration in applications that include

orthopaedic surgery using bone surfaces, [123, 124], hepatic intervention using blood

vessels [125, 126] and brain surgery using blood vessels [127].

Other algorithms have been proposed with the purpose of both increasing the

robustness of the registration to point outliers (which can arise from noise in the

images) and extending the transformation to non-rigid. In this group are included

the Coherent Point Drift (CPD) from Myronenko et al. [128] and Gaussian Mixture
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Model (GMM) registration from Jian et al. [129], which pose the point matching in

a probabilistic formulation. In ultrasound to CT/MR problems, CPD has been used

for brain surfaces [130] and bone surfaces [124] and GMM has been used in bone

surfaces mainly [131].

Feature-based registration can be also achieved from an image-to-image registra-

tion as in the intensity-based case. Similarly to the self-similarity approaches already

described, instead of extracting points from the images, a binary map that identi-

fies regions with features of interest can be built in both modalities and compared.

This idea has been used mainly in ultrasound and CT/MR fusion for hepatic inter-

ventions, whether by maximising the overlap between the binary regions [132, 133],

comparing them with SSD [134, 135] or with NCC [136].

Other approaches called “Hybrid”, combine the binary region segmentation

with respective intensity content to create higher dimension features. Then, match-

ing of regions can be performed using intensity-based similarities. Examples include

the work by Lee et al. [137], in which non-rigid registration of ultrasound to CT of

the liver is achieved by segmenting vessel and surface regions and using a measure

based on a higher dimension MI.

2.2.4.1 Clinical application considerations

It is clear that the majority of ultrasound to CT/MR intensity-based similarities

concern the registration of brain images for image-guided neurosurgery [97, 100–

103, 105, 106, 112, 117, 138, 139]. The measures that have been proposed specifi-

cally for liver interventions are mainly functional mappings such as the LC2. This

discrepancy in reported methods can be explained by the imaging characteristics

of the liver and the brain, which are highlighted in Figure 2.3. By observing MR

and ultrasound images of the brain (images 3 and 4), it is possible to see that the

existence of ridges and clear intensity changes in both of the modalities. During

registration, the majority of measures that use spatial information or self-similarity

descriptions are robust enough to capture these well defined structures. For the case

of the liver (images 1 and 2), there is a clear match between vascular structures and

some surface edge (highlighted in red). However, the liver parenchyma is very ho-

mogeneous in CT and speckled in ultrasound, complicating the task of performing a

consistent structural description of the liver. For example, methods that simulated
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of matching imaging structures in ultrasound and pre-operative
scan for liver and brain. In each row, the same colors highlight corresponding
structures. Images 1 and 2 are a slice of liver CT and corresponding ultrasound
image, respectively. Images 3 and 4 are a slice of brain MR and respective ul-
trasound image, respectively. Top row images extracted from [92] and bottom
row images extracted from [117].

ultrasound from the pre-operative scan for brain registration [106, 109, 139] used

simple approximations based on image gradients. For the liver case, these simu-

lations [92, 110] had to be more realistic as such simplification is not descriptive

enough. For these reasons, the methods on ultrasound and CT/MR fusion of the

liver are focused on combinations of feature and intensity-based methods that rely

on vascular or surface information. The literature on liver specific methods is now

described along with discussions on the used similarity measures, image processing

steps and optimisation details such as the initialisation of the solution JT 0
I .

2.2.5 Registration of Ultrasound to CT/MR of the Liver

Ultrasound to CT/MR fusion of the liver has been applied mainly to RFA proce-

dures, where percutaneous/abdominal ultrasound is used instead of LUS. In this

problem, the navigation equation 2.2 still holds, with the main difference that the
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tracking transformation WTM is more commonly obtained now by optical tracking,

since the ultrasound probe is not inside the abdominal cavity. Additionally, ultra-

sound is usually composed to 3D, either as a continuous volume or as a group of 2D

tracked slices in the W space. In terms of hardware, 3D ultrasound can be obtained

through three strategies: tracked freehand ultrasound (for a thorough review refer

to Mozaffari et al. [140]), in which a 2D ultrasound probe is moved freely and the

resulting images can be reconstructed to 3D [56] using the tracking information;

3D ultrasound probes that have multiple 2D arrays and generate volumes in one

acquisition; motorised ultrasound probes that sweep mechanically a 2D array in a

stationary position and also generate volumes [141]. The 3D ultrasound technology

used influences the quality of the extracted features and subsequently the regis-

tration method to be used. For instance, many feature-based methods rely on 3D

ultrasound probes (multiple array or motorised) whereas intensity-based methods

are frequently applied to freehand ultrasound.

2.2.5.1 Intensity-based methods

Reported intensity-based methods have used image information such as pure in-

tensities [142], gradients [93, 143], probability maps [91] and self-similarity descrip-

tions [110, 115, 144]. These methods are summarised in Table 2.1, which shows used

features, similarity function, transformation model, validation data and obtained

accuracies. Accuracies are usually presented as the mean or Root Mean Square

(RMS) of the Target Registration Error (TRE), which is defined as the Euclidean

distance between a set of “target” landmarks manually picked in the two registered

images that were not used in the registration explicitly [145, 146].

King et al. [142] developed a non-rigid Bayesian registration framework that

used a Statistical Shape Model (SSM) of the liver surface previously reported by

Blackall et al. [147] as prior information. The probabilistic framework matched this

information with the bright intensity surface interface that was observed in the ultra-

sound. The framework used freehand 3D ultrasound and was validated on 3 clinical

datasets. Although non-rigid, the employed model only accounted for breathing

motion related deformations. Lange (2009) et al. [143] presented an image gradient

alignment based approach constrained by manually picked vessel landmarks. The

previously proposed Normalised Gradient Field (NGF) [148] measure was employed
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Table 2.1: Intensity-based methods of ultrasound (US) to CT registration of the liver.
Each method is reported with regards to the algorithm, features, transformation
model, validation and the reported level of accuracy.

Authors Image
Features

Registration algorithm Model Test
Data

Reported
results

King et al.
2001 [142]

Intensity Bayesian registration uses SSM
of the liver surface to account
for deformation.

Non-rigid 3 Clinical
datasets

TRE of surface
points of 3.9-7.3
mm

Penney et
al.
2003 [91]

Vessel
Probability
Maps

Maximisation of NCC between
ultrasound and CT probability
maps.

Rigid 3 Clinical
datasets

TRE
measurements of
2.3-5.5 mm

Wein et
al.
2008 [92]

Intensity and
simulated
ultrasound
from CT

Maximisation of LC2 metric
between ultrasound and CT
plus simulated ultrasound
signals.

Affine 25 Clinical
datasets

Mean TRE
measurements of
8.1 mm

Lange et
al.
2009 [143]

Gradient Minimisation of NGF
constrained by landmarks. TPS
used for deformation.

Non-rigid 3 Clinical
datasets

TRE
measurements of
2.6-4.9 mm

Cifor et
al.
2013 [144]

MIND
descriptor

Minimisation of SAD of MIND
of ultrasound and MR.

Piece-wise
Rigid

5 Clinical
datasets

Dice Score of
target lesions of
64-79%. TRE
measurements of
3-5.6 mm

Xu et al.
2013 [110]

Intensity and
simulated
ultrasound
from CT

Maximisation of the MI of
intensity and gradients between
ultrasound and simulated
ultrasound.

Rigid 5 Clinical
datasets

TRE
measurements of
3.5-4.6 mm

Yang et
al.
2016 [115]

LSOD
descriptor

Minimisation of dot product
between LSOD of ultrasound
and MR.

Rigid 9 Clinical
datasets

Mean TRE
measurements of
2-3 mm

Banerjee
et al.
2019 [93]

Intensity and
gradients

Block matching framework
using MCC and robust outlier
rejection.

Affine 17 Clinical
datasets

Mean TRE
measurements of
3.6 mm

together with hard landmark constraints to obtain a Thin-Plate Spline (TPS) non-

rigid registration. The authors used 3D ultrasound Power Doppler with mechanical

transducer, and validated on data from 3 liver resections. Penney (2003) et al. [91]

converted tracked freehand sparse ultrasound images and CT to vessel probability

maps and aligned them rigidly using NCC. Probability map construction was based

on both intensity values and an automatically calculated quantity introduced by

the author, the “Dip image” intensity map. This construction step required prior

training with vessel labeled datasets and the overall method was tested on 3 clini-

cal datasets. The method was later extended to include subject specific breathing

motion compensation [149] using Free Form Deformations (FFD) [150].

A self-similarity approach using the MIND descriptor was proposed by Cifor et

al. [144] for the purpose of registering a set of untracked freehand ultrasound slices to

CT. In this case, the registration model is piece-wise rigid, i.e each slice is described
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separately by a rigid transformation. Since the authors register slices that follow a

strict protocol in which the probe is rotated around its shaft, the only additional

parameter to the 6 used in the rigid case is the angle that separates consecutive

slices. The method was evaluated in 5 clinical cases. Also, Yang et al. [115] used the

LSOD descriptor to register EM tracked freehand 3D ultrasound volumes to MR,

and validated on 9 clinical cases.

Wein (2008) et al. [92, 99] applied their proposed measure, the LC2, for affine

registration of freehand ultrasound volumes to CT. Besides using the intensity signals

from both ultrasound and CT, the measure used a realistically simulated ultrasound

image intensity generated from CT. The linear combination coefficients of LC2 were

computed in small patches across the images in order to increase robustness. Results

were report in a cohort of 25 patients. Xu et al. [110] used an ultrasound simulation

model similar to the one of Wein (2008), and compared the simulated images to

the original ultrasound with a intensity plus gradient MI [111]. A rigid registration

between tracked freehand ultrasound and CT was obtained and validation included

5 clinical datasets. More recently and lastly, Banerjee et al. [93] developed a block

matching framework for affine registration of 3D ultrasound to CT. Block matching

is an image registration optimisation framework introduced by Ourselin et al. [151]

and later refined by Commowick et al. [152] which can be thought of as an “Intensity-

based ICP”. In one first step, both images are sampled in patches i.e blocks, and

the ones that have highest intensity variance are matched across the images using

a chosen similarity measure. Then, a transformation that minimises the distance

between the blocks is estimated, similarly to the Least squares step of ICP. Since

correspondences between ultrasound and CT are noisy, Banerjee et al. employed a

robust outlier rejection based on game theory that was previously used for mono-

modal registration of 3D ultrasound volumes [153, 154]. The measure used in block

correspondence was the MCC, and results were shown in a cohort of 17 patients.

2.2.5.2 Feature-based methods

Feature-based registration methods for ultrasound images of the liver rely mainly on

the hepatic vascular trees [66, 125, 132, 136, 137, 155–157] and the liver surface [66,

133, 137, 156, 157]. These methods are summarised in Table 2.2.

Porter et al. [136] achieved rigid registration between 3D Doppler ultrasound
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Table 2.2: Feature-based methods of ultrasound (US) to CT/MR registration of the liver.
Each method is reported with regards to the algorithm, features, transformation
model, validation and the reported level of accuracy.

Authors Features Registration algorithm Model Test
Data

Reported
results

Penney et
al.
2001[66]

Vessels,
surface

ICP adaptation that used
Gaussian noise for robustness.

Rigid Single
clinical
dataset

TRE towards a
manual
registration below
10 mm

Porter et
al.
2001 [136]

Vessels Maximisation of NCC between
segmented vessels in both
ultrasound and MR.

Rigid Single
clinical
dataset

TRE
measurements in
surface and vessel
features of 2-4
mm

Aylward
et al.
2002 [132]

Vessels Maximisation of overlap
between ultrasound vessel
positions and vessel enhanced
3D CT map.

Rigid Phantom Mean error
distance of 2.3
mm in spherical
targets

Lange et
al.
2003 [125]

Vessels ICP with adapted
correspondence step for vessel
matching and Multi-Level
B-Splines.

Non-Rigid 3 Clinical
datasets

RMS TRE
measurements on
centrelines of
3.4-5.7 mm

Dagon et
al.
2008 [155]

Vessels Elastic registration using
mass-spring networks.

Non-rigid Ex-vivo
Porcine
dataset

Registration
accuracy in the
order of mm

Lee et al.
2010 [137]

Vessels,
surfaces and
gallbladder

Vessel centreline based ICP to
initialise. B-splines estimated
using a 3D joint histogram of
gradient and intensity
information first with vessels,
then surface and
liver/gallbladder interface.

Non-rigid 10 Clinical
datasets

Mean TRE
measurements of
1.8 mm. Lesion
TRE
measurements of
0.5-4.5 mm

Nam et al.
2011 [156]

Vessels,
surface

Viterbi algorithm based vessel
edge matching to initialise. ICP
with affine parameters used
with surface and vessels to
refine.

Affine 20 Clinical
datasets

Lesion TRE
measurements of
2.1 mm

Nazem et
al.
2014 [157]

Vessels,
surface

Anisotropic ICP followed by
UKF to register segmented
vessels and surfaces.

Rigid Phantom TRE
measurements of
3-4.6 mm

Dehghan
et al.
2015 [133]

Surface Maximisation of overlap
between CT liver surface
positions and surface enhanced
ultrasound volume map.

Rigid 8 Clinical
datasets

Mean
Registration
accuracy
deviation of 12.8
mm towards
manual alignment

Pohlman
et al.
2019 [158]

Vessels,
surface

Manual 2D plane setting as
initialisation and point-based
2D affine refinement.

Affine 20 Clinical
datasets

Mean TRE
measurements of
1.9 mm

acquired with a mechanical probe and MR by applying NCC to segmented binary

regions that represent vessels. The method was demonstrated on a single clinical

case. Aylward et al. [132] rigidly registered ultrasound volumes acquired with also a

motorised probe to CT using a feature-to-image measure based on vessel centrelines.

The measure aimed to maximise the overlap between pre-operatively segmented CT
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vessel positions and the ultrasound volume vessels, which show contrast without seg-

mentation. The CT segmentation was performed using their previously published

3D vessel segmentation algorithm [159], and validation was performed in a tubular

phantom. Lange (2003) et al. [125, 160, 161] also used vessel features and a mo-

torised probe to align a 3D ultrasound Power Doppler to CT using a variant of ICP

that included a robust correspondence step between vessel branches. B-splines were

further used to extend the registration to non-rigid, and results were obtained from 3

clinical cases. Another non-rigid method based on vessel centrelines was introduced

by Dagon et al. [155] in the context of open surgery: instead of using B-splines, a

biomechanical model represented by a network of Mass-Spring systems was used to

to predict vessel deformations with elasticity constraints. This method registered

freehand 3D ultrasound to CT and was validated in an ex-vivo porcine liver.

In contrast to just using vessels, other authors suggested the inclusion of surface

data in the registration, either as an extra feature with the same weight [66, 158] or

as a refinement to a vessel-based solution [137, 156, 157]. Penney (2001) et al. [66]

used manually picked surface points and main vascular branches centrelines of the

liver in an ICP variant with added Gaussian noise to obtain a rigid alignment be-

tween freehand ultrasound images and MR. Results were demonstrated using one

clinical dataset. Similarly, Pohlman et al. [158] proposed to align a single freehand

ultrasound image to CT using a Point-based registration on manually picked land-

marks from both vessels and surface present in the image. The method resulted

in a 2D to 3D affine registration and was evaluated on 20 clinical datasets. Nam

et al. [156, 162] presented a method that initially aligned segmented vessel trees

in both 3D ultrasound and CT with a robust graph edge matching scheme, and

then added segmented surface information for an affine refinement using ICP. The

method was demonstrated on data from 20 patients. Lee et al. [137] parted from

Nam’s initial vessel edge matching to obtain a non-rigid solution that comprised two

steps: an ICP/B-Splines combination to align vessel information accurately and a

B-Spline final refinement that used surface information. During B-Spline optimisa-

tion, the algorithm optimised a hybrid similarity measure in which 3D histograms

of segmented vessel and surface regions were compared across modalities. In this

case, evaluation was performed on data from 10 patients. Nazem et al. [157] followed
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the same feature pathway by initially registering ultrasound to CT using segmented

vessels, and refining the result with surface points in an Unscented Kalman Filter

(UKF) framework. The end result was a rigid transformation, and feasibility was

only assessed in a liver phantom.

With the intent of enabling registration without contrast-enhanced CT, De-

hghan et al. [133] proposed an approach that just used liver surface as a feature.

Similarly to Aylward et al., the method was based on the overlap between a contrast

enhanced ultrasound volume and segmented surface positions in CT - given a proper

angle of ultrasound imaging and appropriate image processing, the intensities at the

posterior liver surface can be increased. The method used freehand 3D ultrasound

and was validated on 8 clinical datasets.

2.2.5.3 Applicability and Accuracy

There is a trade-off in terms of procedural complexity between using feature-based

or intensity-based approaches. On the one hand, feature-based approaches require

a feature segmentation process in both ultrasound and CT prior to the registration.

On the other hand, although intensity-based approaches are independent of segmen-

tation, they present a much heavier computational expense since the similarity is

computed over whole 3D volumes instead of over a set of feature points. Therefore,

the applicability of feature-based methods is dependent on the development of a

reasonably accurate and fast ultrasound segmentation. Aylward et al. [132] and De-

hghan et al. [133] neglected this step, as the ultrasound feature contrast was strong

enough for their overlap measure to work. However, Aylward et al. just validated on

a phantom where tubular structures are very clear and Dehghan et al. imaged the

liver in specific conditions. CT segmentation does not usually have speed constraints

as it is performed pre-operatively.

The simplest approach to ultrasound segmentation is manual point picking in

the images. Although potentially accurate, this procedure requires expertise and is

time consuming, limiting the possibility of performing registration several times in

surgery and overall applicability of the method. Penney et al. (2001) [66] and Lange

et al. (2003) [125] followed this approach but the time to register was greater than 5

minutes. Therefore, efforts have been made to automate this procedure, both in 2D

and 3D ultrasound. For 3D ultrasound volumes, the most common approach to vessel
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segmentation is to use the “vesselness” filter introduced by Frangi et al. [163], which

uses Hessian matrix eigenvalues to enhance tubular structures. A variant of this

filter was used by Nam et al. [156] and Lee et al. [137]. Porter et al. [136] segmented

3D ultrasound using thresholdings and local means, but only showed results in one

case and used Power Doppler ultrasound. For the 2D case, vessels are usually

segmented by fitting elliptical shapes to vessel outlines and subsequently extracting

their centrelines. Dagon et al. [155] followed this idea and proposed detection of

vessel outlines as “blob-like” structures invariant to scale. Outline detection was

proposed in other works [164, 165], but were applied to musculoskeletal imaging,

in which the vessel shapes are relatively constant within a freehand sweep. For

liver imaging, vasculature is far more complex and it is hard to estimate centrelines

from single images. Therefore, automatic segmentation usually relies on 3D dense

reconstructed volumes, and feature-based methods prefer 3D ultrasound probes for

acquisition.

Other important consideration in these methods is the robustness i.e depen-

dence an accurate initialisation JT 0
I , which usually involves manual interaction in

the OR. Manual initialisation has been obtained by Point-based alignment on fidu-

cials [66, 125, 133, 142, 143, 155], by aligning the tracked ultrasound image plane

with the patient model [91, 92, 132] and by interactively aligning the ultrasound

and CT volume in a computer [93, 136]. One automatic initialisation exception is

the method of Nam [156] in which a robust matching between vessels of ultrasound

and CT is employed.

Overall, intensity-based methods are considered to be potentially more accurate

as these use all the information in the images rather than a subset of features [72].

However, these methods have a poor range of convergence, and when employed

in IGS applications, they often require a feature-based initialisation. Therefore,

accuracy and time expense specifications are decisive in the choice of using features

or intensities in registration. Specifically, in hepatic interventions, an accuracy of

5 mm is considered to be clinically relevant [166] and sufficient to help a surgeon

reassess a tumour resection margin intra-operatively. As in all IGS applications,

time expense should be as minimal as possible.
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2.2.6 Rigid versus Non-rigid

Since the liver is a deformable organ, a rigid registration consisting only of transla-

tions and rotations may not be accurate enough for image guidance [167]. The most

common approach to compensate for deformation is to interpolate the displacements

between points in two images with smooth piece-wise functions such as B-Splines and

TPS [125, 137, 143]. Other approaches include biomechanical modelling with Finite

Element Method (FEM) [168, 169] frameworks or second order elastic models [155]

and SSM based predictions of deformations [142].

Although promising in providing better accuracy, non-rigid algorithms are hard

to validate and can provide multiple solutions [170]. Furthermore, estimation of

deformation fields is computationally expensive, making some methods difficult to

use in the OR. From the non-rigid methods discussed in this subsection, only Lange

et al. (2003) [125] reported a reasonable computation time of less than 15 minutes,

since B-Spline interpolation was used on features and not whole image volumes. In

contrast, the methods of Lee et al. [137] and Lange et al. (2009) [143] used TPS inter-

polation and were reported to require an unrealistic computational time for surgical

application. Even though interpolating features is faster, the estimated deformation

is only guaranteed to be accurate in their vicinity, limiting the applicability of the

results. This implies that deformation can provide good fitting results in the data,

but if it does not have an underlying model guiding the displacements, there may

be no validity in TRE estimations. The SSM method of King [142] reported a time

expense of 25 minutes using an explicit model, but it only accounted for breathing

motion related deformations and required an extra pre-operative step to build the

statistic model.

Wein et al. [92], Nam et al. [156], and Banerjee et al. [93] used affine registration

to compensate for large scale deformations. Compared to non-rigid, the accuracy

obtained is in the same order of magnitude, and the required computation times are

28, 40 and 0.2 seconds respectively. However, local deformations were not modelled.

2.3 LUS Guidance Strategies

Applying the above discussed methods to the LUS to CT registration problem is

not trivial mainly due to factors inherent to the laparoscopic surgery environment:
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Figure 2.4: Field of view differences between LUS and percutaneous ultrasound (US). In
the fusion pictures in the right, ultrasound is visualised in orange and the cor-
responding CT overlay in blue. Percutaneous ultrasound images are extracted
from the registration work of Wein et al. (2008) [92].

1. Since the LUS probe is inserted through a keyhole inside the abdomen of the

patient, its movement is more restricted than in the percutaneous case. This

means that not all regions of the liver can be accessed and imaged. Further-

more, the Field of View (FOV) of LUS probes is much smaller than the one of

percutaneous probes. The image window of LUS normally has an area of about

5 cm2 while complete axial slices of a patient can be collected percutaneously,

as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Given these two limitations, the liver image cover-

age by LUS is substantially limited, and resulting data does not have enough

feature or intensity information to constrain the registration problem. Addi-

tionally, 3D ultrasound probes are not yet available for laparoscopy, due to

tool size limitations. All the previous methods either rely on 3D ultrasound

for reliable feature acquisition or freehand ultrasound with large coverage and

are not applicable to laparoscopy.

2. The liver is subject to three significant sources of deformation which are illus-

trated in Figure 2.5. Firstly, in every laparoscopic procedure the abdominal

cavity of the patient is insufflated with gas in order to create space for laparo-

scopic tool movement, generating a state of pneumoperitoneum which presses
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Figure 2.5: Deformation sources in LUS imaging. In the left, an abdominal CT slice of a
porcine subject before and after pneumoperitoneum is shown. In the middle
is displayed one LUS image during exhale and inhale. In the right is shown a
percutaneous ultrasound image with and without compression. Compression
images extracted from the work of Treece et al. [171].

the liver down, generating a global deformation. Secondly, as in most IGS

procedures, there is a periodic deformation induced by the breathing of the

patient. Lastly, since the LUS probe is in contact with the liver during imaging,

local compression of the tissue occurs. These conditions imply that globally

rigid or affine methods will not be accurate enough.

Given these limitations, the LUS to CT registration presents a very challenging

problem. Furthermore, currently there are no commercially available LUS probes

with an EM sensor integrated in its tip which would enable tracking. This poses

a problem to LUS guided systems since optical tracking systems cannot accurately

track the flexible tip of the LUS probe. Therefore, several authors have addressed

the implementation of LUS navigated systems integrated with EM tracking [45],

but have barely addressed multi-modal registration of the resulting tracked LUS to

a pre-operative model.

Implemented solutions so far have either focused on EM tracking at the probe

tip [55, 172–174] or on hybrid tracking which combines EM tracking at the probe

tip and optical tracking at the probe handle [44, 175, 176]. Besides aiming to obtain

tracking accuracy in phantom setups and animal studies, these solutions have mainly
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provided displays of the laparoscopic tools relative to the acquired ultrasound vol-

umes. In the system of Langø et al. [176] and Solberg et al. [44], an overlay with

CT has also been shown, but the registration method was based on finding fiducials

in the tracking space, without comparing the LUS and CT information directly.

A subsequent approach to tracked volume visualisation is to display real-time

2D LUS images in the laparoscopic video feed. On this regard, a system with EM

tracking for both the LUS probe and laparoscope has been demonstrated by Lau

et al. and used in one case of liver resection in an animal [177]. Video overlay

in this case is achieved directly by calibration of the camera and LUS in the EM

space. Further work in this system has concerned a better integration of the EM

sensor in the probe [178] and use of computer vision algorithms to detect the LUS

probe and refine the result [179]. A similar overlay solution has been presented by

Oguma et al. [180], but optical tracking was coupled with video based detection

of the LUS probe to compensate for the flexible tip location uncertainty. Another

visualisation solution proposed by Jayarathne et al. [181, 182] was to attach camera

calibration patterns around the LUS probe tip in order to obtain an overlay of a

LUS volume without using external tracking devices. However, such approaches still

do not consider the information of pre-operative data.

The few solutions that have been proposed for LUS to CT registration are

rigid, feature-based and often dependent on manual interaction. An overview of

these methods is presented in Table 2.3. Initial feasibility studies on this regis-

tration problem have been performed by Bao et al. [62] on an isolated phantom

and Kruecker et al. [183] on a complete laparoscopic phantom. Both used point-

based registration using manually picked landmarks. Martens et al. [184] presented

the first results of a surface-based rigid registration on a porcine subject using the

Lap-Assistent complete system. However, these solutions are globally rigid and not

accurate enough given the aforementioned deformation sources. As an alternative,

Song et al. [126] proposed the possibility of a rigid solution being sufficient in a small

region and presented results on porcine subjects using a vessel-based algorithm. Al-

though accuracies of 3 mm were obtained in the region used for registration, the

framework required manual identification of a vessel bifurcation in both LUS and

CT, making it difficult to deploy in clinic. Fusaglia et al. [185] presented a com-
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Table 2.3: Methods of LUS to CT registration of the liver. Each method is reported with
respective algorithm and used features, transformation model, validation data
and achieved accuracy.

Authors Features Registration algorithm Model Test
Data

Reported
results

Bao et al.
2005 [62]

Surface
fiducials

Point-based registration. Rigid Isolated
phantom

TRE
measurements of
4.4-7 mm

Kruecker
et al.
2005 [183]

Spherical
Lesions

Point-based registration. Rigid Complete
laparo-
scopic
phantom

Lesion mean TRE
measurements of
1.3-1.9 mm.

Martens
et al.
2010 [184]

Surface
fiducials

ICP Rigid Phantom
and 8
porcine
datasets

TRE
measurements of
6-11 mm in
porcine dataset.

Heldmann
et al.
2010 [134]
and
Olesch et
al.
2011 [135]

Binary vessel
masks

Variational registration based
on SSD of Binary masks

Piece-wise
Rigid with
deforma-
tion
between
slices

5 Clinical
datasets

Visual
improvement over
initialisation.

Song et al.
2015 [126]

Vessels Initial alignment based on
manual picking of vessel
bifurcation. ICP refines
solution.

Rigid 2 Porcine
Datasets

Mean TRE of
3-3.6 mm

Fusaglia
et al.
2016 [185]

Vessels Stochasticly optimised
point-based registration.

Rigid Complete
laparo-
scopic
phantom

Mean TRE of
7.2-9.7 mm.

plete framework for LUS guidance that registered based on vessels. The method

required the surgeon to pick a region of interest in the CT model and then find

the corresponding region in the LUS images. Registration was then performed with

segmented vessels from those regions. The procedure took 12 minutes in average

and was validated on a complete laparoscopic phantom.

Heldmann et al. [134] and Olesch et al. [135] have also registered LUS to CT,

but used a piece-wise rigid solution for a set of sparse slices and allowed for deforma-

tion to occur between them. The measure used was based in a previously developed

optimisation scheme for 2D to 3D registration problems [186]. These authors showed

results with EM tracked LUS in 5 clinical datasets, but the validation was not quan-

titative, the segmentations were manual, and the method depended on an accurate

initialisation. Two additional registration frameworks have been proposed and val-

idated in an animal subject, but the application was transgastric access [54, 187].

In these cases, Point-based registration [54] and a phase correlation based measure
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were used [187] for registration of images of the aorta.

2.4 Modelling Motion and Tissue Deformation

Although all the published methods in LUS to CT are rigid, several authors at-

tempted to model the deformations that occur in the laparoscopic environment.

2.4.1 Breathing Motion

Breathing motion is a periodic deformation that can generate considerable displace-

ments in the abdominal cavity organs and has been the most researched deformation

since it is also present in RFA applications [188].

Early studies using ultrasound have shown that respiratory motion induces large

displacements in the liver, mainly in the cranio-caudal axis [189, 190]. Quantifica-

tion of motion in the three anatomical axes was later evaluated using dynamic MR

imaging [191] and 4D CT imaging [192]. In addition to measuring displacements as

translations of the centre of mass of the liver, Rohlfing et al. [193, 194] performed

non-rigid registration of sequential MR images with B-Splines to have a complete

understanding of the breathing induced deformation. Quantitatively, larger trans-

lations of 12-26 mm in the cranio-caudal axis and non-rigid displacements up to 10

mm were measured.

Initial models to compensate for this motion were based on SSM of the liver

surface extracted from sequences of 4D MR images [147, 195]. To facilitate intra-

operative compensation, Khamene et al. [196] proposed the use of tracked skin mark-

ers in the abdomen in order to predict internal organ motion in MR images. Using

this concept, Wein et al. (2008b) [197] proposed a method based on the registration

of consecutive percutaneous ultrasound slices of the liver, neglecting the need for

4D MR based models. Wachinger et al. [198] approached the same compensation

problem by using manifold learning and extracting Laplacian eigenmaps from the ul-

trasound images. Even though the method did not require a skin marker, it relied in

a mechanically swept transducer. Yang et al. [199, 200] proposed a method that used

a skin marker, pre-operative MR and ultrasound images to obtain real-time com-

pensation and correction of ultrasound to MR registration results. None of these

methods are translatable to laparoscopy since there are no 3D ultrasound probes

available and in the presence of insufflation the skin marker correlation approach is
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not reasonable. Nakamoto et al. [201] proposed an intra-operative reconstruction of

breathing motion in laparoscopic setting. The method consisted in the acquisition

of LUS in evenly spaced sagittal planes across the liver during a few amount of

breathing cycles, and posterior reconstruction of a 4D model. Even though good

results were shown, the method is hardly applicable as it has a challenging and

time-consuming protocol.

2.4.2 Insufflation

Insufflation is a global state of deformation generated by the presence of gas in the

abdominal cavity. The quantification and modelling of this phenomenon is limited

to animal studies, as there is no medical approval for CT scanning under insufflation.

An early quantification study [202] measuring liver shape deformations high-

lighted that the liver is mainly compressed in the axial plane. Later, a study quan-

tified the effect of insufflation in the position of targets inside the liver, measuring

displacements up to 38 mm [203]. These displacements included the effect of trans-

lation of the organ. In order to obtain more descriptive results, Vijayan et al. [204]

used a non-rigid vessel based registration to evaluate displacements in vessel land-

marks. Shift and insufflation displacements were 35.2 mm, but after applying a rigid

registration, insufflation specific displacements were observed to be 10.2 mm.

Few attempts at modelling this deformation have been reported in the literature.

Nimura et al. [205] and Kitasaka et al. [206] proposed an elastic model to estimate

the abdominal wall deformation and generate simulated laparoscopic views. Bano et

al. [207] took a similar approach and simulated deformation of abdominal organs in

addition to the wall. However, none of these methods concerned deformation specific

to the liver. On this regard, Oktay et al. (2013) [208] developed a registration

method between intra-operative cone beam CT and pre-operative CT that used

a biomechanical model for deformation compensation. Later, Johnsen et al. [209]

proposed a statistical approach in which a database of deformations is created after

acquiring several scans under insufflation. Both these methods were validated on

porcine subjects given the absence of approval for human data collection.

Overall, it is difficult to infer insufflation deformation from LUS images since

the amount of captured information is very limited. Solutions would either rely

on using video information or previously built statistical models. At the moment,
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the latter is not feasible with clinical data as the porcine liver has a substantially

different shape from the human one.

2.4.3 Probe Induced Compression

Tissue compression due to ultrasound probe contact occurs in many applications

and some approaches for its correction have been proposed. These include force sen-

sor based methods [210, 211], image and tracker based methods [171, 212], Finite-

Element Method (FEM) [168, 169] and Position-based Dynamics (PBD) frame-

works [213].

Burcher et al. [210] used a sensor attached to an ultrasound probe to measure

contact forces between tissue and ultrasound transducer and corrected images with

a FEM model. Sun et al. [211] used the same type of sensor but varied the levels

of force to obtain a set of 2D displacements and interpolate a correction using an

uncompressed zero force reference. These methods have been validated mainly in

phantoms. Treece et al. [212] proposed correction of compression by co-registering

successive 2D ultrasound images and correlating the results with the tracking in-

formation of the probe. Later, the author compared this method to an approach

based on Radiofrequency signal elastography [171]. These methods were applied to

musculoskeletal imaging. Pheiffer et al. proposed the use of a Laser Range Scan-

ner (LRS) to scan the liver surface in space and compare to the results of surface

digitisation measured by an ultrasound probe. FEM was used to predict the dis-

placement of subsurface structures given the differences in surface measurements.

The author proposed patient specific models in [168] and generalised the method in

a subsequent work [169]. However, the method is limited to open surgery since it

requires a clear line of sight between the liver and the LRS. Using PBD, Camara

et al. [213] proposed a framework to simulate compressed ultrasound images and

validated on a kidney phantom.

Until now, no studies have concerned quantification, modelling or compensation

of liver tissue compression in laparoscopy. The presented methods either require ap-

paratus not compatible with this surgery or are based in mono-modal ultrasound

registration, and may be more applicable to musculoskeletal imaging, in which im-

ages are noticeably less complex.
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2.5 Proposed Course of Work

Given the state-of-the-art, it is clear that there is currently no LUS to CT registration

solution that can be deployed in the clinic. Currently, the main hurdles to this

approach is the requirement for manual interaction with pre-operative data and the

need for EM tracked probes. The aim of this thesis is to tackle these two issues and

develop a registration method that is automatic and does not require information

from tracking devices.





Chapter 3

Registration of Tracked Laparoscopic

Ultrasound to CT

Part of the results of this chapter have been reported in the paper “Breathing motion

compensated registration of laparoscopic liver ultrasound to CT” published in the

proceedings of SPIE Medical Imaging 2017.

3.1 Introduction

Since very few LUS to CT fusion solutions have been reported in the literature, there

is an overall lack of insight into which algorithms are suitable for solving this registra-

tion problem. For the case of liver images, all of the presented methods have been

based on either Point-based Registration [67] using vessel fiducials [62, 126, 183],

ICP [120] variants using vessel outlines [184, 185], or maximisation of the overlap

between vessel regions in LUS and CT [134, 135]. Even though Point-based so-

lutions provide important information on the feasibility and possible accuracy of

registration, they are hard to use during surgery and do not approach the problem

of matching imaging data in LUS and CT. The approaches based on ICP and overlap

maximisation are more suitable to surgical application and can provide more infor-

mation on the robustness and convergence associated with the alignment of LUS

and CT features. However, the performance of these methods was not quantified in

real LUS data: the ICP based methods were validated on phantoms that simplify

the liver vascular anatomy and the overlap methods were validated on clinical cases

without any accuracy or robustness measurements. To date, the only quantitative

accuracy measurements of LUS to CT registration in in-vivo data were reported by

Song et al. [126] using a Point-based Registration. Therefore, there is currently no
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information on the feasibility of registering in-vivo LUS liver images to CT without

using a closed form solution based on manually picked vessel landmarks.

The aim of this chapter is to assess how effective are traditional registration

frameworks consisting of an initialisation and gradient descent optimisation in the

LUS to CT registration problem. For this purpose, rigid registration of LUS to CT

is attempted using a manual initialisation and further optimisation. Since there is

no information on which similarity functions are appropriate to compare LUS and

CT images of the liver, registration is performed using a set of different algorithms

that have been proposed in the literature. After deciding on which gradient descent

method is more appropriate for the problem, refinements such as the inclusion of

liver surface information and breathing motion compensation are proposed in order

to improve registration performance.

In the first section 3.2, a comparative study on the accuracy of different reg-

istration algorithms is presented. Then, the effect of additional constraints in the

performance of the most accurate algorithm is studied in section 3.3. Finally, in sec-

tion 3.4, a robustness analysis is performed in order to evaluate the usability of the

same algorithm. The presented methods are validated on retrospectively acquired

tracked freehand LUS images and respective abdominal contrast enhanced CT scan

from one animal subject. Additional information on this set of data is summarised

in appendix A.

3.2 LUS to CT Registration using Descent Methods

Following the formulation of equation 2.2, the objective of this chapter is to rigidly

register a group (also named Sweep) of N contiguous EM tracked 2D LUS images

{I1, ..., IN} to a CT volume J . As in the presented navigation systems in the lit-

erature, WTM and MTLUS are known rigid transformations determined by an EM

tracking device and an ultrasound calibration procedure, respectively. In this first

section, LUS sweeps are registered using a set of feature-based, intensity-based and

hybrid functions within a gradient descent optimisation framework. For feature-

based approaches, the CT volume is pre-processed so that liver surface, hepatic

veins, portal vein and hepatic arteries are extracted.

The first step for any gradient descent method is to calculate a fairly accurate

initialisation. For all of the tested algorithms, an initialisation CTT 0
LUS is manually
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Figure 3.1: Strategy for manual initial alignment of a tracked LUS sweep to CT. Probe con-
tact points (orange) of first and last LUS images of the sweep p = {p1, ..., p4}
are matched to the segmented CT model of the surface with points p′ =
{p′1, ..., p′4} (orange) whilst seeing the position of the probe relative to the
liver surface in the laparoscopic video.

obtained through a point-based registration that does not require vessel fiducials,

as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Since the LUS probe is in contact with the liver during

imaging, it is possible to obtain liver surface fiducials by picking points in the inter-

face between image and probe (orange dots). Considering the first and last images

in time from the sweep I1 and IN , a set of points p = {p1, ..., p4} which delimit the

length of the sweep in 3D space are obtained. Then, by visual inspection of the re-

spective laparoscopic video images, a set of corresponding points p′ = {p′1, ..., p′4} can

be identified in the segmented CT surface of the liver for a point-based registration.

3.2.1 Feature-based Registration

Blood vessels are the most appropriate feature to use in feature-based registration of

LUS to CT since they are the only anatomical structure that is consistently visible

in LUS images of the liver. Other features such as the gallbladder and lower surface

of the liver are also imaged by LUS, but only in specific regions that may not be

the region of interest for registration. Therefore, three vessel-based registration

approaches are considered for testing: ICP between vessel outlines of LUS and CT;

Levenberg-Marquardt Iterative Closest Point (LMICP) [214] between vessel outlines

of LUS and vessel surfaces of CT and overlap between binary vessel regions of both
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Figure 3.2: Vessel outline segmentation. Binary vessel regions (middle) are manually ex-
tracted and the respective contour points extracted (red). A vessel point cloud
is reconstructed using EM tracking and ultrasound calibration matrices (right).

LUS and CT.

For the ICP algorithm, distances between point sets xLUS and xCT are min-

imised through equation 2.10. The vector xLUS contains LUS vessel outlines pro-

jected in 3D space and is obtained through a manual segmentation process that

is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Firstly, binary regions corresponding to vessel lumens

are manually outlined from each 2D image and corresponding contours are sampled

to obtain sets of 2D points. Then, transformations WTM and MTLUS are used to

project the points in 3D space. The CT point vector xCT is taken as the vessel

surface points obtained from the CT segmented vessel trees.

LMICP is a robust adaptation of ICP introduced by Fitzgibbon et al. [214] that

is appropriate for registration between point sets and a target surface. Instead of

minimising distances between matching points, LMICP minimises the interpolated

Euclidean distance value of the moving point set (xLUS) in the Distance Transform

(DT) of the fixed surface (the CT model), as expressed in equation 3.1,

E(pr) =

Nx∑
i=1

Dv(T (pr;xLUS,i)), (3.1)

where pr is a rigid transformation parameter vector with 3 translations and 3 Euler

angle rotations (which are equivalent to translation t and rotation R of ICP), T (pr; ·)

is a rigid transformation operator and D(·) the Euclidean distance interpolation

operator in the DT. In this case, the subscript v refers to vessel features, indicating

that the location of each rigidly transformed point xLUS,i is interpolated in the DT

generated from CT vessel surfaces. This algorithm has been shown to be more robust
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to local minima than ICP as it does not rely on any matching between points and

has been applied in registration of bone surfaces [123].

For the third option, similarly to the overlap method in [134, 135], the SSD

(equation 2.3) between the segmented LUS binary regions (see Figure 3.2) and CT

segmented binary volume expressed in equation 3.2 is minimised.

E(pr) =
N∑
i=1

SSD(IB,i, JB(pr; Ii)), (3.2)

In this equation, the B subscript denotes binary vessel maps and J(pr; Ii) the reslice

operation of volume J by the ultrasound imaging plane Ii transformed by parameters

pr. In this case, the similarity is computed as SSD between each binary LUS image

IB,i and the corresponding 2D reslice from the binary CT vessel volume JB given

the current parameters pr. For simplicity, the term J(pr; Ii) includes the ultrasound

calibration matrix and EM tracking matrix of image Ii.

3.2.2 Intensity-based Registration

Intensity-based registration of LUS to CT images of the liver has not been demon-

strated in the literature. For this reason, this study considers intensity-based similar-

ity measures that can potentially be suitable for this registration. Three algorithms

are tested: the CR [98], the LC2 [92] and a Hybrid feature-to-image method. MI

based methods are not considered as they have been shown to not be effective in

percutaneous ultrasound registration [91–93]. Computation of these measures is

performed using the 2D LUS to 2D CT reslice formulation of equation 3.2.

The CR is computed with equation 2.8, taking I as the LUS image and J as

the CT 2D reslice. The LC2 measure is applied by comparing each LUS image to a

linear combination of CT and CT gradient, as expressed in equation 3.3,

E(pr) =

N∑
i=1

η(Ii|J,pr, f)2, and f(Ji) = αJi + βgi + γ, (3.3)

in which η(Ii|J,pr, f) is the CR of equation 2.9 given current rigid parameters pr

and the functional mapping f . Within f , Ji and gi represent 2D reslices of CT

volume and CT gradient volume respectively. In the computation of this measure,

the linear combination coefficients [α, β, γ] are first computed in closed form in local

patches as suggested by Wein et al. (2008) [92].
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For the hybrid approach, a measure similar to the one proposed by Dehghan et

al. [133] where segmented US features are compared to CT intensity is considered.

In this case, the measure is simply given by equation 3.4,

E(pr) =

N∑
i=1

−IB,i · J(pr; Ii). (3.4)

Since vessel regions in CT have higher signal due to contrast enhancement, the

minimisation of this function enhances overlap of the LUS binary map with CT

vessels. This approach is included in the intensity-based methods section because

CT intensities are used.

3.2.3 Data and Experiments

The accuracy of each of the described similarities is evaluated on retrospective data

from one porcine subject. For the feature-based methods, surface and vessel models

are extracted from an abdominal triphasic CT scan acquired under pneumoperi-

toneum (see appendix A) with 512 × 512 × 96 voxels and voxel size 0.85 mm ×

0.85 mm × 2.5 mm, using a proprietary commercial product1. Specifically, separate

vessel models of the hepatic artery, hepatic veins and portal vein are extracted from

each one of the three CT phases acquired under the triphasic scanning protocol.

The liver surface is extracted from the hepatic vein phase. LUS images with 384 ×

456 pixels and pixel size 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm were acquired at a rate of 10 Hz using

an Analogic2 SonixMDP and a Vermon3 LP7 linear probe which was tracked at a

rate of 40Hz by an NDI Aurora4 EM tracker. The calibration matrix MTLUS was

obtained using the single pin method described in [215].

The proposed initialisation and registration algorithms are applied to four LUS

sweeps with characteristics that are summarised in Table 3.1. Manual segmentation

is performed in each of the N images of each sweep to obtain Nx vessel points. For

all the methods that use 2D to 2D comparison of images, the Powell’s conjugate

direction method [216] is used for optimisation. Additionally, CT binary reslices are

obtained through nearest-neighbour interpolation whereas CT intensity reslices are

calculated with trilinear interpolation. The LC2 measure is computed with a patch

1www.visiblepatient.com
2www.analogicultrasound.com
3www.vermon.com
4www.ndigital.com
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Figure 3.3: Accuracy of different registration methods of LUS to CT. Blue bars represent
the TRE whereas orange the FRE on vessel points compared to the point-based
standard. PB represents Point-based registration and USF-CTI represents the
Hybrid registration.

size of 6 × 6. To validate the performance of each algorithm, a reference standard

solution is established for each sweep by performinng a point-based registration

on a set of vessel branching points/bifurcations picked manually in both LUS and

CT. Two evaluation metrics are calculated, the mean TRE of the manually picked

bifurcations [145, 146] after registration, and the mean Fiducial Registration Error

(FRE) between vessel points xLUS after registration and after being registered with

the point-based standard.

Table 3.1: Characteristics of tracked LUS sweeps used for validation. Location indicates
the liver lobe from where the images were acquired. N is the number of images
in the sweep. Nx is the number of segmented vessel points. Targets refers to
the number of vessel bifurcations manually picked in the sweep for validation.

Dataset Location N Nx Targets

Sweep 1 Left lobe 143 6858 4

Sweep 2 Left lobe 127 6678 3

Sweep 3 Right lobe 90 8558 5

Sweep 4 Right lobe 198 10251 7
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3.2.4 Results

Accuracy results for each of the six tested algorithms, manual initialisation and

point-based registration are presented per sweep in Figure 3.3 and statistically sum-

marised in Table 3.2. The error of the point-based standard represents an approxima-

tion of the minimum that a rigid registration can achieve and therefore is highlighted

as a bound in Table 3.2. For all of the datasets, the intensity-based measures show

lower accuracies than the feature-based and hybrid approaches. Moreover, these

methods do not improve the accuracy towards the manual initialisation - there is

only a slight improvement in the FRE of Sweep 2 when using the LC2. From the

remaining methods, even though the mean accuracies are fairly similar, LMICP

seems to be the method that consistently performs best with mean TRE of 10.8 mm

and FRE relative to the point-based standard of 9.9 mm, followed by the hybrid

(USFeature-CTIntensity) with TRE of 10.9 mm and FRE of 10.7 mm. Compared

to ICP, LMICP yields comparable accuracy values except in the case of Sweep 4

where it is clearly superior. The accuracy of hybrid and overlap measures only

exceed both ICP methods in the case of Sweep 3.

Visual results of the different registration methods on single images that cap-

ture one bifurcation from Sweeps 2 and 4 are displayed in Figure 3.4. Accuracies

for the specified landmark are also shown - however, since the alignment is based on

multiple images, a low TRE on a singular point does not imply that the correspond-

ing 2D CT reslice is exactly similar to the input LUS image. From these results,

it is possible to see that LMICP shows the best correspondence between CT reslice

and LUS images, whereas LC2 shows the worst. Results of CR are not displayed

since the corresponding accuracies were much lower than the ones obtained with

Table 3.2: Mean accuracy of different registration methods of LUS to CT. Init refers to
the manual initialisation, PB to the point-based standard and USF-CTI refers
to the hybrid method. *Since the FRE is a comparison towards the point-based
standard, the FRE obtained with PB is 0. All values are in millimetres.

Bounds Feature-based Hybrid Intensity-based

Accuracy Init PB ICP LMICP Overlap USF-CTI CR LC2

TRE (mean) 14.8 6.6 11.7 10.8 12.2 10.9 23.6 16.7

TRE (std) 4.2 2.5 3.8 3.9 3.84 2.1 5.4 5.2

FRE (mean) 15.9 0* 11.0 9.9 10.6 10.7 22.4 16.2

FRE (std) 3.7 0* 4.1 5.2 3.5 2.5 2.5 5.4
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Figure 3.4: Visual results of different registration methods on single images from Sweep 2
and 4. Top row refers to sweep 2 and bottom row refers to sweep 4. Below
each pair of images is displayed the TRE of the bifurcation target highlighted
in green in the left column. Results using CR are not displayed.

the manual initialisation. Similarly to the accuracy results, the feature-based and

hybrid approaches show similar results between themselves.

3.2.5 Discussion

The poor performance of intensity-based measures is possibly related to the narrow

field of view of the LUS images, and consequent lack of intensity information within.

These methods often benefit from clear intensity mappings, which are not possible to

observe in the LUS images. Additionally, it is possible to see in the visual results of

Figure 3.4 that the vessel content differs between LUS and CT. This aspect favours

feature-based methods over intensity-based, since segmentation narrows the relevant

vessel information and potentially increases the robustness of the registration. All

of the feature-based methods yield similar results - even though distinct similarities

and optimisation schemes were used in each of them, they relied in the same feature

content. The performance of the hybrid method is similar to the one of the these

methods since the CT vessels have a very well defined contrast which can almost
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act as a segmentation.

3.2.5.1 Conclusion

These results indicate that feature-based registration using vessels is the most ap-

propriate approach to register LUS images to CT within an optimisation scheme.

From these methods, LMICP not only presents slightly better accuracies, but is

computationally much less expensive than the overlap and hybrid method, as there

is no reslicing process involved in the optimisation. Therefore, this algorithm is used

in the next sections.

3.3 Additional Constraints

Even though vessel-based LMICP was chosen as the best algorithm for gradient

descent based registration of LUS to CT, the obtained accuracy results were not

close enough to the clinically relevant value of 5 mm [166]. For this reason, additional

constraints that can improve this registration are investigated in this section. Two

constraints are proposed: the inclusion of intra-operative liver surface measurements

and a model for breathing motion compensation. For the latter, acquisition of extra

LUS images while holding the probe stationary is required before registration.

3.3.1 Liver Surface as an Additional Feature

Intra-operative liver surface points can be acquired by sampling points in the inter-

face between LUS image and probe. Points extracted through this process called

surface digitisation can potentially be used as a feature for liver registration [217].

Since these points provide information on the relative position of vessels and sur-

face, it is possible that their inclusion in the vessel-based LMICP will increase the

registration accuracy and robustness.

To include digitised surface information in the registration, the LUS segmented

points xLUS are now composed of separate surface (xs) and vessel (xv) point sets,

and LMICP minimises the interpolated distance of each of them in the respective

segmented surface DT, as expressed in equation 3.5,

E(pr) =

Nxs∑
i=1

wsDs(T (pr;xs,i)) +

Nxv∑
i=1

wvDv(T (pr;xv,i)). (3.5)

In order to balance the weight of each feature in the registration, scalar weights

wv and ws are multiplied by the interpolated distance values of xv and xs respec-
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Figure 3.5: Breathing motion model: Example of LUS images where the displacement of
vessels indicates the range of breathing motion from exhale in the left inhale in
the right. (b) The proposed one-dimensional breathing model that describes
the displacement of vessel structures over time.

tively. After setting these weights, distances are also normalised by the ratio between

the number of points used in each feature Nxs/Nxv .

3.3.2 Modelling of Breathing Motion

Breathing motion is a quasi-periodic source of deformation that can generate sig-

nificant displacements in the liver. Assuming the breathing cycle does not vary

significantly during surgery, breathing motion can be considered as a periodic dis-

placement with constant temporal frequency which reaches a maximum at inhale and

a minimum at exhale, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. Mathematically, this behaviour

can be described using equation 3.6,

B(t) = b0 −
g∑

k=1

Abexp

(
−(t− Tbk − φb)2

2σb

)
, g =

tN − t0
Tb

. (3.6)

This model is similar to the one proposed by Mountney et al. [218], but instead

of modelling the inhale-exhale sequence with even powers of a cosine, it models inhale

peaks as narrow Gaussian curves and the exhale baseline as the space between them.

Five parameters are considered: Ab, the amplitude of the maximum displacement

at inhale; b0, the baseline displacement during exhale, σb, the width of the Gaussian

peaks; Tb, the breathing period that separates each peak center in time; φb, the

breathing cycle phase offset at the origin. The variable g is a constant defined as
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Figure 3.6: Framework for breathing compensated LMICP. Green arrow path refers to
breathing compensated registration. Red arrow refers to the purely rigid case.
Blue arrow paths are common to both.

the number of breathing cycles expected to occur in a time window [t0...tN ] given a

period Tb.

The breathing motion correction is integrated in the registration by displacing

separately features xLUS,i acquired in an image Ii at time ti with a translation

B(ti) along a unit direction θb. Therefore, the vessel and surface based LMICP

equation 3.5 is adapted to be also a function of a breathing parameter vector pb

that include the five terms of B(t) and breathing direction θb. This is expressed in

equation 3.7:

E(pr,pb) =

Nxs∑
i=1

wsDs(T (pr;xs,i))

+
N∑
i=1

Nxvi∑
k=1

wvDv(T (pr;xvi,k −B(ti) · θb))

(3.7)

The overall framework for optimisation of this equation is depicted in Figure 3.6.

Following the path of the blue arrows and final green arrow, rigid LMICP with vessels
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and surfaces is employed. For breathing compensation, a loop of two alternating

Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) optimisers is used: one is the LMICP that optimises pr

with equation 3.5 and the other optimises pb using equation 3.7.

In order to initialise pb, the breathing model equation 3.6 is fitted to the move-

ment in time of a clearly distinguishable feature captured in a series of LUS images

acquired while the probe is held static at the region of interest. Given the absence of

probe movement, it is expected that breathing will displace the LUS image features

with a defined frequency and direction. By applying a Principal Component Analy-

sis (PCA) in a segmented feature such as vessel centreline (Figure 3.5), this direction

along with its projection over time is estimated. Breathing model parameters are

obtained through a LM optimised fit to this principal projection. The resulting

principal direction defines the correction direction θb.

Although the breathing is defined by seven parameters, only four are optimised

in the vector pb: the amplitude Ab, phase offset φb, and 3D direction θb defined

by two angles αb and βb. Parameters Tb and σb are considered non-optimisable

since they are expected to remain constant during the procedure. The exhale offset

b0 is neglected since it is directly related to rigid translations. To prevent the

optimiser from using pb to compensate surface compression induced by the probe,

no compensation is applied to the surface points xs in the equation 3.7.

3.3.3 Data and Experiments

Three experiments are performed on the same data described in the previous section.

Firstly, a robustness experiment with synthetic data is performed in order to assess

the performance of LMICP when using vessels and surface data compared to just

using vessels. The synthetic dataset has Nxs = 10404 surface points Nxv = 3754

vessel points and was generated by manually aligning the CT segmented vascular and

surface models with a set of EM tracked LUS planes. Random rigid mis-registrations

are induced in the dataset and LMICP is tested with both features (wv=1; ws=1)

or just vessels (wv=1; ws=0). The number of times the algorithm fails in recovering

the initial configuration is counted after inducing 1250 mis-registrations: 50 for each

translation and rotation absolute values of [1-25 mm] and [1-25◦]. Failure is defined

by a mean FRE between initial and registered point cloud above 1 mm. In a second

experiment, the accuracy of LMICP with both features (wv=1; ws=1) is evaluated
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Figure 3.7: LMICP registration failure rates when using either vessels and surfaces or just
vessels versus mis-registration amplitude in mm and degrees. Left shows the
mean FRE. Right shows the percentage of failures with FRE over 1 mm.

using the four LUS sweeps of the previous section by sampling 20 digitised surface

points per LUS image.

In the third experiment, the accuracy of rigid and breathing compensated regis-

tration methods is evaluated in three sweeps of the left lobe where breathing motion

was observed: two that were previously used, Sweep 1 and 2 (Table 3.1) and an

extra sweep defined as Sweep 5, with Nxv = 7433 vessel points and N = 252 images.

In order to obtain a breathing model estimate, one vessel centreline is manually ex-

tracted from four static LUS datasets acquired in the left lobe, and the PCA based

initialisation performed. The TRE of a set of 3 landmarks that can be seen in all

of the three considered sweeps is measured in order to assess the effect of breathing

compensation in accuracy. Since breathing motion is a non-rigid deformation, the

FRE relative to the point-based standard is not measured.

3.3.4 Results

3.3.4.1 Effect of Surface Constraint

Synthetic experiment results are plotted in Figure 3.10. In the left, the mean FRE

obtained versus mis-registration amplitude is displayed. In the right, the percentage

of failure cases in which the FRE is above 1mm is shown. As expected, there is a

limit above which failures start occurring for both feature combinations, around 16

mm/◦. It is clear that LMICP using both surfaces and vessels (green line) produced

an overall lower failure rate. The failure threshold value of 1 mm was selected

after observing empirically that in case of success, the LMICP algorithm converged
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to a correct solution with a mean FRE slightly above 0, mainly due to numerical

computation errors. Even though the choice of a different threshold would result

in different failure rates, the difference in performance between the two feature

combinations would be the same.

Accuracy results for the second experiment are listed in Table 3.3. On average,

using the surface in addition to vessels leads to a slightly lower accuracy. This

decrease is more noticeable in Sweep 4, where the obtained accuracy does not show

an improvement over the manual initialisation. For the other sweeps, variations in

accuracy are small, with Sweep 3 showing the highest improvement of 3.3 mm in

TRE.

3.3.4.2 Breathing Compensated Registration

Two sets of results are presented for the third experiment. Firstly, Table 3.4 sum-

marises the results of the breathing model fitting to each of the four static LUS

datasets. As expected, a very small variance was observed in the frequency related

parameters Tb and σb. Furthermore, this consistency is also observed in the abso-

lute amplitude values. However, the measured principal direction of movement and

phase results differ between datasets. Figure 3.8 shows the breathing model (green)

fitted to the projection of the segmented vessel centreline movement (blue).

Table 3.3: Accuracy of LMICP using vessels and surfaces and only vessels. Init refers to
the manual initialisation and PB to the Point-based standard. *Since the FRE
is a comparison towards the point-based standard, the FRE obtained with PB
is 0. All values are in millimetres.

Init PB V V+S

Dataset TRE FRE TRE FRE TRE FRE TRE FRE

Sweep 1 17.9 17.9 7.9 0* 10.8 10.1 11.6 11.5

Sweep 2 8.2 13.8 2.7 0* 5.2 6.0 4.7 6.4

Sweep 3 18.8 20.7 6.5 0* 16.4 18.3 13.1 15.6

Sweep 4 14.5 11.1 9.4 0* 10.7 5.3 15.1 12.4

Mean 14.8 15.9 6.6 0* 10.8 9.9 11.1 11.4

Table 3.4: Breathing model fitting results in four static LUS datasets. Offset values b0 are
not relevant for optimisation and therefore omitted.

Dataset αb (◦) βb (◦) Ab (mm) Tb (s) σb φb (s)

Static 1 10.0 8.1 6.5 4.27 0.27 3.6

Static 2 -6.6 16.9 5.2 4.27 0.27 3.5

Static 3 6.1 -22.9 5.8 4.27 0.27 1.5

Static 4 21.3 13.6 6.3 4.26 0.28 2.3
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Figure 3.8: Results of breathing model fitting to Static LUS sweep 4.

Accuracy results of breathing compensated registration with both feature com-

binations are presented in Table 3.5. For each method, the TRE for each of the

3 bifurcation landmarks (L1, L2 and L3) is displayed. In terms of mean TRE,

breathing compensation shows a slight improvement in TRE except for the case of

Sweep 2 using (wv=1; ws=1). Considering single TRE measurements, breathing

compensation improves accuracy in 100% of cases when using just vessels, versus

55% when using both features. Compared to the previous experiment (Table 3.3),

the mean TRE of Sweep 1 is different since a bifurcation that is not visible in Sweep

2 and Sweep 5 was not considered. Similarly to the previous experiment, using both

features results in a lower average accuracy also when using the breathing compen-

sation. The highest accuracy value obtained was of 2.7 mm for L2 in Sweep 5 using

both features. Visual results of this registration are shown in Figure 3.9, where it

is possible to see the effect of breathing compensation in the segmented vessels (b)

and the location of the considered landmarks (a).

Table 3.5: Accuracy measurements on breathing motion compensated registration with
different feature combinations (V and V+S). Results on the left refer to rigid
registration. Results on the right refer to breathing compensated registration.
All values are in millimetres.

Rigid Breathing Compensated

Dataset Features L1 L2 L3 Mean L1 L2 L3 Mean

Sweep 1
V 9.7 5.2 7.1 7.3 9.2 4.4 7.1 6.9

V+S 10.3 5.3 9.6 8.4 9.0 3.3 9.4 7.2

Sweep 2
V 3.4 5.8 6.4 5.2 3.3 5.6 6.4 5.1

V+S 2.6 3.8 7.6 4.7 3.9 4.5 9.5 6.0

Sweep 5
V 11 5.6 5.2 7.3 10.5 3.9 5.1 6.5

V+S 12.0 4.0 4.0 6.7 13.1 2.7 2.8 6.2
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Figure 3.9: Registration results of breathing compensated LMICP using vessel and surface
features in Sweep 5. (a) The segmented CT model of the subject with manually
set landmarks L1, L2 and L3. (b) 3D Breathing compensation results on
a subset of the segmented vessel point cloud in EM tracking space: yellow
represents rigid; red represents compensated. (c) A registered LUS image
containing bifurcation L2 with the CT model. (d) the same slice as in (c), but
from a 2D perspective.

3.3.5 Discussion

3.3.5.1 Effect of Surface Constraint

The synthetic experiment results agree with the hypothesis that surface informa-

tion can increase the vessel-based registration robustness. This can be physically

explained by the fact that a surface patch constrains the rotation space of the vessels

and helps them align with the correct vessel tree, or that the vessel data constrains

the sliding of the surface to a more specific solution. However, the TRE values

obtained in the second experiment suggest that surfaces can actually reduce the

accuracy. This is possibly explained by two factors: the surface is compressed to-

wards the vessels intra-operatively and the digitised surface points shape may not

descriptive enough. Even though the deformation sources of the problem were re-

duced to breathing and probe compression by using an insufflated CT scan, the
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intra-operative surface measurements are not rigid and may decrease the accuracy

of the vessel registration. In the synthetic experiment the liver surface was perfectly

sampled without any deformation.

3.3.5.2 Breathing Compensated Registration

The breathing model fit results agree with the hypothesis that breathing motion

induces a periodic movement with approximately constant frequency and inhale

peak width. Gaussian peaks were proposed instead of co-sine even powers [218] in

order to avoid optimising integer parameters during the fitting step. The variation

among phase φb results can be explained by the fact that the residual difference

between each dataset in Tb and σb could propagate and generate a considerable time

offset. The variance in breathing direction θb can be explained by three factors:

inaccuracies in the segmentation, probe compression and probe movements during

each acquisition. For registration, pb was initialised with: Ab as 0; Tb, σb and θb as

the mean of the four datasets and phase φb as the value obtained from the dataset

acquired closest in time to the three registered LUS sweeps. Breathing amplitude

started as zero to allow the algorithm to attempt registration without non-rigid

compensation at the start of optimisation. The chosen value for the phase intended

to minimise the time error propagation induced by the small differences in Tb and

σb between measurements.

Breathing compensation improves registration mainly when using vessels only.

This fact can be explained by the same probe compression issues discussed in the

second experiment. The accuracy improvement is 0.4 mm on average, a value that is

not significant. However, the visual results in Figure 3.9(b) show that there is a clear

periodic component attenuation from the yellow to red point clouds. In this case, the

areas of inhale that are more affected may not be capturing any of the landmarks,

which explains the low accuracy improvement. This breathing motion correction

approach is simple to implement and compatible with the surgical workflow, as

only 2 LUS datasets need to be acquired in a region of interest. Compared to the

method of Nakamoto et al. [201], this correction does not aim to generate a 4D

reconstruction of the breathing motion, but to introduce a local correction term to

increase registration accuracy.
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3.3.5.3 Conclusion

Overall, the proposed constraints do not significantly increase the accuracy of vessel-

based LMICP. However, the breathing motion model showed good fitting and visual

results, and would require further validation for a more conclusive study on accu-

racy. The inclusion of surfaces in registration showed robustness improvements in

synthetic data, but decreased accuracies in real data.

3.4 Robustness Analysis

Even though using LMICP with surface and vessel features did not improve ac-

curacy, it should provide increased robustness to initialisation as demonstrated by

the synthetic data. Therefore, as a last experiment for this chapter, the robustness

experiment is repeated using the four datasets of Table 3.1.

3.4.1 Experiment

Compared to the synthetic case, real LUS datasets do not have a global minimum

that results in a FRE of 0 mm from which mis-registrations can be applied for

robustness analysis. Therefore, in a first step, registration is performed with both

feature combinations using the point-based standard as an initialisation. Then, the

same random mis-registration procedure is applied to the resulting configuration,

but with amplitudes up to 20 mm/◦. The FRE between registered and original

configuration is measured again, and registration is considered as a failure if the

mean error is above 2 mm. A higher failure threshold is considered in this experiment

due to the higher levels of noise and deformation present in real LUS data.

3.4.2 Results

The results of this experiment are plotted in Figure 3.10. Compared to the synthetic

case, both approaches have a much lower limit above which failure start occurring:

2 mm/◦ for vessels and surfaces and 4 mm/◦ for vessels only. Higher failure rates

are expected in real data given the existence of deformation, noise and errors in

segmentation. However, the results confirm that the probe compressed surfaces do

not increase the robustness of registration: with surfaces, a failure rate of 25% is

obtained at mis-registration amplitudes of 5 mm/◦ whereas with vessels such rate is

only observed at 11 mm/◦. For higher mis-registration amplitudes above 12 mm/◦,

the mean FRE obtained by surface and vessels is smaller than only vessels. This may
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Figure 3.10: Average failure rate of LMICP on real LUS registration versus mis-
registration amplitude in mm and degrees. Left shows the mean FRE. Right
shows the percentage of failures with FRE over 2 mm. Results are averaged
over 4 LUS sweeps.

indicate that surfaces help the algorithm converging to a broader area around the

original configuration. Similarly to the synthetic experiment results in Figure 3.7,

the choice of a different failure threshold would change the absolute failure rates,

but not the comparative performance between algorithms.

3.4.3 Discussion and Conclusion

Besides not agreeing with the surface constraint hypothesis, this experiment demon-

strates extremely valuable information on the LUS to CT registration problem - even

when just using vessels as features, the cost function has a very limited capture range

i.e there are several local minima. Since the registration is partial, there is defor-

mation and missing vessels between modalities, it is easy for vessels to be wrongly

matched from a topological point of view. Specifically, failure rates of 40% are

observed after mis-registration amplitudes of 15 mm/◦. This indicates that the ac-

curacy of the initialisation is crucial to the performance of the algorithm. Since the

proposed initialisation is based on digitised surface points that will be affected by

compression, it is very challenging to obtain an enough accurate alignment consis-

tently. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the LUS to CT registration problem

should not be approached from a gradient descent based framework.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, a study on the feasibility of LUS to CT registration using gradient

descent based frameworks was presented. In a first experiment, feature-based reg-
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istration using liver vessels was confirmed to be the most suitable approach to this

problem. In order to improve the registration accuracy, the use of digitised liver

surfaces and a novel breathing motion correction strategy were introduced. The

obtained registration framework is compatible with the clinical workflow and shows

accuracy results around 10 mm. However, it was observed that the algorithm is not

robust to different initialisations, undermining its reproducibility and the overall

effectiveness of gradient descent frameworks in the LUS to CT registration problem.

For this reason, the global optimisation paradigm is studied in the next chapter.





Chapter 4

Globally Optimal Registration of

Tracked Laparoscopic Ultrasound to

CT

The majority of the work presented in this chapter has been reported in the paper

“A pre-operative planning framework for global registration of Laparoscopic Ultra-

sound to CT images”, published in the International Journal of Computer Assisted

Radiology and Surgery (IJCARS).

4.1 Introduction

The results obtained in the previous chapter clearly point out that the main issue

in the LUS to CT registration problem is to obtain an initial alignment without

picking fiducials. Compared to the percutaneous case, initialisation is much more

challenging as LUS captures a small subset of information of the liver that consists

mainly of vessel data. Considering that the liver vasculature is topologically complex

and ambiguous, registration initialisation can be regarded as matching a small subset

of a vascular tree captured in LUS to the complete vascular tree scanned in the CT.

The ambiguity of this match is determined by the LUS vascular content topology

- if the subset is too small and contains for example an individual vessel segment,

there are multiple possible matches to CT and the registration is poorly constrained.

However, it is possible that given enough LUS data, a set of vessels and their relative

pose is likely to have a unique solution. Therefore, the objective of this chapter is to

understand which requirements the vasculature captured by LUS should fulfil so that

a unique matching that allows for an automatic initial alignment is possible. For this
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purpose, a pre-operative planning framework for globally optimal alignment of LUS

vessels to CT is proposed. Pre-operatively, the volume of vascular data that should

be acquired in order to capture a geometrically unique vessel configuration that

enables a globally optimal registration is measured at every point of the segmented

CT liver surface. This methodology can add value to a clinical workflow by guiding

a surgeon to know how much data must be acquired in each liver region in order to

obtain a reliable registration.

In the first section 4.2, a study is performed in order to understand which

vascular features should be used for the globally optimal alignment. In the second

section 4.3, the planning framework is described and experiments with tracked LUS

data performed in order to evaluate the feasibility of the method. Compared to the

previous chapter, experiments are performed in the same animal study, but using

both normal CT and insufflated (under pneumoperitoneum) CT scans.

4.2 Vascular Features Assessment

In order to understand the nature of the vascular data that is to be used in the

planning framework, two distinct vascular features are compared in terms of reg-

istration outcome: the vessel bifurcations, and the vessel centreline points. Vessel

centrelines are considered instead of vessel outlines since the centrelines are a simpler

representation of the vascular topology.

4.2.1 Study Protocol

Using the segmented CT model, the perfect acquisition of different subsets of bi-

furcations and surrounding neighbouring centrelines is simulated, displacements are

applied in order to simulate expected deformations and segmentation inaccuracies,

and the resulting points are registered back to the total model, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.1. Bifurcations are registered using point-based registration [67], mimicking

the traditional scenario where a surgeon picks common landmarks in both modalities

and performs a rigid alignment. Centrelines are registered using ICP [120], simu-

lating the case where correspondences are not known, and the best rigid solution

using segmented centrelines is computed. For both features, in the case where there

are no displacements, the resulting transformation is the identity. Otherwise, a new

transformation is obtained and applied to the whole liver model. Using the new
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Figure 4.1: Assessment of registration based on the two different vascular features. Point-
based registration on bifurcations and ICP on centrelines are used to recover
a transformation T . The red vessel models on the right are the resulting con-
figuration, green the original one. Colour maps show predicted displacements
between these two, values ranging from blue (low) to red (high).

bifurcation positions and the original ones, a simulated TRE over all bifurcations is

computed and the performance of both approaches is assessed.

4.2.2 Data and Experiments

In a first experiment, the described protocol is followed using a normal segmented

porcine CT scan in order to test the influence of the number of picked bifurca-

tions and amplitude of applied displacements. Centreline branches and bifurcation

points are extracted using a Fast Marching algorithm [219]. 50 combinations of M

landmarks are randomly selected for M ranging from 3 to 10. For each combina-

tion, registrations are computed after applying a set of 1000 Gaussian distributed

displacements to the selected features, 200 for each deviation σ ranging from 1 to

5mm. In the bifurcation approach, displacements are applied in each point sep-

arately. For the centrelines, to better simulate deformation between branches, a

random displacement vector is applied to all the points that compose a branch.

In a second experiment, the realism of the study is increased by picking bifur-

cations and neighbouring centrelines from the insufflated CT model, and registering

them back to the normal CT. This simulates the case where data is collected under
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Figure 4.2: Accuracy results on vessel bifurcations after registering perturbed bifurcations
and centrelines from a normal CT scan to itself. The top row shows the RMS
of the TRE on bifurcations. The bottom row shows the radius where accuracy
is better than 5 mm. The left column refers to bifurcation based registration.
The right column refers to centreline-based registration.

insufflation and registered to an undeformed CT. For this experiment, correspon-

dences between vessel bifurcations from normal and insufflated models are obtained

manually. Since there is significant deformation between the scans, random displace-

ments are not applied, and 500 combinations of M landmarks are picked instead of

50.

4.2.3 Results and Discussion

4.2.3.1 Normal CT to Normal CT

The results of the first experiment are displayed in Figure 4.2. Each curve describes

the TRE results for a fixed number of bifurcations given different amplitudes of

displacements. In the top row, the RMS of the bifurcation TRE over all the vascular

tree is presented in millimetres. Each point in a curve averages a result of 200

registrations over 50 bifurcation configurations. As expected, in both methods the
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more bifurcations used, the lower the resulting error. Considering 5 mm to be

a clinically relevant level of a accuracy, it can be observed that using point-based

registration would require manual identification of 6 bifurcations with an accuracy of

1 mm. This is observed in the green curve with displacement σ = 1 mm. However,

to obtain the same result, the ICP approach would only require the centrelines

surrounding 3 bifurcations, and without specifying point correspondences. This

indicates that within a liver region, fewer vascular branchings are required by the

centreline ICP to yield an accurate result. Since in a real scenario LUS registration

to CT needs to be accurate in a local region of interest, accuracies are also assessed

in terms of a confidence margin. For each registration, a radius of confidence is

measured as the maximum distance relative to the centre of the picked points below

which all the captured bifurcations have a TRE below 5 mm. In the bottom row of

Figure 4.2, the mean results of this radial distance are presented in the same way as in

the accuracy plots. In both methods, an increasing number of bifurcations increases

this distance. However, unless deviations surpass 3 mm, the confidence radii of

ICP are superior to point-based registration: ICP with centrelines around only 3

bifurcations gives a wider mean working radius than point-based registration on 5

bifurcations. Picking the previous example of 6 landmarks and 1 mm of deviation,

there is an improvement of 110 mm to 150 mm of the working radius. Therefore,

besides being more accurate, centreline ICP also requires fewer branching points to

be reliable.

4.2.3.2 Insufflated CT to Normal CT

Results for the second experiment are displayed in Figure 4.3. Since no random

displacement influence is accounted for, RMS of TRE and confidence radius of 5 mm

accuracy are plotted against the number of picked bifurcations for both registration

methods in the left and right graphs, respectively. As in the previous experiment,

TRE decreases with the amount of picked bifurcations. However, the minimum TRE

obtained is of 15 mm for 10 picked bifurcations when using centreline ICP. This result

is expected as vessel centreline displacements in the order of 10 mm can occur due

to insufflation [204]. In this deformed case, the confidence radius measure becomes

more relevant, where the value of a rigid registration is restricted to a local region.

As expected, the radius values for both approaches in this case are significantly
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Figure 4.3: Accuracy results on vessel bifurcations after registering bifurcations and cen-
trelines of a normal CT scan to an insufflated CT scan. Left shows RMS of
the TRE on bifurcations for both bifurcation and centreline-based registra-
tion. Right shows the radius where accuracy is better than 5 mm for the same
methods.

reduced. However, the increase of used bifurcations does not guarantee an increase

in the confidence radius. For the point-based method, this radius increases until 9

landmarks whereas for centreline ICP it oscillates between 10 and 20 mm. These

behaviours can be explained by the local rigidity assumption - accuracies below 5

mm can only be achieved in a small domain, and increasing the number of captured

deformed data does not improve this result. Only when 8 landmarks are captured

the radius obtained by point-based registration surpasses the centreline ICP, mainly

because manually established correspondences improve the result. Additionally,

since the confidence radius of point-based registration only reaches 10 mm with 6

landmarks, the centreline ICP seems more robust even in this more realistic scenario.

4.2.3.3 Conclusion

Both experiments suggest that up to 6 landmarks would be required for a reliable

point-based registration. Clinically, identifying this number of landmarks during

surgery would be very challenging and time consuming for a surgeon, making the

vessel centreline approach preferable. Therefore, it can be concluded that vessel

centrelines are the most suitable feature to integrate in the global alignment frame-

work.
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Figure 4.4: L2 norm based criterion for vessel subset uniqueness assessment. Left shows
a one-dimensional case in which there are two valleys below the threshold,
indicating that the subset has two solutions. Right shows a case where the
subset has only one solution below threshold and is unique.

4.3 Pre-operative Planning for Global Registration

Given the demonstration that centrelines should provide better registration results

than bifurcations, the aim of the planning framework is to assess in a pre-operative

stage which centreline point sets are unique so that a global alignment without

initialisation is possible. This assessment is performed over the liver surface, guiding

a surgeon to acquire the necessary amount of LUS data to acquire a unique set of

vessels.

4.3.1 Uniqueness Assessment

The uniqueness assessment strategy relies on the use of any Global ICP method,

such as the Globally Optimal Iterative Closest Point (GO-ICP) proposed by Yang

et al. [220]. This algorithm searches the solution space of rotations and translations

with a BnB [75] approach to find the rigid alignment that best minimises the L2

norm between two point clouds given a minimum error threshold. It is hypothesised

that a subset of vessel centreline points is unique if GO-ICP aligns them correctly

with the original complete tree using a sufficiently small error threshold. Since

the problem is rigid, the global minimum of the distance function is 0, in which the

subset is perfectly aligned in the original position. However, by setting the threshold

limit to a higher value, GO-ICP is allowed to find solutions with a larger distance

error. When the algorithm reaches this value and outputs a configuration that is not
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Figure 4.5: Framework for assessment of uniqueness radius in a surface point of the pre-
operative CT. Green represents points captured by a sphere around a point
sampled on the pre-operative surface. Red represents GO-ICP resulting align-
ment.

close to the original one, the distance function has at least one local minimum that

is not related to the global one, implying that the subset is not geometrically unique.

This is illustrated with a one-dimensional L2 cost function case in Figure 4.4, where

non-unique case (left) shows more than one “valley” with error below the uniqueness

threshold.

4.3.2 Uniqueness Planning

Instead of using complete centreline branches as in the experiments of section 4.2, the

planning framework evaluates the uniqueness of centreline point subsets captured by

simulated probe positions along the pre-operative model liver surface. This process

is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Firstly, the surface subset that is anterior and visible

during surgery is extracted manually and subsampled to generate possible probe

contact positions. A sequence of spheres with increasing radius is generated around

each of these positions, and the centreline points that are captured in its domain

are tested for uniqueness with GO-ICP. The uniqueness radius RU is then defined

as the minimum radius value at which the captured centreline points are unique.

By repeating this process in all the sampled points, a RU map which tells the

surgeon how broad the acquisition must be in each liver region for a globally unique

registration is generated.
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Figure 4.6: LUS Sweep processing for globally optimal alignment validation.

4.3.3 Global Registration of Laparoscopic Ultrasound to CT

To validate the uniqueness planning framework, tracked LUS sweeps are registered

to CT using the same GO-ICP methodology described in the previous subsection.

For each sweep, vessel centrelines are extracted from each image using the same pro-

cess used for vessel outline segmentation (Figure 3.2), with the difference that the

centroid of the binary masks is extracted. This segmentation strategy aims to simu-

late results that could be obtained with an automatic framework using only intensity

information from 2D images. Currently, such approaches could be implemented for

example using Deep Learning methods [165, 221]. An intra-operative probe contact

position P of the dataset is computed as the mean of the tracked surface digitised

points as defined in section 3.3. The same expanding radius strategy of the previous

subsection is then applied to the segmented centerlines using P as the sphere center.

These image processing steps are illustrated in Figure 4.6. For each registration and

respective sphere radius, the TRE between manually picked bifurcations from both

the LUS dataset and CT is measured. The success radius RS is defined as the radius

at which the TRE result obtained by GO-ICP reaches a minimum and stabilises. If

this minimum is not reached, the globally optimal registration is considered to be

unsuccessful.

Since there is deformation, the minimum L2 error found by GO-ICP may not be
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physically correct. To mitigate this effect, prior knowledge on the LUS acquisition

is used to constrain the GO-ICP solution search space. For translations, the LUS

dataset is constrained to the liver lobe where it was acquired, left or right. For

rotations, a rough estimate of the direction in which the sweep was taken is defined

in the CT, and only rotations between [−60◦, 60◦] are allowed. This strategy prevents

the algorithm from considering physically impossible acquisition configurations.

To compare the resulting RS with the RU planned map, a reference standard

transformation is obtained by applying point-based registration in the landmarks

used for TRE assessment, as in the previous chapter. The aim here is to test how

well the uniqueness map predicts the amount of acquired data required for a reliable

registration. Therefore, the radius RS at which GO-ICP successfully aligns the LUS

data to the CT should be similar to the radius RU predicted by the framework given

the point-based reference standard.

4.3.4 Data and Experiments

The planning step is applied in the already described CT segmented model and

respective extracted centrelines. The planning framework is tested by sampling 400

probe contact positions evenly spaced along the surface using the Farthest-point

sampling algorithm [222]. Sphere radii are varied in steps of 5 mm in the range

[5-100] mm. The minimum threshold of GO-ICP is set to a mean distance error

of 2.4 mm. Smaller values could give finer results but would require much larger

computation times. The sampled surface results are linearly interpolated to the

whole set of visible surface points to obtain a complete uniqueness radius map.

Global registration experiments are performed in the already described tracked

LUS datasets (see Table 3.1) and an extra sweep from the right lobe defined as

Dataset 5 (not to be confused with Sweep 5 from section 3.3), with N = 132 images.

In this case, the number of points to be registered is reduced as centrelines are

considered instead of outlines. In order to reduce fluctuation effects from the EM

tracking system and smooth the LUS vessel centrelines, a cubic polynomial is fitted

to the digitised surface points and the result applied to the centrelines, smoothing

them. The uniqueness assessment strategy is applied with the same parameters as

the planning plus the prior solution space constraints described in subsection 4.3.

Reference standard point-based alignments are obtained separately for each dataset.
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Figure 4.7: Uniqueness map obtained by sampling 400 points over the visible surface.
Sphere radius ranges from 5 to 100 mm in steps of 5 mm. Red and blue
represent high and low values of uniqueness radius respectively.

By applying the resulting transformation to the respective positions P , reference

probe positions PR are obtained and used for comparison with the generated RU

map.

4.3.5 Results

4.3.5.1 Uniqueness Map

Figure 4.7 shows the obtained uniqueness radius map. Red areas have a high unique-

ness radius, implying that broader data collections around them are required for a

unique registration. In contrast, blue regions have a lower uniqueness radius and

require less data. The highest values are obtained at the liver edges, which is ex-

pected given that less vasculature is present in the liver periphery. The best and

lowest values are observed in more central regions of the liver, ranging from 25 mm

to 40 mm. The exception is the liver top surface which is more distant from the

vasculature, yielding results around 50 mm.

4.3.5.2 Global registration of LUS to CT

LUS to CT registration accuracy results are displayed in the left plot of Figure 4.8.

For each dataset, the RMS of TRE is presented as a function of the capture ra-
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Figure 4.8: Accuracy results of LUS to CT global registration experiments. Left represents
results using a normal CT scan as target. Right represents results using CT
scan under insufflation. Yellow markers represent the stable minimum that is
measured as RS .

dius around the respective intra-operative probe contact position. For the cases

where TRE stabilises at a minimum and registration is successful, a yellow marker

highlights the corresponding success radius RS . Table 4.1 summarises the obtained

success radii RS along with the corresponding RU predicted by the planning frame-

work. For each dataset, this RU value is taken as the uniqueness radius measured

at the planning surface point closest to the reference probe position PR. Error ES

represents the RMS of TRE measured at radius RS . Error ER represents the RMS

of TRE obtained by the reference point-based standard. Since point-based registra-

tion minimises distance on the targets directly, ER provides an approximation to

the minimum TRE error that can be achieved. It is possible to see that 3 out of 5

Table 4.1: Success radius measurement results of LUS datasets. ES represents the RMS of
TRE obtained with registration at success radius RS ; ER represents the same
error for the reference standard transformation; RU represents the uniqueness
radius predicted by the framework using the reference standard; DR represents
distance between the reference probe position PR and surface location of RU
measurement. All values are in millimetres.

Normal CT scan CT scan under insufflation

Dataset RU RS ES ER DR RU RS ES ER DR

1 (Left lobe) 31.5 30.0 16.3 5.9 4.8 39.1 30.0 20.9 8.6 13.2

2 (Left lobe) 32.2 25.0 10.4 1.8 14.8 40.0 35.0 21.8 2.8 2.4

3 (Right lobe) 45.0 - - 4.7 25.0 43.8 40.0 9.6 6.8 15.8

4 (Right lobe) 40.0 - - 21.3 23.1 40.5 40.0 15.3 10.3 14.4

5 (Right lobe) 35.0 30.0 12.8 9.4 13.2 45.0 40.0 5.2 3.2 9.1
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Figure 4.9: Uniqueness map obtained by sampling 400 points over the visible surface of the
insufflated CT scan. Sphere radius ranges from 5 to 100 mm in steps of 5 mm.
Red and blue represent high and low values of uniqueness radius respectively.

cases were successfully registered, and that the respective RS values are similar to

the prediction RU , with differences of 1.5,7.2 and 5 mm. In the two failure cases,

registration is never successful, and no comparison with planning can be made. To

better understand these cases, the distance DR between PR and corresponding RU

planned location is measured. In the successful cases, this distance does not sur-

pass 15 mm. However, in the failure cases this result surpasses 23 mm, indicating a

large difference between intra and pre-operative surface and therefore implying the

presence of significant liver tissue deformation.

In order to better understand the effect of deformation in the registration,

the same planning and registration experiments were repeated using the CT data

taken under insufflation, reducing the effect of pneumoperitoneum. The obtained

uniqueness map for the insufflated model is displayed in Figure 4.9. Similarly to

the normal CT case, the highest uniqueness radius values are measured at the liver

edges. Accuracy results of this experiment are presented in the right hand side of

Figure 4.8 along with the respective radius measurements in the right hand side

of Table 4.1. In this case, all datasets are registered successfully with a RS radius

similar to the planning, with differences ranging from 0.5 to 9.1 mm. Furthermore,
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Figure 4.10: Visual results of registrations of LUS datasets 4 and 5 from the right lobe.
Left shows the reference standard results. Middle top shows GO-ICP result
with measured success radius; Middle bottom shows GO-ICP registration
failure using maximum radius of 100 mm; Right shows GO-ICP result with
insufflated scan as a target at the measured success radius.

in agreement with the successful cases of the normal CT experiments, the distances

DR never surpass 16 mm.

Visually, this improvement can be observed in Figure 4.10. In each row is

presented the result of each of the three registration experiments. It can be observed

that for Dataset 5, GO-ICP with the measured RS of 30 mm aligns the reconstructed

LUS sweep in the same region as the reference point-based standard. The same

happens if the insufflated scan is used, with a RS of 40 mm. In the case of Dataset

4, registration to the normal scan is not successful with any radius, but with an

insufflated scan results improve and a radius RS of 40 mm is observed. The same

improvement from normal to insufflated scan was obtained with Dataset 3.

4.3.6 Discussion

4.3.6.1 Uniqueness Map

The results of the uniqueness mapping are as expected, since surface regions that

are far from the vasculature are predicted to require broader data acquisitions. In
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practical terms, the mapping of Figure 4.7 would guide a surgeon to acquire data

preferentially in the blue areas, where smaller volumes of data are required for a

globally optimal alignment.

4.3.6.2 Global registration of LUS to CT

In the LUS to CT registration experiments, 3 out of 5 datasets were registered suc-

cessfully with accuracy values ES of 16.3, 10.4 and 12.8 mm (Table 4.1 column 3).

In the two failure cases, large differences between intra-operative and pre-operative

surface positions indicate deformation. From the three expected deformation factors

listed in section 2.4, surface compression and pneumoperitoneum are the ones that

may better explain this phenomenon. Further experiments with an insufflated target

led to successful registrations with all datasets with accuracies ranging from 5.2 to

21.8 mm. Higher errors above 20 mm and much larger than the reference standard

are observed in the left lobe datasets. Besides possible segmentation and manual

point picking errors, retrospective analysis showed that the insufflated CT scan was

unreliably segmented in one major vessel bifurcation. Regardless, the datasets are

aligned in the correct region, but with a larger translation error. These results indi-

cate that the LUS to CT registration problem may be more affected by insufflation

than surface compression.

In the normal scan experiments, for the 3 successful cases, the planned radius

RU is similar to the measured success radius RS with a maximum difference of 7.2

mm. In the insufflated case, a larger difference of 9.1 mm is observed for Dataset 1,

a fact which is possibly related to the lower accuracy of the registration. However,

it can be observed that the radii RS are always lower than the planned RU . Since

compensation for insufflation was introduced in the second experiment, this trend

could be related to surface compression - if the surface is pushed closer to the vessels,

unique vasculature would be found with a lower capture radius. Regardless, this

difference between predictions and measurement is not critical in practical terms as

a surgeon would not be able to collect data with a 5 mm radius precision.

4.3.6.3 Conclusion

In addition to showing a reasonable agreement with the planning predictions and the

obtained results, this framework points to the feasibility of GO-ICP method with

prior knowledge for vessel-based registration of LUS to CT. For the successful reg-
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istration cases, the obtained TRE values are comparable to the ones obtained both

with manual initialisation and subsequent LMICP algorithm in the previous chapter,

demonstrating that it is indeed possible to obtain globally optimised alignments.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the possibility of registering LUS to CT using a non-initialised

global optimisation strategy was studied. It was verified that for this optimisation

paradigm to be feasible, the acquired LUS dataset must fulfill some requirements in

terms of geometry. In a first stage, it was concluded that the geometrical features

that should be extracted from LUS are vessel centrelines. Then, a planning frame-

work that guides surgeons to know how much volume of centrelines to capture for

a reliable registration in every region of the liver was formulated. Globally optimal

registration of LUS sweeps to both normal and CT under insufflation showed the

main hypothesis of this chapter: if enough data is acquired and consequently the

captured information is unique, registration initialisation is possible without a man-

ual interaction. The obtained registration accuracies ranged from 5.2 to 21.8 mm,

values that are clinically relevant for the purpose of an initialisation. In 2 cases,

globally optimal registration was not achieved, possibly because no compensation

for deformation was included in the framework. However, for the purpose of a glob-

ally optimised initial alignment it is difficult to introduce deformation parameters.

Since all registrations were successful with the insufflated CT scan, rigid parameters

may be sufficient if insufflation is modelled in the pre-operative CT, as in [209].

Even though the concept of global registration has been demonstrated, this

approach still relies on EM tracking for reconstruction of 3D vessel point clouds.

In the next chapter, the possibility of performing global registration without such

information is addressed.



Chapter 5

Registration of Untracked

Laparoscopic Ultrasound to CT

Part of the results in this chapter are presented in the paper “Registration of Un-

tracked 2D Laparoscopic Ultrasound Liver Images to CT using Content-based Re-

trieval and Kinematic Priors”, published in the Smart Ultrasound Imaging MICCAI

2019 Lecture Notes in Computer Science Proceedings.

5.1 Introduction

The inclusion of EM tracking devices in LUS probes is a major hurdle to the clin-

ical translation of LUS to CT fusion systems, as these require extra hardware and

software to be used in the OR. Technically, EM tracking provides knowledge on

the pose of LUS images in space i.e the rotation and translation between every

pair of acquired images. However, this technology is prone to inaccuracies, as the

presence of different materials in the OR can induce marker localisation errors in

the order of millimetres [223, 224]. Additionally, since there is pneumoperitoneum,

the inter-plane poses obtained intra-operatively by the tracking information are de-

formed relative to the ones that should be observed in the normal CT scan in case of

registration. Therefore, a registration method that does not rely on tracking could

provide a significant step forward in the clinical translation of LUS to CT fusion. In

this case, the registration setup is slightly different than the typical navigation one

described in Figure 2.1 in the sense that the world W space becomes the CT frame

of reference and no calibration and tracking are involved, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Very few trackerless registration of US to CT/MR methods have been presented

in the literature. Cifor et al. [144] registered untracked 2D images of percutaneous
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Figure 5.1: Trackerless LUS registration setup. W stands for world space which is equiv-
alent to the CT image space. Dashed arrows indicate images acquired from
the LUS probe and laparoscope. The green solid arrow defines the unknown
transformation to be estimated between LUS and CT.

ultrasound to MR assuming that the images were constrained by a single rotation

around the probe axis. However, this has limited applicability as the acquisition pro-

tocol is strict, and possibly very hard to replicate in laparoscopy. Another approach

was introduced by Brudfors et al. [225] for spine interventions, but multiple 3D ul-

trasound volumes were collected. If such technology was available for laparoscopy,

the global alignment method proposed in the previous chapter could be applied.

Additionally, none of these methods could compensate for the inter-plane deforma-

tion induced by insufflation. The method of Olesch et al. [135] mitigated this effect

by performing a piece-wise rigid registration in which displacements between LUS

planes were modelled as a smooth deformation field, but EM tracking information

was used as an initialisation.

In this chapter, the hypothesis that it is possible to register untracked 2D LUS

images to CT without initialisation is studied. For this purpose, a novel framework

that poses the multi-modal registration as a Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR)

problem is introduced. By simulating a finite number of LUS planes in the pre-

operative CT space, a discrete set of possible solutions for the alignment is generated.

For this to be feasible, the vessel content of each simulated image must be encoded in

a single feature vector. Registration is then obtained by comparing the feature vector

of an input LUS image with the pre-computed retrieval database. Due to differences
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between the pre-operative and intra-operative data, the simulated database is not

expected to contain exact matches with the LUS input. Thus a set of possible

matches must be considered. Assuming prior information on the trajectory of the

LUS probe during acquisition, a Bayesian probabilistic model is employed in order

to estimate the most likely sequence of CT simulated images that represents the

LUS sequence of images.

In the first section 5.2, the problem of registering a single LUS slice to CT is

addressed, and empirical observations on what the CBIR system should consider

are provided. In section 5.3 the CBIR formulation for registration of single images

is described. Finally, in section 5.4, the CBIR results are integrated into the prob-

abilistic framework, and registration of a group of images is performed. Validation

of these methods is performed on clinical data from three patients summarised in

appendix A. Since EM tracked probes are not commercially available and CT scans

cannot be taken under pneumoperitoneum, untracked LUS data and normal CT

scans are used.

5.2 Single Image Registration

Globally optimal registration of a single 2D LUS image to CT would be extremely

advantageous from a practical point of view. However, given the conclusions of the

previous chapter, a single slice is not expected to capture enough vessel information

for a unique match with CT. To illustrate this, as a preliminary experiment in this

chapter, the GO-ICP algorithm is used to test a set of LUS images for uniqueness.

5.2.1 Global Registration of Single Images

The BnB search of GO-ICP allows for multiple registration solutions to be found,

as long as their error is below a specific L2 error. Therefore, the uniqueness of single

LUS images is tested by counting the number of solutions that GO-ICP outputs

when registering them with a very low error threshold. This assessment is performed

on data from the same animal study from the previous sections. Specifically, GO-

ICP is applied to the registration between LUS images from the datasets 3,4 and 5

described in section 4 and the normal CT scan. To better constrain the problem,

vessel outlines are used as a feature instead of centrelines. A mean distance threshold

of 0.5 mm is used.
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Figure 5.2: Registration solutions found by GO-ICP with mean distance error below
0.5 mm. Hepatic veins are represented with green, portal vein with blue and
hepatic artery with red. Pink points represent the resulting probe contact
position of each solution. The single yellow point represents the point-based
standard probe contact position.

The results for this experiment are summarised in Table 5.1. For each dataset,

the number of registered images is displayed along with the mean and standard

deviation of the number of output solutions with mean error below the threshold of

0.5 mm. As expected, the number of possible configurations found by GO-ICP is

very large, with a minimum mean value of 292 for Dataset 5. Also, the deviation

of this value is equally large, indicating that the number of solutions across a sweep

varies greatly with slight differences in vessel content. A visual example of the

results with maximal and minimal number of solutions for Dataset 4 is displayed

in the left and right hand sides of Figure 5.2, respectively. In each plot, the pink

points represent the possible probe contact positions output by GO-ICP and the

yellow point represents the position achieved by the point-based standard. For the

maximal number case, even though there are solutions fairly close to the point-based

Table 5.1: GO-ICP output solution amount for registration of single LUS images.

Dataset 3 4 5

Registered Images 22 21 16

Solutions (mean) 625 1555 292

Solutions (std) 1079 1638 208
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standard, their distribution is very widespread and non-specific. In opposition, in

the minimal number plot there is more specificity to the solution location but a very

poor accuracy compared to the point-based standard.

Overall, these results point out that GO-ICP does not successfully align single

LUS images to CT as the features in these images are not unique. This motivates the

implementation of a different global optimisation scheme. In order to understand

the requirements of such a scheme, untracked LUS images from clinical cases are

now analysed.

5.2.2 Laparoscopic Ultrasound Clinical Data Analysis

Establishing a point-based standard for the single slice registration problem is a

challenging task. Compared to tracked LUS data where correspondences are man-

ually set within a 3D reconstructed volume, the process is far more complicated as

a single 2D plane needs to be accurately aligned with a 3D volume. However, the

resulting alignments of such approach are guaranteed to provide insights into the

relation between vessels in LUS and segmented CT. In the literature, the accuracy

of this registration problem using patient data has not been reported so far. Since

this thesis is the first work to validate methods on such data, emphasis is given to

this manual correspondence step.

The manual point-based registration process is illustrated in Figure 5.3 and

comprises two steps: finding the optimal registration plane and establishing 2D cor-

respondences between vessel lumen fiducials. The first step is the most demanding

as it requires analysis of both laparoscopic video and LUS images. Only by using

these data sources it is possible to have context of which vessels in the CT space

are being imaged by LUS. After manually setting the optimal plane, a set of corre-

sponding vessel lumen fiducials is identified in LUS (yellow) and in CT (red) and a

point-based registration applied to them [67]. The resulting 2D CT reslice image is

then compared to the original LUS.

5.2.3 Data and Experiments

The point-based alignment procedure is applied to retrospectively acquired data

from 3 patients. Vessel and surface models of the liver are extracted from contrast

enhanced CT scans using a proprietary commercial product 1. LUS images with

1www.visiblepatient.com
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Figure 5.3: Annotation of ground truth registration for single LUS images. Left side de-
picts the fiducial picking process performed in the 3D CT model (red ’+’
markers). Point-based registration is performed between the yellow ’x’ mark-
ers manually picked in the LUS image shown in the right. The white area
shows the result, where cyan points represent the LUS plane and the green,
blue and red arrows the coordinate frame of reference of the probe.

566 × 540 pixels and pixel size 0.12 mm × 0.12 mm are acquired intra-operatively

with a BK Medical 8666-RF52 curvilinear array probe at a frame rate of 40 Hz.

For each patient, a set of single images that differ in content from the right lobe of

the liver are manually registered. After registering each image, three measures are

evaluated: the registration FRE [145, 146], the difference between intra-operative

and pre-operative surface positions DS , and the difference between the number of

picked vessel lumen fiducials and total vessel lumens found in the 2D CT reslice.

DS is calculated as the Euclidean distance between the probe contact point after

registration (red dot in vessel reslice of Figure 5.3) and the closest point in the liver

surface projected along the depth direction of the LUS image (blue arrow in vessel

reslice).

5.2.4 Results

Results of the three measures are summarised in Table 5.2. In terms of accuracy,

a minimum mean FRE of 5.2 mm is obtained for Patient 2 and maximum of 8.7

2www.bkmedical.com
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mm is obtained for Patient 3. Across the 3 patients, the mean distances between

pre-operative and intra-operative surface DS range from 13.9 to 25.6 mm, indicating

the presence of surface deformation. The mean vessel difference is close to 1 for the

3 cases, and reaches a maximum of 1.7 for Patient 3.

5.2.5 Discussion

The obtained FRE results are overall superior to the ones obtained with the tracked

LUS data from the previous chapters. This is expected as only one image is being

registered and the locally rigid assumption becomes more valid than before. Errors

differ across patients and show low intra-patient deviation, indicating that each

case has a specific level of intra-operative deformation towards CT. The DS values

support this statement - the higher the mean intra-operative surface displacement

is, the worse the obtained accuracies are. Since there is no tracking information, it is

not possible to know how much pneumoperitoneum and probe induced compression

contribute to this displacement.

The vessel difference measure assesses how many extra vessels are observed

in the resliced CT compared to the manually picked vessel fiducials. On average,

this difference is around 1 and has a deviation around the same value. For a visual

interpretation, 2 examples of a registered LUS image and corresponding CT solution

are displayed for each patient in Figure 5.4. In four of the matches, the CT solution

presents extra vessels to the ones that were used in the alignment (blue markers).

However, for the cases where CT does not show extra vessels, there are still vessel

lumens in LUS that were not used in the alignment (red markers). In theory, LUS

imaging is more sensitive to vessel information than CT, and this explains the LUS

Table 5.2: Results of manual single LUS to CT registration across 3 patients. For each mea-
surement, mean and standard deviation across each patient is displayed. FRE
refers to the fiducial registration error; DS refers to the distance between intra-
operative and pre-operative surface contact position; Vessel difference refers to
the difference between the number of used fiducials and vessel lumens imaged
in resliced CT.

Dataset Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3

Registered Images 12 8 17

Measure Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

FRE (mm) 7.2 1.2 5.3 1.6 8.7 1.1

DS (mm) 21.7 3.4 13.9 3.0 25.6 5.7

Vessel difference 0.8 0.8 1.1 0.8 1.7 1.1
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Figure 5.4: Results of Point-based registration of untracked LUS images to CT from 3 pa-
tients. In each image pair, the yellow markers represent the common fiducials,
the red markers represent vessels specific to LUS the blue markers represent
vessels that are only found in CT.

specific lumens. However, the opposite also happens due to deformation, where LUS

does not capture some lumens that should be observed in CT. This effect may be

also result of the different contrasts, in which the same vessel lumens have a much

smaller size in LUS space than in CT. These disparities highlight a critical condition

of this problem - there is missing data between LUS and CT.

5.2.5.1 Conclusion

These experiments indicate that the globally optimal alignment strategy should take

into account three main aspects: there is missing data between the modalities; the

shape of the imaged vessels differs across modalities and the intra-operative liver
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surface is significantly compressed compared to the CT. Even though the porcine

liver is different from the human one, the missing data problem can explain the poor

performance of GO-ICP - the algorithm is robust to outliers, but not robust to topo-

logical changes induced by the missing data. In order to address these challenges, a

CBIR framework is proposed.

5.3 Registration using Content-based Retrieval

CBIR is a computational concept that refers to the problem of retrieving images

from a very large database that are similar to an input, using the image content in-

formation present in them [226]. Applications of CBIR are focused mainly in search

engines and information systems, where information needs to be quickly retrieved

given an input query. For this to be possible, both input and database images

are usually converted to a lower dimensional representation through feature extrac-

tion which allows for a very fast computations without comparing pixel intensities.

CBIR seems a potentially suitable approach to solve the globally optimal registration

problem of LUS to CT - instead of exploring the rigid parameter space for a global

minimum, the whole set of possible LUS probe poses could be previously simulated

and resulting images stored in a database. The challenge then becomes the choice of

an appropriate feature representation that can robustly match input LUS images to

simulated CT. Traditionally, descriptors from the computer vision literature based

on Local Binary Pattern (LBP) such as the one proposed in [227] are used as fea-

tures. However, these approaches are not robust to the multi-modality comparison.

One early approach for the medical context was introduced by Petrakis et al. [228],

where a CBIR system for medical scans was proposed. In this case, feature repre-

sentation consisted in geometrical layout of segmented organs with respective labels

and shape features. Since it was demonstrated the value of vessels as a feature for

registration, a similar approach in which images are represented by their segmented

vessel content is proposed.

5.3.1 Database Generation and Image Encoding

The first step of the CBIR system is the generation of a database with vessel im-

age content and corresponding rigid pose parameters. The set of possible poses is

constrained by the LUS acquisition setting: translations should be constrained to
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Figure 5.5: CBIR database generation scheme. For each position on the liver surface P
determined by the surface mesh faces, each rotation R = [−→x ,−→y ,−→z ], and each
depth d along the surface normal, a binary image is simulated from the CT,
capturing the vessels, which are encoded as a feature vector f. Vectors fM

with M vessel sections are then allocated to respective lookup tables FM to
assemble the database F .

the liver surface, and rotations constrained to the direction in which the LUS probe

accesses the abdomen. Then, images are simulated by reslicing the CT segmented

vascular model J with 2D planes bounded by the LUS field of view and parame-

terised by a set of NP evenly distributed points PS along the segmented liver surface

that is accessible during surgery. At each of these points, a virtual reference ori-

entation for the LUS probe is created by placing it orthogonal to the liver surface

normal and aligning its imaging plane with the sagittal plane. Several combinations

of rotations Rx, Ry, and Rz are applied to this reference to generate rotated pro-

jections parameterised by R = [−→x ,−→y ,−→z ]. Since the empirical observations of the
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previous section 5.2 point out to intra-operative surface compression, an additional

translation d is applied along the liver surface normal, simulating the case where the

probe compresses the tissue and images deeper structures. For each combination of

PS ,R and d a binary image containing vessel sections is generated, as illustrated in

the top of Figure 5.5. Similarly to Petrakis et al. [228], a set of features is extracted

from each of the captured M vessel sections. Specifically, a feature triplet fi with

2D centroid location and area is generated for each section and stored in a feature

vector f. Therefore, a retrieval system in which f holds the content that encodes an

image from J and corresponding probe configuration [PS , R, d] is established.

The database is assembled as a group of lookup tables with pose and respective

vessel encoding as illustrated in the bottom of Figure 5.5. Since images with different

number of vessel sections and consequently different size are generated, vectors fM

allocated in tables FM according to their size M . As a result, the database is

composed of a set of tables F = {F 1, F 2, ..., FMD}, where each of them have a size

q depending on the number of occurrences and MD is the maximum number of

sections captured in the images across the whole database.

5.3.2 Image Retrieval

Considering an input segmented LUS image I, retrieval of a pose is achieved by

comparing its feature vector fI to all pre-computed vectors f in the table set F . In

the case where vectors have the same sizeM , this comparison could be simply defined

as their L2 distance. However, this is hardly the case as differences in terms of vessel

lumen topology are expected between LUS and CT, and fI must be compared with

vectors of different size for a more robust retrieval. Taking this factor into account,

the following weighted L2 distance is proposed as comparison measure,

D(fS ,MS , fL,ML) =

( ∑ML

1 A(fLi )∑MS

1 A(m(fSi , f
L))

)
·
MS∑
i=1

‖fSi −m(fSi , f
L))‖2 (5.1)

where fS and fL are feature vectors with a smaller number MS and larger number

ML of vessel sections respectively. In equation 5.1, the function m(fSi , f
L) returns

the feature triplet values in fL with the closest lumen centroid to that of triplet

fSi , and the function A(·) returns the area value from a triplet. An area ratio is
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introduced in order to penalise the exclusion of triplets from the longer vector fL -

the total area of all vessel sections in fL is divided by the sum of the ones that were

included in the matching. The larger the excluded areas, the larger D becomes and

the less similar the vectors are. The matching function m(fSi , f
L) is relevant even

in case where MS = ML, since feature triplets within a vector are not guaranteed

to be ordered in a way that allows for L2 computation with direct index to index

comparison.

To perform an efficient search over the database, only tables from F that have

a number of sections similar to the input fI are considered. The search for the pose

that best represents I in CT space then becomes the problem of finding the vector

f∗ that minimises the distance D, as expressed in equation 5.2:

f∗ = arg min
fT∈FT

D(f I ,M I , fT ,MT )

min(M I ,MT )
, FT =

r⋃
l=−r

FMI+l (5.2)

Here, the distance D is computed between f I and members of the lookup tables of

size M I−r to M I +r, where r is the allowable search range on feature vector length

differences. For example, if f I contains 8 vessel sections and r is set to 1, the search

is restricted to tables F 7, F 8 and F 9. The results are normalised by the minimum

number of sections used in each comparison, and the lowest f∗ vector picked.

5.3.3 Data and Experiments

Validation of the CBIR system is performed using the patient data described in the

previous section. In a first experiment, the ambiguity of the proposed vessel encoding

is evaluated across a complete database. For this purpose, a database F is generated

from the CT model of Patient 1 using 24728 PS surface points with an average

resolution of 1.8 mm, rotation angles in the interval Rx = Rz = [−20, 20°], Ry =

[−30, 30°] with steps of 5° and depth d fixed to 0. Then, all vectors fM within each

table FM are compared to each other in order to measure the amount of generated

redundant vectors i.e vectors with the exact same feature values. Within these

vectors, the mean translation and rotation differences between their corresponding

poses are measured in order to assess the effect of the pose sampling resolution in

the solution redundancy. In addition to the proposed encoding using vessel section

centroid and area, an encoding with just the centroid is also considered in order to
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show the value of the area feature.

In a second experiment, the retrieval based registration is applied to the set of

untracked LUS images described in the previous section. For each patient dataset, a

database F is generated using rotation angles in the interval Rx = Rz = [−40, 40°],

Ry = [−90, 90°] with steps of 10° and depth values in the interval d = [0, 20 mm]

with steps of 5 mm. In terms of surface sampling, 6299, 6340 and 5073 PS points

are sampled with an average resolution of 4.1 mm, 3.7 mm and 3.3 mm for Patients

1, 2 and 3 respectively. LUS binary vessel regions are manually segmented as in

the previous chapters (Figure 3.2). Search is performed with equation 5.2 using the

centroid and area encoding and search range r = 2. Accuracy is measured as the

TRE on the previous manually picked landmarks given by the retrieved pose i.e

registration parameters.

Since it is impossible to sample the liver with an infinitely small resolution and

there are several sources of deformation between LUS and CT, it is not guaranteed

that the first retrieved vector with minimum distance D represents an accurate reg-

istration. Therefore, a set of K = 1000 lowest valued vectors are retrieved and their

resulting pose accuracy assessed. To evaluate the retrieval performance, the mea-

sure of precision that is commonly used to validate CBIR systems is used. Generally,

given a retrieval task, precision is defined as the percentage of retrieved images that

are relevant to the input query [226]. In this CBIR registration context, a retrieved

pose is considered to be relevant if its resulting TRE is below 15 mm and the pre-

cision is measured as the percentage of relevant poses within the K retrieved ones.

In order to narrow the search and potentially increase the accuracy, the translation

space of solutions is limited to the liver lobe of interest.

5.3.4 Results

5.3.4.1 Database Ambiguity

Results of the database ambiguity experiment are summarised in Figure 5.6. In

each plot, results for the two feature encodings are plotted against lookup tables

FM with M ranging from 2 to the maximum MD of 11 vessel sections found in

the database. In the left, the percentage of feature vectors that occur more than

once for different poses in each lookup table are shown. As expected, this value

decreases with M , as more vessel sections increase the amount of features overall
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Figure 5.6: Database ambiguity results. In each plot, results are presented for 2 feature
encoding (centroid) and 3 feature encoding (centroid and area) as a function of
the vessel section number M . Left shows the percentage of redundant vectors
within each table FM . Middle and right plots show the average translation
and rotation between poses corresponding to redundant vectors.

and decrease ambiguity. Comparing the encodings, a percentage of 0% redundant

vectors is observed at M = 7 when using only the centroids and M = 3 when using

centroids and areas. The middle and right plots show the average translation and

rotation between poses of vectors that have the same feature values. For the centroid

encoding, these pose differences decrease with increasing M . For the centroid and

area encoding, pose differences are only obtained with M = 2 since no redundant

vectors were observed in the other lookup tables. Comparing the encodings, the

addition of the area results in lower pose differences.

Table 5.3: Retrieval results for single LUS images from 3 patients using search range r = 2
and K = 1000 retrieved poses. Tested images refers to the number of images
used in the experiment, whereas Registered Images refers to the number of
images retrieved with precision above 0%. Precision index kp represents the
index at which the first relevant pose is retrieved. Best TRE index kb represents
the index at which the pose that yields the lowest TRE is retrieved.

Dataset Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3

Tested Images 12 8 17

Measure Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

Registered Images 12 8 6

Precision (%) 4.6 4.0 16.1 10.9 0.2 0.5

Precision index kp 117.8 142.3 52.6 102.0 469.2 245.6

Best TRE (mm) 9.7 1.9 6.5 1.6 17.9 4.8

Best TRE index kb 414.2 232.8 416.3 260.1 663.3 235.6
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5.3.4.2 Retrieval-based Registration

Results for the retrieval experiments for the 3 patient datasets are described in

Table 5.3. For each image dataset, statistics regarding the precision of the system in

retrieving poses with TRE below 15 mm and the lowest obtained TRE are displayed.

Since the K retrieved poses are ordered with increasing distance D (Equation 5.1),

two indexes within this order are considered: the index kp at which the first relevant

pose with TRE below 15 mm is retrieved and the index kb that yields the pose with

best TRE. Additionally, it is also displayed the number of images in which at least

one relevant pose is retrieved, i.e the precision is above 0%.

Overall, the system retrieves relevant poses for all images of Patient 1 and 2 and

for less than half of the images of Patient 3. For the successful datasets, the average

precision per image is 4.6% and 16.1%. As expected, the mean index kp at which the

first relevant pose is retrieved is not close to 1, the value that would indicate that the

minimum distance represents an accurate registration. Specifically, the minimum kp

observed in this sample was 2 for two images of Patient 2. Regarding the minimum

TRE achieved, the mean results of 9.7 mm and 6.5 mm are fairly close to the values

obtained by the point-based alignments (Table 5.2). However, these are observed at

much higher average indexes kb around 400. For Patient 3, a low precision of 0.5%

is obtained for the 6 successfully retrieved images and the best errors average to a

value higher than the relevance limit of 15 mm.

Visual results of retrieval on the three right hand images of Figure 5.4 are

presented in Figure 5.7. For each image, the 6 retrieved registration solutions with

lowest TRE are presented as 3D LUS planes registered to CT in the left and as

2D CT reslices in the right. In terms of colours, green highlights the point-based

standard, yellow refers to relevant poses with TRE below 15 mm and red refers to

non-relevant poses. The image of Patient 1 illustrates the case where retrieval is

successful - 92 relevant poses are found, even though these only start occurring at

index kp = 354. It is possible to observe in this case that even though LUS has an

extra vessel lumen compared to CT, solutions close to the point-based standard are

retrieved. For Patient 2, the same missing data problem is observed, but even though

only 3 relevant poses are found, the best TRE pose with index kb = 321 is fairly

accurate. These results imply that even if the precision is low and corresponding
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Figure 5.7: Visual results of retrieval based registration in single LUS images from 3 pa-
tients. The right side shows the Point-based standard (green), the LUS seg-
mented image (gray), the original LUS image and the 6 matches with lowest
TRE. In the left, poses corresponding to the Point-based standard and rele-
vant matches (yellow) are displayed as registered slices in the 3D CT model.
Non-relevant matches are depicted with red and not overlaid in the model.

kp high, an accurate registration can be obtained. For the image of Patient 3, no

relevant poses are retrieved, possibly due to the missing vessels between LUS and

CT.
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5.3.5 Discussion

5.3.5.1 Database Ambiguity

The database ambiguity results of the first experiment indicate that the inclusion of

area in the encoding generates a more unique set of solutions for the CBIR system.

This is expected as the centroid is not descriptive enough as a feature if the area

of the section is large enough. Given the redundancy percentage measurements,

robust retrieval should be possible if LUS images with at least 3 vessel sections

are used. This does not present an issue as empirical observations suggest that

LUS images often capture a minimum of 5 vessel lumens. The pose translation

and rotation differences indicate that redundant vectors occur mainly in poses that

are close to each other and not spread out in different regions. If the database

sampling resolution was much finer, a much higher percentage of redundancy would

be observed, but the associated poses very similar.

5.3.5.2 Retrieval-based Registration

Results from the retrieval experiment show that even though the pose retrieved

with lowest distance D (equation 5.1) may not be close to the point-based stan-

dard, accurate solutions can be retrieved by considering a set of K lowest distances.

Considering that each database comprises a number of solutions in the order of 107,

retrieving an accurate registration within 103 solutions is an encouraging result. The

differences in retrieval performance across patients agree with the deformation influ-

ence DS measured with the manual alignments - the best accuracies and precisions

are observed for Patient 2 which shows the lowest mean DS whereas failures are

observed for Patient 3 which shows the highest deformations. This suggests that

the rigid simulation hypothesis may be suitable until a certain level of deformation.

Another factor that seems to undermine the retrieval performance is the existence

of large transversal vessel sections, as in the image of Patient 3 in Figure 5.7. Since

the transversal section shape of a tubular structure varies greatly with the angle at

which the tube is sliced, it is hard to simulate these sections with very high accu-

racy. It is important to note that even though 15 mm was picked as the TRE limit

for relevance in the precision calculation, an initialisation may be useful with less

accuracy, and in such scenario the presented results would improve.
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5.3.5.3 Conclusion

Even though retrieval based registration with vessel encoding does not solve the

single LUS image to CT registration problem uniquely, it can limit the solution

space to a set of K discrete poses. The challenge now is to pick the most accurate

pose from this discrete set. In the next section, the retrieval results of multiple

images are combined in order to solve this problem.

5.4 Registration of Multiple Untracked Laparoscopic

Ultrasound Images

Identifying which of theK retrieved poses best represents the input LUS image in CT

space is very challenging if there is no information on where the image was acquired

in the liver. However, if multiple sets of K poses corresponding to different LUS

images acquired consecutively in time are considered, this problem can be better

constrained by integrating prior knowledge on the kinematic relation between these

images i.e the trajectory of the LUS probe during acquisition. Typically, during an

LUS acquisition the probe is moved smoothly on top of the liver surface in a direction

orthogonal to the probe shaft from one point to other, as illustrated in Figure 5.8.

Therefore, it can be assumed that LUS images that are close in acquisition time

should be also close in translation and rotation. Following this assumption, a discrete

Hidden-Markov Model (HMM) is proposed to integrate the K retrieved poses of each

LUS image within a sweep. In this model, each state represents the probability of

a retrieved pose in CT representing the LUS image and each transition represents

the probability of a given pose being followed by another given a kinematic prior on

the acquisition. The most likely sequence of poses can then be estimated using the

Viterbi algorithm [229] and a final piece-wise rigid registration solution is obtained.

Here, the main hypothesis is that this sequence estimation converges to a correct

solution after enough LUS images hence states are combined in the algorithm.

5.4.1 Probabilistic Registration Framework

Given a sweep of N , 2D LUS images {I1, ..., IN} and corresponding acquisition time

stamps {t1, ..., tN}, the objective of the proposed HMM is to recover the sequence

of previously simulated images from CT {J1, ..., JN} that best represents the LUS

acquisition in terms of vessel content. Using the previously described CBIR system,
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Figure 5.8: Kinematic assumptions on the trajectory of LUS acquisitions.

a set of possible K retrieved poses and corresponding images {J1i, ..., JKi} which

are now called “candidates” are obtained for each input image Ii. The proposed

discrete HMM is graphically depicted in the left hand side of Figure 5.9. In this

model, nodes represent probabilities P (Ii|Jki) of images Ii being represented by a

candidate image Jki and edges represent a pose transition probability P (Jki|Jki−1)

associated with the trajectory kinematic prior. Using discrete HMM theory [230] ,

the optimal sequence of candidates {Ĵk1..., ĴkN} can be estimated as the Maximum

A Posteriori (MAP) solution of the model as expressed in equation 5.3:

Ĵk1..., ĴkN = arg min
Jk1...,JkN

[
−

N∑
i=1

logP (Ii|Jki)−
N∑
i=2

logP (Jki|Jki−1)

]
, (5.3)

which can be solved recursively in polynomial time using the Viterbi algorithm [229].

The most important part of this optimisation is the rationale behind the two

probability terms. For the node probabilities P (Ii|Jki) an obvious choice would be

a value associated with the retrieval distance D of candidate k. However, previous

experiments have shown that lower distances do not guarantee higher accuracies.

Therefore, these probabilities are set to 1 in order to not favour any particular

candidate and let the optimisation rely solely in the kinematic prior incorporated in

P (Jki|Jki−1). Similarly to the work of Nir et al. [231], the transition probability is

defined as a multivariate Gaussian:
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Figure 5.9: HMM formulation of the problem. Left depicts the graphical model of the
HMM that is optimised. Right is a visual representation of the translation
probability density function of an image Jki−1 being followed by image Jki.

P (Jki|Jki−1) =
exp(−1

2δ
T
ki,ki−1Σ−1δki,ki−1)√

2π4|Σ|
,

Σ = (ti − ti−1)


σx 0 0 0

0 σy 0 0

0 0 σz 0

0 0 0 σθ

, δki,ki−1 =

[
Rki−1(

−−−−−→
Pki−1Pki)

θki,ki−1

]
,

(5.4)

where δki,ki−1 is a vector containing the differences in pose translation and rotation

between two candidates. Specifically, this vector contains the 3D difference between

probe contact positions Pki and Pki−1 projected along the orientation Rki−1 of Jki−1,

and the angle θki,ki−1 between the imaging plane normals −→z ki and −→z ki−1. This

equation models a Gaussian distribution centered at the pose of the previous image

Jki−1 with a diagonal covariance Σ with values proportional to the time difference

(ti − ti−1). The lower the time difference, the lower between poses should be. This

constraint is related to the trajectory assumptions described in Figure 5.8, where

images close in time should have a similar pose. Additionally, since the probe is

expected to move along the imaging plane normal, the translation variance σz is

set to a larger value than the in-plane translation variances σx and σy, favouring

differences in that direction (see right hand side of Figure 5.9).

During optimisation, a hard constraint is introduced in order to obtain trajecto-

ries that fulfil the forward movement prior. For every path in the graphical model,

a sweep direction is defined as the difference between the two first probe contact

positions. The probability P (Jki|Jki−1) is set to 0 if the angle between
−−−−−→
PkiPki−1 and
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that direction is above 90°.

5.4.2 Data and Experiments

Validation of this method is performed using the same clinical datasets used in

the previous section and respective patient-specific CBIR databases F . In a first

experiment, the validity of the proposed model is tested by registering synthetic

sweeps generated from the CT model to itself. Two sets of 3 smooth trajectories

of N = 20 images with time stamps t = [1, ..., 20s] are generated for each of the

3 patients: one set with images that are part of the database i.e there is an exact

0 valued solution for retrieval, and one set with images that do not exist in the

database and therefore have no explicit ground truth. Retrieval with search range

r = 0 is applied to find K = 50 and K = 200 candidates for each image from the first

and second sets respectively, and registrations are performed using model variances

σz = 1.5 mm, σx = σy = 0.2σz and σθ = 2°.

To test the feasibility of the method in real data, the model is applied to the

registration of a set untracked LUS sweeps which include the images used in the

single image registration experiments of the previous sections. Seven sweeps are

considered, three from Patient 1 and two from Patients 1 and 2. For each sweep,

a ground truth trajectory is generated by fitting a cubic polynomial to the pose of

the manually registered images in section 5.2. To avoid redundancy, a sequence of

images evenly spaced in time and differ in content is picked. A set K = 1000 poses

are retrieved for each of these images using a search range of r = 2 and the kinematic

optimisation is applied with σz = 3 mm, σx = σy = 0.2σz and σθ = 2°.

For both experiments, the mean pose translation error Et and mean pose rota-

tion error Eθ of the obtained trajectory solution towards the ground truth trajectory

are measured. Additionally, for the second experiment, two TRE measurements are

considered: the TRE of the manually picked vessel landmarks used in manual align-

ments of section 5.2 and the TRE of a set of manually picked vessel bifurcations

found in the sweep. Since the second set of targets may land in images in between

the sequence that were not considered in the retrieval, their position is predicted by

fitting a cubic polynomial to the translation of the solution trajectory and averaging

the corresponding pose rotations [232].
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Figure 5.10: Synthetic sweep registration results. Top row refers to the first set of images
that have 0 valued distance solution. Bottom row refers to the second set of
images that do not have a 0 valued distance solution. Left shows the mean
number of plausible sequences found by the Viterbi algorithm. Right shows
the mean pose translation and rotation errors of the registrations obtained
by the optimal path. Results are plotted against the number of images used
in the optimisation.

5.4.3 Results

5.4.3.1 Registration of Synthetic CT Sweeps

Results for the two sets of nine sweeps registered in the synthetic experiment are

displayed in Figure 5.10. Since the Viterbi algorithm is recursive on the number of

columns of the HMM, results are displayed as a function of the number of images used

so far in the optimisation (from 2 to 20). The left hand graphs show the number

of kinematically possible paths for N used images. As expected, the number of

plausible trajectories found by the algorithm converges to 1 if enough images are

used: N = 11 for the first set of images and N = 17 for the second. This number

depends mainly on the number K of retrieved candidates. The larger the size of

the candidate solution pool, the more plausible paths can be found. The right hand

graph shows the mean translation error Et and mean rotation error Eθ across all N

registered images for the lowest cost path. In this case the convergence is observed
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in terms of error - for the second set, at an average number of 7 images, these errors

converge to 5 mm and 10°. For the first set these errors are not significant, as a

maximum of 2 mm and 3 ° are observed for the minimum number of images N = 2.

5.4.3.2 Registration of Untracked LUS Sweeps - Image Retrieval

Two groups of results are presented for the real LUS experiments. Firstly, results of

image retrieval for the images that compose each of the seven sweeps are summarised

in Table 5.4. Since it is very challenging to set point correspondences between all

the N images of each sweep and respective CT, retrieval precision is measured using

a different pose relevance criterion that is not based on a TRE limit, as in Table 5.3.

Given that a ground truth trajectory of poses was obtained with a polynomial fit,

a retrieved pose is considered to be relevant if its errors in translation and rotation

towards this reference are less than 15 mm and 30° respectively. For each sweep,

the mean retrieval precision and the number of images retrieved with a minimum

precision of 0.5% is displayed. Compared to the previous section 5.3, a higher

precision limit is considered since the relevance criterion based on pose differences

is less strict and accurate than the one based on TRE. Similarly to the results of

the previous experiments, the highest precision values are observed for Patient 2,

whereas for Patient 3 a very high percentage of images (71% and 72% for Sweep 1

and 2 respectively) are not retrieved with the precision limit of 0.5%.

Table 5.4: Image retrieval results on a set of untracked LUS sweeps acquired from 3 patients
using K = 1000 candidates and a search range r = 2. N represents the number
of images per sweep. Registered Images refers to the number of images retrieved
with a precision above 0.5%. Manually Aligned Images refers to the number of
manually aligned images included in the sweep. Subset Sequences indicates the
number of subset sequences that were extracted for further experiments.

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3

Dataset Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 3 Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 1 Sweep 2

N 64 29 53 30 11 64 66

Registered Images 60 14 32 26 10 18 15

Mean Precision (%) 6.1 1.7 1.9 9.4 11.6 2.7 1.3

Manually Aligned
Images

3 4 5 5 3 7 10

Subset Sequences 11 1 5 4 1 2 2
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5.4.3.3 Registration of Untracked LUS Sweeps - Multiple Image Registration

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the kinematic optimisation, registration is

attempted on sequences of images that are retrieved with the defined precision limit.

This is necessary since the HMM formulation assumes that for every image Ii there is

at least one candidate Jki close to the ground truth. From this set of images, a group

of smaller subset sequences are picked through the following process - a window with

20 image length is slid across the set in steps of 5 images, until a subset with less

than 10 images is obtained. For example, if the number of images is 20, 3 sequences

with image indexes [1-20], [5-20] and [10-20] are extracted. The resulting number of

subset sequences per sweep is displayed in the last row of Table 5.4.

Registration results using the kinematically constrained HMM are listed in Ta-

ble 5.5. In a first section of this table the amount of successfully registered subset

sequences and corresponding mean retrieval precision are displayed. The sequence

registration success criterion was based on both qualitative and quantitative mea-

surements - after careful inspection of the obtained registrations, it was observed

that solutions that presented a reasonable initialisation to the problem resulted in a

mean translation error Et below 25 mm. For all sweeps except Sweep 3 of Patient 1,

at least 50% of the sequences were successfully registered according to this criterion.

In the second section of the Table 5.5, accuracy results are presented for the

most accurately registered sequence within each sweep. In addition to the Et and Eθ

errors, the mean TRE on the landmarks used for point-based alignments (TREL),

the mean TRE on a set of bifurcations found in the sweep (TREB), and the num-

ber of images at which the Viterbi algorithm converges in terms of error (NC) are

presented. In terms of pose accuracy, the obtained Et oscillates around 12 mm,

except for Sweep 2 of Patient 1 in which it reaches 18 mm. Rotation errors Eθ are

significantly higher, specially in the cases where the retrieval precision is lower. This

is expected since the poses considered to be relevant could have up to 30° of rotation

error towards the ground truth. The obtained TREL and TREB are in the range

[8.5-17.3 mm], and do not differ greatly from the pose errors.

Visual results of the most accurate registrations within Sweep 1 from Patient 1,

Sweep 2 from Patient 2 and Sweep 1 from Patient 3 are displayed in Figure 5.11. For

each sweep, the ground truth trajectory is highlighted as black planes with yellow
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probe contact points whereas the solution obtained by the Viterbi algorithm is shown

with dark red planes and light red contact points. For a better interpretation of the

imaging results, examples of 3 registered images for each one of the sweeps are

shown in the right side. From a geometrical point of view, the sweeps of Patient 1

and Patient 2 are well aligned, even if there is a slight translation error. For these

two cases, the visual results highlight the robustness of the method, as it is possible

to see that CT and LUS show substantial differences in terms of missing vessels. In

the images of Patient 1, the largest binary body in CT is actually the gallbladder

that can be also seen in the corresponding LUS as a large dark region. This feature

was not used in the registration. A less accurate result is observed for Patient 3. In

this case, even though the translation results are fairly close to the ground truth, a

large difference in rotations is observed.

5.4.4 Discussion

5.4.4.1 Registration of Synthetic CT Sweeps

The synthetic sweep registration results demonstrate the value of the proposed kine-

matically constrained HMM. For the first set where the ground truth is possible to

Table 5.5: Registration results of 7 untracked LUS sequences acquired from 3 patients.
Success rate defines the ratio of successfully registered subset sequences with
Et ≤ 25 mm. Success and Failure precisions refer to the mean precision of
successfully and unsuccessfully registered subsets, respectively. In the bottom
section are presented results that refer to the successfully registered subset that
showed highest accuracies. Here, Subsampled N refers to the number of images
in the subset; Et and Eθ refer to the mean pose translation and rotation error,
respectively; NC refers to the number of images at which the Viterbi algorithm
converges in terms of error.

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3

Dataset Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 3 Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 1 Sweep 2

Success Rate 6/11 1/1 1/5 4/4 1/1 1/2 2/2

Success Precision (%) 7.2 1.7 1.6 11.4 11.6 1.6 1.3

Failure Precision (%) 1.4 – 1.9 – – 2.7 –

Best Subset
Results

Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 3 Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 1 Sweep 2

Subsampled N 20 14 20 20 10 13 10

Et (mm) 8.9 18.0 12.8 8.1 8.3 12.1 12.4

Eθ (°) 14.7 33.3 23.7 12.0 12.6 24.9 38.1

TREL (mm) 10.0 14.6 11.4 8.5 10.5 17.3 14.3

TREB (mm) 9.1 9.0 12.6 13.8 10.4 16.8 9.3

NC 6 4 20 4 5 9 9
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Figure 5.11: Visual registration results of the best subset sequences in Sweep 1 from Pa-
tient 1 (top), Sweep 2 from Patient 2 (middle) and Sweep 1 from Patient 3
(bottom). Left shows the ground truth trajectory (black planes and yellow
probe contact points) and the Viterbi algorithm solution (dark red planes
and light red probe contact points). Right shows the 2D registration results
of 3 images present in the sequence, with the original LUS in the left, the
segmented LUS in the middle, and corresponding CT reslice in the right.

retrieve, mean pose translation and rotation errors are close to 0 mm and 0 °. For

the second set where there is no retrievable ground truth, higher error values of 5

mm and 10 ° were observed. These values are expected since the rotation resolution

of the generated databases F is 10° and the segmented liver surfaces have a spatial

resolution in the range [3-4 mm]. These results point out that if retrieval is success-

ful, the proposed model registers a group of slices uniquely without the need for an
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initialisation.

5.4.4.2 Registration of Untracked LUS Sweeps

The registration results on real data of Table 5.5 also confirm that an accurate

registration solution can be obtained if the retrieval is also accurate. Specifically,

in the cases where the retrieval precision is highest (in the range [7.2-11.6%]), not

only the best accuracies are achieved (Et in the range [8.1-8.9 mm]), but also the

number NC of images required for the kinematic optimisation to converge is not more

than 6. For the remaining cases where the precision is lower (never surpasses 2%),

clinically relevant accuracies are still achieved, but more images may be required

for error convergence and the pose rotation errors are much higher. One of these

cases is illustrated in Figure 5.11 for Patient 3 - even though the the obtained image

orientations differ from the ground truth, the estimated probe contact positions are

close and actually reproduce a large translation gap that is visible in the acquisition.

If the obtained translations are accurate, large rotation errors are not critical as the

poses can be averaged under the initial assumption that the acquisition should be

smooth along the liver surface (Figure 5.8). Across patients, the accuracy results

are in agreement with the previous experiments of the previous sections - best and

worst accuracies are obtained for the sweeps of Patient 2 and Patient 3, respectively.

The TREL values per patient dataset are fairly similar to the minimum ones that

could be obtained using single image retrieval (see Table 5.3). Such results point

out to the fact that the algorithm can indeed pick an accurate pose from the pool

of retrieved candidates.

A less expected result from this experiment is the retrieval precision measured

Table 5.6: Plausible path results obtained by Viterbi algorithm in subset sequences where
registration is unsuccessful. Failures refers to the number of unsuccessfully reg-
istered subsets. Subsampled N refers to the number of images in the subset.
Plausible paths refers to the number of paths output by the Viterbi algorithm.
First successful path represents the first lowest cost path that results in a suc-
cessful registration.

Patient 1 Patient 3

Dataset Sweep 1 Sweep 3 Sweep 1

Failures 5 4 1

Subsampled N 20 20 20 18 13 20 20 17 12 18

Plausible paths 20 16 15 12 25 5 4 6 6 3

First successful path 3 6 8 – – 2 4 2 – –
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in the failure cases - for Sweep 3 of Patient 1 and Sweep 1 of Patient 3, this value

is higher than the retrieval precision reported for the success cases. To investigate

this, the multiple plausible paths with lower probability that the Viterbi algorithm

outputs are observed for all the failure cases. These measurements are summarised

in Table 5.6. For each failed registration, the number of plausible paths and the first

lowest cost path that results in a successful registration are presented. For Patient

1, successful registrations are found in lower probability paths 3 out of 5 times in

Sweep 1 and 3 out of 4 times in Sweep 3. These results indicate that the images in

these sweeps may not be unique enough in terms of content as the highest probability

trajectory output by the algorithm is far from the ground truth. Therefore, some

registration failures can possibly be explained by ambiguity in the captured vessel

topology. Such effect could be mitigated by either using images with more vessel

sections or adding more images to the registration.

5.4.4.3 Conclusion

These preliminary results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method. Even

though some sequences of real LUS data were not successfully registered, the accura-

cies obtained in the successful cases are promising for the purpose of a registration

without initialisation and without information from tracking devices. Failures in

both retrieval and registration are expected at this case given the simplicity of the

considered CBIR database - simulations were purely rigid and did not take into

account physics of ultrasound imaging. Therefore, results could be improved by

increasing the realism of the simulation, either by including deformation parameters

or by simulating realistic LUS images.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, it has been shown that it is possible to register LUS images to CT

without using a tracking device. Since the problem of registering a single slice is very

ill-posed, a novel method that employs CBIR to find possible poses and combines

results in a probabilistic framework with prior information on the kinematics of the

LUS probe was proposed. Experiments on clinical LUS data showed that in a best

case scenario, untracked registration of LUS to CT results in accuracies between 8

and 15 mm, and is possible if a minimum of 6 LUS images are used. Additionally,

this is the first work to report registration accuracies on this particularly challenging
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type of data.

The main limitation of the proposed method was the simplicity of the simula-

tions used to build the CBIR database. In order to improve the performance, more

realism could be introduced in this database generation step, either by simulating

realistic ultrasound images [233–235] or by simulating deformations whilst main-

taining the problem in the vessel feature domain. Theoretically, the realism of the

simulations could be increased to a point in which a single registration would not be

an ill-posed problem. However, that would probably require immense computational

power as both a higher database resolution and unfeasible time for realistic simula-

tions of a large number of images would be required. Other possible refinement to

this method would be to include an outlier rejection strategy in the kinematic op-

timisation, in which images that are not accurately retrieved would be disregarded

during the optimal path estimation.

This method was not validated in the previously described porcine datasets for

two main reasons. Firstly, such results are much less clinically relevant as the porcine

liver shows significant differences from the human one. Secondly, the problem is more

challenging as the porcine liver has a different anatomy that is more deformed by

insufflation [184], and the amount of captured vessels in each of the LUS images is

much lower, hindering the performance of retrieval.

In the next chapter, a first step is taken in the simulation realism problem by

addressing the possibility of correcting probe compression induced deformation.





Chapter 6

Deformable modelling in Untracked

LUS registration and Future Work

6.1 Introduction

Currently, it is not feasible to integrate deformation specific parameters in regis-

tration methods that do rely on a global optimisation scheme. However, with the

proposed CBIR formulation, it is possible to address this problem by including

deformation parameters in the database simulation step. Instead of continuously

optimising deformation parameters to align the vessels in LUS and CT, the CBIR

system can potentially simulate already deformed vessel sections that will be im-

aged intra-operatively by LUS. The main challenge of this approach is to accurately

model deformations specific to the laparoscopic environment. As discussed in chap-

ter 2, deformations due to pneumoperitoneum are difficult to model without CT

scans acquired under insufflation and liver tissue compression models usually re-

quire the presence of additional apparatuses in the OR [169, 210, 211]. As for the

already studied breathing motion (chapter 3), unless deformations inside the LUS

planes are considered, the proposed piece-wise rigid framework should be robust to

temporal displacements between different LUS images.

Despite the aforementioned limitations, LUS images capture a small subset of

vessels that are deformed compared to the ones in the CT. Such information is not

enough to infer a global state of deformation such as pneumoperitoneum, but may

be sufficient to model probe induced tissue compression locally. In fact, from the

manual registration experiments of the previous chapter 5.2, it has been observed

that given a ground truth manual registration, LUS and CT show significant surface
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displacements of at least 10 mm. In this chapter, these surface displacements and

the corresponding manual registrations are used to both quantify and model the

compression behaviour of hepatic vessels in LUS images. In the first section 6.2, the

vessel lumen displacements are empirically measured in a set of manually registered

LUS images and a linear elastic model is proposed in order to simulate the same

behaviour in the pre-operative CT space. Then, the resulting model is integrated in

the CBIR based framework of the previous chapter 5 in order to improve registration

performance. In a second and final section 6.3, potential future directions that could

increase the robustness and applicability of the method are discussed.

6.2 Tissue Compression Modelling

Even though no tracking information or force sensors are available to measure tissue

compression, it is possible to measure displacements between vessel sections and a

corresponding surface displacement DS after manually registering a LUS image to

CT (section 5.2). Intuitively, the larger the displacement DS is, the larger the effect

of compression in vessel sections should be between LUS and CT. Typically, in order

to estimate the biomechanical properties of a tissue and therefore its deformation

response to probe contact, images are acquired with varying levels of pressure and

displacement maps estimated [211]. However, this methodology usually requires a

tracking device or a force sensor to compare the position of the acquired images in

the same space. For the untracked LUS case, even though there are no sensors, if

multiple images are registered and the corresponding displacements measured, an

approximation to the biomechanical behaviour of the tissue can be obtained. A

method through which this is possible and the empirical observations that support

it are now described.

6.2.1 Linear Elasticity Regime for Tissue Compression

Intuitively, the simplest hypothesis to explain vessel lumen displacements is that

vessels in LUS are compressed relative to the ones in CT along the direction in

which the liver surface is displaced by the probe. This phenomenon is illustrated

with an example of a manual registration in Figure 6.1. Assuming PUS to be the

intra-operative probe surface contact point and PCT the corresponding closest point

in the CT surface projected along the probe depth direction −→y , a compression effect
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Figure 6.1: Probe induced compression measurement given manual registration of a sin-
gle LUS image. Between the pre-operative undeformed CT deformed intra-
operative LUS states, the liver surface (red line) is displaced across the depth
direction of the LUS probe −→y from the green point PCT and blue point PUS
by an amplitude of DS . LUS vessel sections in xUS (yellow markers) have their
distance towards the liver surface reduced compared to their counterparts xCT
in CT space (red markers).

between LUS vessels xUS (yellow markers) and CT vessel xCT (red markers) towards

the liver surface (red line) can be observed.

From this example it is possible to see that the variation in distance between

vessel sections and the liver surface changes more in the area closer to the probe

contact i.e vessels close to the surface are subjected to larger displacements. This

observation is consistent across other registered images and motivates the assump-

tion that vessel displacement can be modelled with a linear elastic regime (which is

equivalent to a linear interpolation), described by equation 6.1:

||xUS − PUS || = (1 + Fσ)||xCT − PCT ||, (6.1)

in which the distance from one vessel lumen to the surface is reduced by a factor

of Fσ, F represents the applied force and σ the stiffness of the liver tissue in the

direction of compression. Since no sensor information is available, these parameters

can not be physically estimated. However, by considering the surface displacement

DS as a factor linearly equivalent to the force F , an approximation to the stiffness σ̂y

can be estimated. Assuming yCT and yUS to be the lengths between the liver surface
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Figure 6.2: Linear elastic displacements measurements on one manual registration. A
linear elastic regime is established between the deepest vessel lumen in both
LUS and CT (brown line) and the liver surface. This segment is compressed
from CT (green solid line) to LUS space (blue solid line). Variations in length
∆yi are then measured as the difference between yellow lengths yUS,i in LUS
and corresponding red lengths yCT,i in CT .

points and vessel sections and ∆y the variation of that length between undeformed

and deformed state, equation 6.1 can be rearranged to yield:

∆y

yCT
= DS σ̂y, (6.2)

where the product DS σ̂y is equal to the ratio between the variation of the vessel

lumen distance and the original length in the undeformed state in CT. It is important

to note that this stiffness is expected to be negative since compression occurs i.e ∆y

is negative. A schematic representation of the measurement of ∆y and corresponding

compression variations is shown for one manual registration in Figure 6.2.

By considering the set of registered images with respective vessel sections and

corresponding DS for each patient, a linear fit is performed with equation 6.2 to

obtain a patient-specific liver stiffness σ̂y. For this to be possible, an additional

registration step is performed for every image. Formally, deformations can only be

measured from one state to other assuming there is a boundary condition in which

the deformation is zero. If the LUS images had a larger field of view that captures
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the liver posterior liver surface, it would be possible to assume this interface as

the reference. However, given that only liver tissue and vessels are captured, the

reference is defined as the centroid of the vessel lumen that is imaged deepest in

each image (brown dashed in Figure 6.2). The registration step then becomes a

translation along the depth direction −→y with the amplitude equal to the vertical

displacement between the reference lumen in LUS and CT. Through this method, a

linear elastic regime is established between the reference deep vessel lumen and liver

surface in each image, as illustrated by the green and blue solid lines of Figure 6.2.

6.2.2 Compression Compensated Registration

The results of patient-specific linear elasticity fitting are integrated in registration

by displacing 2D vessel sections captured in CT during the simulation step of the

CBIR system described in section 5.3. Specifically, for every image generated with

a non-zero depth parameter d, compression is simulated by translating every cap-

tured binary vessel section in accordance with equation 6.2 across the corresponding

pose −→y direction. For every vessel section i within a simulated image with vertical

coordinate yi, an updated position yCi is calculated with equation 6.3:

yCi = (1 +DS σ̂)(yi +
DS

δy
), (6.3)

where δy represents the size of a pixel in the y direction of the LUS images. Com-

pared to the previous equations, since yi is a location in image space, an offset of

DS
δy must be applied to obtain the original distance of the vessel section towards the

surface.

In the rigid simulation case, there are vessels close to the liver surface that the

LUS field of view does not capture if the depth d is large enough so that the resulting

pose position P is below them. For this reason, in order to increase the realism of

the simulation, an additional image is simulated from the CT model with the same

rotation R but positioned at the liver surface point PS . From this simulation it is

possible to capture vessel sections that would not be found in the rigid case, and

apply equation 6.3 to accurately translate them to the original imaging plane. For

these surface sections, no surface offset DS
δy is applied to the position yi. Following the

proposed CBIR formulation of the previous chapter, feature vectors f are extracted

from these corrected images and a database F with tissue compression compensation
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generated.

6.2.3 Data and Experiments

The proposed compression model is validated in the same 3 clinical LUS and CT

data sets used in the previous chapter (described in section 5.2.3). In a first set of

experiments, the linear elasticity fit method described above is applied in order to

obtain σ̂y estimates for each one of the patient datasets. In order to have a better

understanding of the compression effect in 2D, the linear relation between the vertical

location of vessel sections yCT and the corresponding variation in the horizontal

direction relative to the centre of the image is also assessed. After obtaining the fit

results, the obtained linear model is applied to the manual registered LUS images

and the FRE between corresponding landmarks after compression is measured and

compared to the FRE obtained after rigid registration.

In a second set of experiments, the complete validation of untracked LUS to

CT registration described in section 5.4 is repeated on the seven sweeps of LUS

using patient-specific databases F generated with the obtained patient-specific com-

pression models. For the database generation step, probe poses are simulated using

the same translation and rotation sampling values (see subsection 5.4.2). As for

the depth parameter, a larger range of d = [0, 30 mm] with steps of 5 mm is used.

This range is increased compared to the one used in the rigid experiments since

the compression updates may “push” vessel sections downwards in the images. For

registration, K = 1000 candidates are retrieved with an allowable vessel section

difference r = 3 (see equation 5.2) and the HMM optimisation is applied with the

same parameters as before (see subsection 5.4.2). Compared to the previous chapter,

a larger vessel difference search range r is considered since images simulated with

compression include extra vessel sections closer to the liver surface that would not

be captured in the rigid case (as described in section 6.2.1).

6.2.4 Results

6.2.4.1 Tissue Compression Modelling

Results of the linear elasticity fit experiment displayed in Figure 6.3. In the left

column plots, linear fits with estimates for stiffness σ̂y are presented in green for the

three patient data sets. In each fit, each point represents the vertical displacement

of a vessel section towards the liver surface normalised by the value of DS of the
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Figure 6.3: Results of linear elasticity fitting to displacements measured in manually reg-
istered LUS images of 3 patients. In the left column, the displacement ∆y is
plotted against the depth from the CT surface yCT . In the left column, the
displacement ∆x is plotted against the depth from the CT surface yCT . Dis-
placements in the vertical axes are normalised by the distance DS in mm, and
pixel values of yCT are downsampled by a factor of 2 relative to the original
LUS resolution.

image to which the section belongs. As hypothesised, a linear trend can be observed

in all of the three data sets, with correlation coefficients R2 of at least 0.686. Also,

the slope of these curves is negative, confirming that indeed a compression effect

towards the surface is observed from CT to LUS spaces. In the right column plots
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the same results are presented in red for horizontal displacements ∆x towards the

centre of the LUS image. In this case there is no correlation and the point dispersion

does not show any trend as R2 do not surpass 0.0062.

To further validate the linear elasticity hypothesis, the resulting stiffness σ̂y is

applied to the correction of compression in the manually registered images used in

the fitting. The corresponding accuracy results are summarised in Table 6.1. Two

FRE errors are presented: the rigid FRE between corresponding points presented

previously (see Table 5.2), now called FRER and the FRE in the same points after

applying the compression model with equation 6.3, defined FREC . As expected,

for all patient datasets, the mean FREC is lower than the mean FRER, indicating

that corresponding landmarks are drawn closer to each other. However, the standard

deviation of FREC is larger, implying that some images have their accuracy reduced.

Visual results of one image registration where compression improves accuracy

is displayed for each of the 3 datasets in Figure 6.4. Qualitatively, it is possible to

see an improvement in the vertical alignment of the vessel sections from the middle

image (manual alignment) to the right image (compression compensated). Also, an

additional vessel is visible in all of the compensated images compared to the rigid

ones, highlighting the existence of vessels closer to the surface that are not visible

with the rigid simulation.

Table 6.1: Results of linear elastic compression compensation in manually registered LUS
images from 3 patients. In the top section, the number of points used in the
linear elasticity fit and corresponding stiffness estimate are presented. In the
bottom section are listed the mean and standard deviation of the image surface
displacement DS , the FRE obtained after a point-based registration (FRER)
and the FRE after applying the compression model (FREC).

Dataset Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3

Registered Images 12 8 17

Fit sample size 77 52 138

Stiffness σ̂y -0.0088 -0.011 -0.0084

Measure Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

DS (mm) 21.7 3.4 13.9 3.0 25.6 5.7

FRER (mm) 7.2 1.2 5.3 1.6 8.7 1.1

FREC (mm) 5.9 1.8 4.5 2.3 8.0 2.0
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Figure 6.4: Visual results of linear elastic compression compensation in manually regis-
tered LUS images from 3 patients. In each row, the original LUS (left), the
point-based registration (Rigid PB) result (middle) and point-based compres-
sion compensated (Compressed PB) result (right) are displayed for one exam-
ple image of each patient. Note that in the third row is shown the compensation
result for the image used to illustrate compression in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.

6.2.4.2 Compression Compensated Registration of Untracked LUS Sweeps

Registration results for the 7 untracked LUS sweeps using linear elastic compressed

databases are presented with the same two tables presented for the rigid case in

section 5.4.3.3: Table 6.2 displays single image retrieval results and Table 6.3 sum-

marises multiple image registration results.

Comparing the results of Table 6.2 and Table 5.4, the number of retrieved

images with a precision of 0.5% increases for all sweeps except for Sweep 1 from

Patient 1 and Sweep 1 from Patient 3. Additionally, for the set of retrieved images

the measured mean precision is overall higher when using the compression corrected

database. This effect is more noticeable in Sweep 3 from Patient 1, where the
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number of images with precision 0.5% increases from 32 to 50, and the resulting

mean precision increases from 1.9% to 5.9%. In the case of Sweep 1 from Patient 1

the opposite effect is observed as both these values are lower than the ones obtained

with the rigid model.

In terms of subset sequence registrations, the differences in the registration suc-

cess rate between the rigid and compression corrected approaches are in agreement

with the retrieval results - from Table 5.5 to Table 6.3, there is an increase from

20% to 100% in Sweep 3 of Patient 1 and a decrease from 54% to 38% in Sweep 1

from Patient 1. In terms of best subset sequence registration accuracies, results are

similar to the rigid case, with Et in the range [5.9-14.9 mm] and combined TREL

and TREB in the range [7.8-23.3 mm]. Also, the number of images NC at which

solutions converge in terms of error are slightly higher, ranging from 6 to 13.

6.2.5 Discussion

6.2.5.1 Tissue Compression Modelling

The vertical displacement results from the first experiment in Figure 6.3 indicate

that there is indeed a compression of vessel sections towards the surface in the depth

direction of the probe during contact. Even though the proposed linear elasticity

regime is a simplification that does not perfectly explain the observed displacements,

a compression effect is still clearly observed. In a perfectly linear regime, the offset

constant of these regressions should be 0, i.e for a point located at the surface there

should be no displacement. However, a set of negative values (normalised by DS)

Table 6.2: Image retrieval results on a set of untracked LUS sweeps acquired from 3 patients
using K = 1000 candidates and a search range r = 3 in a database with
linear elastic compression compensation. N represents the number of images
per sweep. Retrieved Images refers to the number of images retrieved with
a precision above 0.5%. Manually Aligned Images refers to the number of
manually aligned images included in the sweep. Subset Sequences indicates the
number of subset sequences that were extracted for further experiments.

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3

Dataset Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 3 Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 1 Sweep 2

N 64 29 53 30 11 64 66

Retrieved Images 49 23 50 26 11 14 25

Mean Precision (%) 3.9 4.8 5.9 12.6 13.2 3.4 2.0

Manually Aligned
Images

3 4 5 5 3 7 10

Subset Sequences 8 4 9 4 1 2 4
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are observed in the three cases. These offsets may indicate that the liver surface

is already compressed during laparoscopy before any probe pressure is applied for

LUS imaging. Such effect could be potentially explained by the pressure exerted by

pneumoperitoneum, which may create a static tissue compression. However, further

knowledge on the exact contributions of probe pressure and pneumoperitoneum to

the liver deformation would require a larger study and possibly extra information

from force sensors and tracking devices. The horizontal displacement results do

not agree with a linear elasticity regime. Intuitively, the effect of probe pressure

could displace vessel sections horizontally further away from the centre, generating

a dilation effect. However, the obtained point dispersions seem to be located around

a mean value and no linear slope is observed.

The reduction in the mean FRE (Table 6.1) of manually aligned images also

demonstrates the validity of the model. However, larger standard deviations were

observed, implying that the model increased the error in some cases. This can be

explained by the local nature of the measurement - the stiffness estimate is specific

to the areas in which LUS was registered, and not a general measure around the

whole organ. Therefore, the fit in this case is more likely to better explain locations

Table 6.3: Compression compensated registration results of 7 untracked LUS sequences ac-
quired from 3 patients. Success rate defines the ratio of successfully registered
subset sequences with Et ≤ 25 mm. Success and Failure precisions refer to
the mean precision of successfully and unsuccessfully registered subsets, respec-
tively. In the bottom section are presented results that refer to the successfully
registered subset that showed highest accuracies. Here, Subsampled N refers
to the number of images in the subset; Et and Eθ refer to the mean pose trans-
lation and rotation error, respectively; NC refers to the number of images at
which the Viterbi algorithm converges in terms of error.

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3

Dataset Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 3 Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 1 Sweep 2

Success Rate 3/8 4/4 9/9 4/4 1/1 2/2 2/4

Success Precision (%) 3.9 5.4 6.0 10.8 13.2 3.9 2.3

Failure Precision (%) 2.7 – – – – – 2.2

Best Subset
Results

Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 3 Sweep 1 Sweep 2 Sweep 1 Sweep 2

Subsampled N 20 14 20 20 11 13 10

Et (mm) 13.7 8.3 5.9 7.1 11.4 8.6 14.9

Eθ (°) 19.9 38.4 20.8 12.2 15.2 38.0 19.2

TREL (mm) 12.0 13.3 12.1 9.0 14.5 23.2 19.3

TREB (mm) 7.8 12.0 6.8 18.8 14.9 20.1 9.1

NC 8 7 13 7 6 8 10
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that are more frequent in the used sample.

6.2.5.2 Compression Compensated Registration of Untracked LUS Sweeps

Image retrieval results of Table 6.2 indicate that the inclusion of compression cor-

rection improves retrieval performance. One clear exception is Sweep 1 of Patient

1, where the retrieval precisions are significantly lower compared to the rigid case.

This may be explained again by the fact that the fits are biased to one location -

this sweep was acquired at a different area than the ones of Sweep 2 and Sweep 3

which were close together, and the respective number of images used for stiffness es-

timation was only 3 compared to 4 and 5. Therefore, the linear model estimated for

Patient 1 possibly simulates more accurately the compression in the area of Sweep

2 and Sweep 3, hence the improvements in their retrieval precision.

The registration accuracy results presented in Table 6.3 confirm that the regis-

tration framework benefits from the compression model mainly in the retrieval step

- even though the accuracies of the kinematic optimisation outputs did not increase,

the number of images that was considered for optimisation was higher. Compres-

sion compensation did not improve consistently the performance of the method in

the sweeps of Patient 3. There are two possible explanations for such results - ei-

ther the deformations in these LUS images were too high and the linear regime was

not accurate enough to describe them, or the CBIR system was not able to accu-

rately retrieve the images with large transversal sections that were abundant in this

dataset. Both of these problems could be addressed by adding few guidelines to the

LUS acquisition protocol. Specifically, LUS could be acquired while minimising the

probe pressure applied in the liver and images with very large transversal sections

could be avoided.

6.2.5.3 Conclusion

Overall, these experiments suggest that an increase on the realism of the database

can potentially increase the performance of the CBIR and HMM framework of chap-

ter 5. The methods described in this section are not proposed as a patient-specific

compression compensation solution in the OR - instead, these have demonstrated

that it is possible to model tissue compression with a simple linear elastic regime.

For further application, a much larger sample should be considered and a population

based model built, as a patient-specific model can not be estimated pre-operatively
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without acquiring LUS images. In order to have more consistent measurements,

images capturing the posterior surface of the liver should be acquired, so that the

compression model can take into account the compression of a whole section of

the liver and not just the surface contact displacement. Finally, it is important to

mention that the described fitting methodology may be extremely valuable since it

provided relevant empirical observations on liver tissue deformation without using

any tracking or force information.

6.3 Future Work

Even though preliminary results on how deformation compensation can be intro-

duced in the registration framework were shown, other relevant paths of research

could be considered.

Firstly, the adaptation of the CBIR framework encoding to an intensity-based

framework may improve the retrieval precision for images with larger transversal

vessel sections. For this to be possible, realistic simulations that better mimic the

appearance of ultrasound imaging would have to be used, converting the retrieval

problem to a discrete monomodal registration. If the problem was formulated in

the pixel intensity domain, then other database searching strategies and encodings

could be also be considered, such as the classical LBP based descriptions or more

recent methods using Deep Learning frameworks [236].

Secondly, and on a different research track, the registration problem could be

better constrained by including extra sources of information. Specifically, video

image data could be used to better enforce a prior relation between the position

of the LUS probe and the liver surface. This could be achieved by tracking the

LUS probe and segmenting the liver surface [237] in the video, and combining the

result with the corresponding LUS image. If the LUS to CT registration result was

integrated in the video, the resulting overlay between CT liver surface model and

video segmented surface could be used to constrain the problem.

A third and final option would be to integrate a vessel segmentation algorithm

in the framework and maintain the problem in the vessel feature space. As of

today, a large number of Deep Learning frameworks have been introduced for a wide

variety of segmentation problems, including vessel segmentation in liver ultrasound

images [221]. A segmentation algorithm would not only automate the proposed
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workflow, but also have the potential of identifying vessels that are more relevant

and likely to be found in the CT, a process that could help the algorithm dealing with

missing vessels between CT and LUS. Furthermore, segmentation could consider the

classification of vessel sections in vessels from hepatic vein and vessels from portal

vein, introducing labels in the registration problem - by knowing which vessel is

which, the registration ambiguity would be decreased as vessel trees with different

labels are always segmented in a contrast enhanced CT.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, the problem of LUS to CT registration has been thoroughly studied

and a novel solution that does not require a tracker or manual initialisation has been

proposed.

In chapter 3, it has been shown that more typical gradient descent based regis-

tration methods such as the ones based on intensity-based measures are not suitable

for this problem. The main reason for this is the difference in field of view between

the two modalities - compared to CT, the LUS images have a very narrow field of

view and an accurate alignment depends greatly on an accurate initialisation.

In chapter 4, a globally optimal framework was proposed for the registration

problem in order to remove the initialisation step, and the criteria that the acquired

LUS data should fulfill for such framework to be feasible was assessed. It was con-

cluded that given a large enough volume of LUS data containing vessel information

it is possible to obtain a rigid globally optimal alignment that can act as an ini-

tialisation to other finer algorithms. However, the proposed strategy relied on EM

tracking information, which is only available with external devices that hinder the

translation of LUS guidance methods to the clinical environment.

In chapter 5, a new paradigm based on CBIR was proposed for the registration

problem. Instead of optimising an alignment directly, images that are likely to

represent the acquired LUS images are simulated pre-operatively, and a probabilistic

framework estimates the most likely simulations to represent the LUS acquisition.

This method was validated using clinical data from 3 patients and experiments

demonstrated that it is possible to register LUS to CT without EM tracking and

without manual initialisation.
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In chapter 6, a first step into introducing deformation parameters in the pro-

posed untracked registration method was taken. By assessing a set of manually

registered images, a simple linear model was extracted to describe liver tissue com-

pression in the LUS images. The objective of this chapter was to highlight how the

untracked CBIR method of chapter 5 can be further improved and to provide future

research directions.

Besides the methodological innovation, the work presented in this thesis includes

a thorough analysis of LUS and CT images that is not present in the literature. To

the best of the author’s knowledge, no quantification of LUS to CT registration

accuracies has been reported in clinical data. Therefore, the importance of under-

standing the challenges that any method has to overcome in order to solve this

problem was emphasised.

The accuracy results obtained throughout this thesis were mainly within the

range [10-20] mm. Even though these values do not match the clinically relevant

accuracy of 5 mm [238], they are useful for the purpose of an initialisation that can be

refined further. Regardless, it is important to note that besides deformation, there

are other processes in the proposed registration pipelines that affect this error. In the

LUS processing, there are errors in the manual segmentation that mainly depend on

the operator. In the CT processing, vessel segmentation is also prone to inaccuracies,

mainly in the estimated radius of the vessels. Therefore, the obtained errors could be

potentially reduced by reassessing the segmentations visually, and possibly including

inter-observer variability into them. Other source of error to consider is the EM

tracking accuracy and consequent error in LUS calibration which affects the methods

that used tracked LUS. As for the untracked registration solution, even though

there are no tracking inaccuracies, the sampling of the pre-computed CBIR system

has a direct effect on accuracy - with a higher translation and rotation resolution,

registration errors could be reduced.

Three main limitations can be pointed out to the work here presented: the focus

on rigid methods, even though the liver is subjected to significant deformations; the

lack of a vessel segmentation approach and the reduced size of the validation data

sets. Emphasis was put on a rigid registration since deformable modelling is usually

more suitable after a reliable rigid initialisation is provided. Since it was shown
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that obtaining this initialisation is the main challenge of the LUS and CT fusion,

the proposed methods considered the paradigm of globally optimal registration that

currently due to computational expense can only deal with rigid parameters. Also,

inferring deformation states from LUS is very challenging, as the amount of captured

data may not be enough to properly estimate a deformation field. The LUS segmen-

tation problem was not tackled since the main challenge in this guidance problem

is the fusion with CT. Instead of focusing on vessel segmentation, the decision was

to assess how registration method can solve the problem whilst assuming vessels to

be previously segmented. Given the effectiveness of the proposed methods, there

is scientific motivation for the development of an automatic vessel segmentation

method. The reduced size of the validation data sets is a result of an overall lack

of surgical data. Very few works have shown registration results with this type of

data for animal cases, and no groups have shown such results for clinical patient

cases. In order to compensate for the lack of patient/porcine cases, for each case,

multiple data acquisitions were performed. Data was collected from a wide range

of locations in the liver to make up for the lack of individual cases. Additionally,

synthetic experiments with the segmented CT models were performed in order to

strengthen the validation.

An aspect that has not been addressed in this thesis is the robustness of the pro-

posed methods to different ultrasound imaging properties. Usually, during surgery,

surgeons change two main parameters in ultrasound imaging that affect the quality

and geometry of the images, the gain and imaging depth. Gain changes the contrast

of the image and can potentially affect the performance of segmentation algorithms.

Since only manual segmentations were considered, this parameter does not affect

the outcome of the proposed methods. The imaging depth defines what is the max-

imum depth at which ultrasound waves are captured, and is directly related to the

resolution of the LUS images. In terms of registration outcome, this parameter

should not affect the obtained results. However, from a usability point of view, the

proposed methods assume that the image geometry and resolution are constant: for

the tracked methods, the LUS calibration is specific to the imaging resolution, and

for the untracked CBIR method, a specific resolution is considered in the simulation

step. Therefore, this parameter was kept the same in all the presented experiments.
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Overall, this thesis presents a novel method for registration of LUS to CT images

without a tracker that in has the potential of being translated to the clinic and aid a

surgeon by providing awareness on the spatial relation between vessels and tumours

without any manual interaction with the data. Furthermore, all the concepts and

methods in this thesis can be applied to other part-to-whole registration problems

where the field of view of one modality is small compared to the other. Examples

include the registration of ex-vivo histological images to in-vivo MR scans [239]. In

terms of application, the presented methodology can be translated to other multi-

modal ultrasound registration problems, such as endoscopic ultrasound guidance for

pancreateobiliary interventions [240] and LUS for kidney interventions.
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Data Summary

The methods described in this thesis were validated in sets of pre-clinical and clinical

data.

A.1 Animal Data

The work presented in chapters 3 and 4 used data from a single porcine subject

summarised in Table A.1. All applicable international, national, and/or institutional

guidelines for the care and use of animals were followed. For this case, contrast

enhanced CT scan was acquired with three phases after intravenous injection of 140

ml of Niopam 300. Three separate volumes were acquired at specific time points

after injection: arterial phase at 21 seconds, portal venous phase at 52 seconds and

hepatic venous phase at 76 seconds. The duration of each scan was 27 seconds. This

protocol was repeated after putting the animal under pneumoperitoneum.

Table A.1: Description of animal data considered in this thesis.

Case Procedure CT Scan Protocol Intra-operative Data

Animal 1 Animal Study
Triphasic CT scan under
normal conditions and
under pneumoperitoneum

Ultrasound and Video

A.2 Patient Data

The work presented in chapters 5 and 6 used data from 3 clinical cases described in

Table A.2. The study in which this data collection was inserted was approved by the

local research ethics committee (Reference: 14/LO/1264 & 10/HO720/87 and reg-

istered with ISRCTN (ID: 77923416). All of the 3 patients underwent laparoscopic

liver resection and consented for the acquisition of intra-operative data before the
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beginning of the procedure. The pre-operative CT data was acquired not as part of

this study, but as of normal clinical practice.

Table A.2: Description of patient data cases considered in this thesis. For all patients,
laparoscopic ultrasound and video data was acquired intra-operatively.

Case Age Gender Indication CT Scan Protocol

Patient 1 48 F
Liver resection for
colo-rectal metastasis

Abdomen and pelvis
CT with contrast

Patient 2 52 F
Liver resection for
colo-rectal metastasis

Abdomen and pelvis
CT with contrast

Patient 3 56 F
Liver resection for
breast cancer
metastasis

Abdomen and pelvis
CT with contrast
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